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ABSTRACT 

Alexander Ross Hurley: Assessing Depression and Attributional Styles as Determinants of 

Engagement in Digital Behavior Change Interventions 

(Under the direction of Deborah Tate) 

 

 Digital behavior change interventions are capable of promoting significant change in 

health behaviors, but often suffer high disengagement and nonusage dropout. The purpose of this 

dissertation was to determine if depressive symptoms or pessimistic attributional styles 

negatively influenced proximal engagement behaviors among users of study websites or 

smartphone apps. Three different interventions were assessed across the three Aims. Aim One 

used structural equation modeling to determine if CES-D scores were indirectly associated with 

6-month weight change outcomes through mediating latent constructs for engagement and 

adherence among adults (N=338) in a 12-month eHealth intervention. CES-D scores were 

negatively associated with both engagement and adherence, which were positively associated 

with 6-month weight loss, contributing to a significant negative indirect effect. Additionally, 

CES-D scores predicted significantly higher risk of users disengaging from the website over 

time. Aim Two applied mixed effects modeling to estimate participants’ (N=52) likelihood of 

viewing messages as a function of the number of goals they were currently failing in an mHealth 

microrandomized pilot, and a generalization of log-linear regression analysis to assess the 

likelihood of reading consecutive program messages following receipt of goal-discrepant 

messages, and if these relationships were moderated by CES-D scores, net of other covariates. 

The more goals participants were failing, the less likely they were to read any program messages 
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sent. Additionally, receipt of goal discrepant messages was associated with a significantly lower 

likelihood of participants reading the next program message sent, compared to neutral messages 

or no message; however, these relationships did not appear to be influenced by CES-D scores. 

Aim Three compared the CES-D indicating depressive symptoms and the DAQ indicating 

pessimistic attributional styles for their potential to predict lower engagement following goal-

discrepant feedback using mixed effects regression among a subsample of participants (N=132) 

in an ongoing mHealth intervention. Both scales were associated with lower odds of reading the 

next program message sent following receipt of goal-discrepant feedback, and higher odds of 

disengagement, but no effects on app page views between messages. These results provide some 

support for tailoring message content based on psychological indicators to reduce negative 

influences on program engagement. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 Overview 

Living with overweight and obesity is a major risk factor for chronic disease 

development, all-cause mortality, and has been associated with poorer mental health statuses.2,3 

Cognitive behavioral therapies and counseling are established methods to elicit desirable changes 

in obesogenic behaviors, and digital behavior change interventions (DBCIs) have been used over 

recent decades as effective, scalable alternatives to traditional in-person therapy sessions which 

have been repeatedly shown to be more effective than control or usual care.4-8 The term DBCI is 

used throughout this dissertation as a broad term encompassing both eHealth and mHealth 

intervention approaches. While the evidence base supporting DBCIs is strong, the field is still 

relatively young, and there is still uncertainty and debate regarding how to define and optimize 

these types of interventions.  

From a process evaluation perspective, the resources, contents, and components available 

in a DBCI can indicate dose delivered to participants, while measured user engagement and 

adherence can approximate their dose received and performance in the intervention, respectively. 

As such, there is great interest in sustaining user engagement to promote the dose received of 

evidence-based components to desirably impact behaviors and health outcomes. However, this 

has historically proven difficult. A recurring narrative in DBCI literature involves concerns for 

low participant engagement and high attrition in these programs, often referencing a “Law of 

Attrition” which states that since it is so easy for participants to decide to stop using a given 
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program once its perceived novelty or usefulness has faded, there is an unavoidable, rapid 

decline in user engagement and possibly loss to follow-up.9-12 In this editorial, Eyesenbach 

differentiated between dropout attrition, meaning loss to follow-up in formal intervention 

measures, and nonusage attrition, meaning a cessation of interacting with the digital interface of 

the DBCI.9 Since the term attrition still implies a loss of sample size or loss to follow-up, this 

dissertation will instead use the term disengagement to represent the same phenomena. 

Eyesenbach put forth several hypotheses to explain observed high disengagement rates, mostly 

founded on the Diffusion of Innovations theory, as well as phenomena from other fields 

including replacement discontinuance, where a user may find a more preferred alternative to the 

intervention program, and disenchantment discontinuance, where users may disengage from a 

program because they are dissatisfied with it in some way.9 Conversely, Ritterband et al have 

suggested a fourth alternative of “e-attainers”, or users who engage less with a DBCI after a 

certain point that they are no longer reporting significant symptoms and thus feel a lower need to 

continue logging into the program.13,14 

In times when the consumer market is oversaturated with apps for everything, mHealth as 

a field must acknowledge that users want a program that they enjoy using, that can be integrated 

into their lives, that is perceived to be useful to them, and that is not markedly worse than some 

private market alternative which may have more appealing aesthetics or user interface, but may 

not have a strong evidence base.9,15 This dissertation specifically focuses on this first aspect, with 

the goal of identifying and adjusting features which may be actively detracting from user 

enjoyment and experience. 

Many digital behavior change interventions call on behavior change techniques (BCTs) 

related to feedback on goal status, including highlighting the discrepancy between one’s current 
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behavior and goal.16-18 In-person program counselors can read non-verbal cues, empathize with 

participants, and can adapt their phrasing or delivery of such information so as to avoid upsetting 

or distressing participants – mHealth messaging does not have this luxury and is often insensitive 

to negative participant reactions.19-21 The same message may not be received the same way from 

different individuals. Some users may be prone to form negative attributions for their failure to 

meet goals, and can feel stronger negative affect from these types of messages than those who do 

not.22-24 Hypothetically, if these types of messages are continually repeated during a DBCI 

insensitive to their emotional reactions, the user may be more tempted to step away from a 

program that makes them feel bad about themselves. 

Attribution Theory, Goal Setting Theory, and Beck’s Cognitive Theory of Depression 

exhibit some degree of overlap in describing this tendency for some people to attribute causes of 

failure negatively, to something inside themselves that they can’t control and are unable to 

change – altering questions of goal achievement from ability to capability or capacity for ever 

meeting it.1,24,25 These tendencies, called “pessimistic attributional styles” are a contributing 

determinant for depression and can predict stronger negative reactions to receiving pushed goal-

discrepant feedback. Such reactions will be manifestly observable by proximal reductions in 

program engagement and a longitudinally increased likelihood of disengaging from a DBCI 

entirely (if not also potentially being lost to follow-up). If these tendencies are accurately 

measured and accounted for, it may be possible to tailor intervention feedback to avoid, or 

decrease frequency of, certain types of messages which may cause negative reactions, thereby 

reducing the risk of premature user disengagement with digital health interventions. This should 

prolong user engagement with DBCIs, thus increasing their dose received of intervention 

materials, and ideally contributing to improved change in behavioral health outcomes. 
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This dissertation explores the following topics: 1) If increased depressive symptoms are 

associated with lower participant engagement and adherence in DBCIs. 2) If participants 

reporting more depressive symptoms at baseline exhibit greater risk of engagement lapse or 

disengagement following receipt of goal-discrepant feedback compared to receipt of no message 

or a positive/neutral message. 3) If the Centers for Epidemiology Depression (CES-D) or the 

Depressive Attributions Questionnaire (DAQ) may serve as better indicators to predict proximal 

user engagement, which could be applied to enhance program tailoring. 

 Specific Aims 

Aim 1: Assess influence of depressive symptoms on engagement, adherence, and weight loss 

within a website-based DBCI.  

Aim 1 Hypothesis 1: Higher CES-D scores at baseline will be associated with lower 

DBCI engagement and adherence, which will in turn be associated with smaller weight 

loss outcomes between baseline and 6 months.  

Aim 1 Hypothesis 2: Participants reporting higher CES-D scores at baseline will be more 

likely to permanently disengage from a DBCI over 12 months, compared to participants 

reporting lower depressive symptoms, controlling for sociodemographic covariates. 

Aim 2: Measure proximal lapses in program engagement following receipt of goal-

discrepant feedback messages in a 3-month micro-randomized smartphone-based DBCI. 

Aim 2 Hypothesis 1: Participants will be less likely to read incoming pushed messages as 

a function of the number of goals they are currently failing, net of sociodemographic 

control covariates, and this relationship will be exacerbated by baseline depressive 

symptoms (indicated by CES-D scores). 
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Aim 2 Hypothesis 2: Receipt of a goal-discrepant feedback message will be associated 

with a lower likelihood of reading the next message sent relative to receipt of positive/ 

neutral messages or of no message sent in a microrandomized trial.  

Aim 2 Hypothesis 3: The negative relationship between receipt of goal-discrepant 

feedback and likelihood of viewing subsequent messages will be exacerbated by baseline 

depressive symptoms such that those with higher baseline CES-D scores will be less 

likely to read the next message relative to those with lower scores, net of other covariates. 

Aim 3: Compare validated indicators to predict participant adverse responses to goal-

discrepant feedback in a smartphone-based DBCI. 

Aim 3 Hypothesis 1: Participants with higher CES-D scores will be less likely to engage 

with the program app (indicated by page views) as compared to users with lower scores, 

and this effect will be exacerbated after reading goal-discrepant messages. 

Aim 3 Hypothesis 2: Participants with higher DAQ scores will be less likely to engage 

with the program app (indicated by page views) as compared to users with lower scores, 

and this effect will be exacerbated after reading goal-discrepant messages. 

Aim 3 Hypothesis 3: Participants with higher CES-D scores will be less likely to read 

consecutive program messages, and this effect will be exacerbated after reading goal-

discrepant messages. 

Aim 3 Hypothesis 4: Participants with higher DAQ scores will be less likely to read 

consecutive program messages, and this effect will be exacerbated after reading goal-

discrepant messages. 
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Aim 3 Hypothesis 5: The DAQ will present stronger coefficient values and better model 

fit statistics than the CES-D across models assessed. 
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND & LITERATURE REVIEW 

Digital Behavior Change Interventions for Weight Management 

Overweight and obesity are major contributors for preventable morbidity and mortality in 

the United States. In 2018, the most recent year such data are available, approximately 31.1% of 

U.S. adults over age 20 were living with overweight and an additional 42.5% were adults living 

with obesity.3 The impacts of living with overweight and obesity are not limited to physical 

health, but can impact mental and emotional health, as living with overweight and/or obesity is 

strongly correlated with depression.26 It is unclear how often individuals with depressive 

symptoms may be interested in joining behavioral weight control interventions; however these 

correlations suggest a relatively high likelihood. Nationwide statistics from the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the National Institutes of Mental Health (NIMH) 

primarily encompass severe or major depressive episodes which likely underestimates the 

prevalence of people living with depression in the country.27,28 The 2019 National Health 

Interview Survey is one of few sources documenting sub-clinical depression indicators measured 

by the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-8) at the population level, which estimates that 2.8% 

of U.S. adults recently experienced severe symptoms, 4.2% experienced moderate symptoms, 

and 11.5% experienced mild symptoms of depression.29 These percentages have climbed due to 

the Covid-19 pandemic.30 The American Psychological Association documented an >300% 

increase in US adults reporting depression and anxiety systems from 2019-2021:31 Based on the 

Generalized Anxiety Disorders (GAD-2) scale, 7.4%-7.6% of US adults reported anxiety 

symptoms in 2019, but 28.2%-37.2% reported them between 2020-2021. Likewise, based on the 
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PHQ-2, depression symptoms increased from 5.9%-7.5% in 2019 to 20.2%-31.1% between 

2020-21.31 

Covid-19 pandemic life adjustments have also been associated with increased weight 

gain across the US, with people affected by anxiety and/or depression exhibiting statistically 

greater weight gains relative to those without such conditions.32,33 Living through years of stay-

at-home isolation for pandemic safety and adjusting to work-from-home statuses has likely 

increased both the need and demand for digital weight loss interventions. Additionally, 

participants susceptible to depression or other mental health issues may find it easier to join 

digital programs rather than in-person ones as they often have lower conceptual barriers to enter 

and are more likely to avoid perceived risk of mental health and/or obesity stigma from others.34 

As such, it is prudent to understand how participants struggling with adverse mental health 

conditions like depression interact with digital behavior change interventions (DBCIs) so that we 

may best promote sustained usage for their physical and mental benefit.  

One shortcoming of DBCIs is that they are typically insensitive to participant negative 

reactions to various program communications or components.19-21 While human counselors may 

be quickly able to interpersonally detect signs of discomfort or adverse reaction and adjust 

accordingly, this is typically not feasible for DBCIs to emulate. Messaging in these programs is 

often pre-written by researchers and study staff according to predetermined observed tailoring 

variables (e.g., gender, age, race/ethnicity, education, etc.) and decision rules based on program 

performance (e.g., adherence to dietary goals, weight change, etc.) and can include a variety of 

topics including praise, reinforcement, reminders, implementation intentions, and feedback on 

behavioral or outcome goals which is of chief relevance for this dissertation.35-41 While feedback 

on goal performance for behaviors and behavioral outcomes are known to be effective behavior 
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change techniques (BCTs), there is no guarantee that such messages will have desirable, or even 

uniformly beneficial impacts for all users, and could instead inadvertently irritate or upset the 

recipient. Hypothetically, a fully-remote DBCI could send a push feedback message reminding 

the user of the discrepancy between their current behavior and the goal, which – in a one-off 

instance – might temporarily annoy the recipient. But if repeated, these messages could risk 

lowering the user’s perceived self-efficacy to ever achieve that goal in the future, as well as 

antagonize their mental/emotional state or cause them to begin associating the DBCI with 

unpleasant feedback. This could then impact their overall program engagement and adherence, 

which traditionally would be the only manifest indicators observable to researchers.42,43 

Intervention satisfaction surveys and interviews are susceptible to recall bias and often 

only performed at follow-up among individuals who completed the program. Instead, it may be 

more accurate to study user measured user behavior during an intervention rather than 

perceptions against a potentially biased subsample of users who completed the program. Modern 

app-based DBCIs are capable of passively recording vast amounts of longitudinal usage data. As 

such, it may be useful to work backwards, measuring recorded responses to determine if certain 

participant-level factors might be associated with higher likelihoods of disengagement or dropout 

in order to prevent possible missteps in future programs.  

Engagement 

Reviews and publications often define user engagement and adherence using an inductive 

approach based on available indicators, leading to numerous variations in operationalization and 

lack of consistency in construct definitions.42,44-49 In this section, I define and defend my 

conceptualizations of user engagement and adherence as two necessary, but not sufficient, 

constructs of DBCIs on a temporal pathway of user experience, behavioral performance, and 
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distal health outcomes according to best practice. Key terms and definitions are summarized in 

Table 2.1.  

Table 2.1 – Key Terms & Definitions  

Term Definition Indicators 

Engagement The degree of participant usage and 

interactivity with the digital interface of 

an intervention, including responsiveness 

and attention to program messages and 

lessons, as well as accessing of program 

tools and resources. 

Logins, messages read, 

timestamped access to 

program pages/lessons, 

proportion of available 

program components 

viewed. 

Adherence The degree that a participant’s actual 

(measured) behavior corresponds to 

program recommendations and goals 

Self-monitoring of activities 

(e.g., diet, physical activity, 

weight), meeting behavioral 

goals  or outcome goals. 

Disengaging Occurrence when users stop interacting 

with the digital interface of a DBCI, but 

may resume in the future. 

Zeroes in all engagement 

indicators for a length of 

time. 

Disengagement Event when a participant stops interacting 

with the digital interface of a DBCI, but is 

not lost to follow-up in the study at its 

conclusion (a.k.a. “nonusage attrition”9)  

Zeroes in all engagement 

indicators after a point in 

time, while follow-up data 

is still collected.  

Attrition Event when a participant formally or 

informally withdraws all participation in a 

program and is lost to follow-up (a.k.a. 

“drop-out”) 

Zeroes in all Engagement 

and Adherence indicators 

after a point in time; lost to 

follow-up 

 

Perski and colleagues conducted a systematic review of DCBI literature to synthesize 

definitions of user engagement across disciplines and propose a new, systematic framework of 

engagement and its mechanisms of action.42 Their resultant definition of participant engagement 

aligns with contemporary understandings of participant experience and interactions with digital 

health programs as, 1) the extent of usage (e.g. frequency, duration, and depth) and 2) a 

subjective experience characterized by attention and affect.42 This definition of engagement may 
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be measured using objective indicators such as: logins, page views/time stamps, resources or 

lessons read, proportion of full program components utilized, reading pushed messages sent, and 

attending counseling sessions.48 Additional subjective indicators can include: qualitative “think 

aloud” cognitive interviews, participant retrospective recall and rating of DCBI components, 

validated retrospective recall scales, or ecological momentary assessments.48  

The boundary differentiating engagement and adherence requires careful consideration to 

avoid the ad hoc labelling practices referenced in some studies.50 Yardley et al describe two 

contributing components, termed “micro-level engagement” as the moment-to-moment 

interaction interfacing with the DBCI platform (e.g., logins, page views, etc.) and “macro-level 

engagement” as activities aligning with the wider goals of intervention use (e.g., opening pushed 

messages, wearing activity trackers, self-monitoring food intake etc.). 50,51 Together, these 

factors are proposed comprise “effective engagement” within the context of that intervention; 

acknowledging that a participant’s goals may differ from the program’s intended goals.50,51 

Synthesizing these conceptualizations, engagement will be operationalized throughout this 

dissertation as the degree of participant usage and interactivity with the digital interface of an 

intervention, including responsiveness and attention to program messages and lessons, as well as 

accessing of program tools and resources. Likewise, actions performed to meet program goals 

which can affect distal behavioral outcomes will inform adherence. As an example, reading 

messages alone may not help someone change their weight, but increasing and self-monitoring 

one’s active minutes likely will. 

Adherence 

Like engagement, definitions of adherence vary between publications, and are often 

inductively based on the primary DV in each publication. This approach assumes that an 
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individual metric of adherence is a valid proxy for all possible metrics of adherence – limiting 

comparability without critical consideration of definitions. In fact, on critical review, some of 

these inductive definitions of adherence may be more accurately defined as participant 

engagement with the DBCI. 44,47,52-55 As such, it is important to clearly operationalize and define 

the LV of adherence in DBCIs, which may be indicated by any number of measured indicators. 

 Early DBCI literature attempted to depart from the WHO’s medicalized definition of 

adherence as “the extent to which a person’s behavior […] corresponds with agreed 

recommendations from a health care provider.”52,56,57 However this definition provides a good 

starting point for consideration. While intended usage is not often defined in publications, it may 

be inferred as following the recommendations, goals, and exercises presented in the digital 

intervention. Thus, one may supplant the ‘recommendations from a health care provider’ with 

‘requests or goals from an intervention’. The resulting definition of adherence is then: “The 

degree that a participant’s actual (measured) behavior corresponds to program recommendations, 

goals, and requests.” Which is generally agreed upon in other contemporary publications, and 

will be used throughout this dissertation.58-60 

In terms of weight management programs, these recommendations would include 

adherence to regimens of dietary goals,61 physical activity (PA) goals, daily weighing 

recommendations, attendance to counseling sessions, and regular self-monitoring49,62 to 

contribute to improved weight outcomes.43,63,64 Self-monitoring in DBCIs falls into a middle 

grey-area between engagement and adherence. Often in digital interventions, users must open the 

digital interface in order to manually self-monitor behavioral performance, which could be 

considered engaging with the DBCI or adhering to behavioral recommendations. Conversely, a 

user could hypothetically self-monitor their behaviors in a paper notebook and be adherent to 
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program recommendations, albeit while not engaging with the DBCI and missing observed data. 

For the purposes of this dissertation, I argue that since self-monitoring is labelled as a behavior 

change technique (BCT), and itself is associated with improved weight loss outcomes, it may be 

labelled as adherence if an intervention specifically creates user-facing goals and/or reminders 

for it.65,66 This conceptualization is reinforced by previous studies empirically indicating self-

monitoring instances of diet and PA, as well as frequency of self-monitoring ≥2 meals per day 

are strongly associated with health outcomes and can persist whether digital or in-person.55,62 
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CHAPTER 3: THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS & CONCEPTUAL MODEL 

Social Cognitive Theory  

Bandura’s Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) is a keystone theory of health behavior and 

public health.67 SCT is a forward-feeding agentic theory of behavior change describing how a 

person’s effort and commitment to achieving a goal is strongly influenced their perceived self-

efficacy (whether they possess the capacity necessary to achieve a certain goal), their 

expectations for the performance of the behavior in question, and how performing the behavior 

relates with the person and the environment they are in.67,68 This latter construct, referred to as 

reciprocal determinism, describes the active triadic relationships between how a person’s 

environment may influence a person’s beliefs and resources available and foster or hinder 

performance of a given behavior, how personal factors including self-efficacy, motivation, and 

attitudes may impact the performance of a given behavior, and how behavioral performance may 

then impact a person’s beliefs or confidence in themselves as well as influence the environments 

that the person may find themselves in given the behavioral performance.67,68 This recursive 

construct lends itself well to theoretically bolster iterative conceptual process models which 

repeat over time, as detailed in Figure 3.3. SCT and its essential construct of self-efficacy have 

been applied in many mHealth interventions for multiple behaviors including diet, physical 

activity, weight management, and general health promotion.69-72 

The primary SCT construct of interest for this dissertation is self-efficacy, a dynamic 

construct representing an individual’s perceived capacity and capability to perform a given 

behavior sufficiently to achieve their goal(s) and regulates cognitive, affective, motivational, an 
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decision processes.73,74 The construct itself is informed by the individual’s life experience and 

environments, and may be strengthened in interventions via affirmative communications, 

modeling of the behavior by similar others or role models, achieving skills mastery via 

accomplishing smaller goals on the path to behavior change, or other processes.67,73 Conversely, 

certain internal and external influences are known to reduce an individual’s self-efficacy. Skills 

mastery and goal setting to develop new behaviors is rarely a positive linear process, and it is 

common, if not expected, for individuals to fail some goals along the way. SCT and Goal Setting 

Theory both posit that on failing a given goal, individuals with sufficient self-efficacy will 

redouble efforts and conduct another attempt to re-set and achieve that goal; whereas those that 

do not may become apathetic or despondent when failing to meet a goal standard.68,74,75  Bandura 

frames this issue nicely in the quote, “Those beset by self-doubts become the early quitters rather 

than the successful survivors.”73 

Several factors that have been identified to reduce one’s perceived self-efficacy, and are 

relevant to this dissertation include: Failing set goals by large margins, such that the greater the 

discrepancy by which one fails a goal or by investing high amounts of effort only to still fail the 

goal, the more their perceived self-efficacy to ever achieve that goal in the future may drop.74 

Failing the same attempted goal multiple times can elicit similar effects and lead to increased 

emotional distress if the individual is unable to shift focus to another type of goal in effort to 

preserve their sense of self-efficacy.76 Additionally, the framing of feedback has been shown to 

strongly influence perceived self-efficacy. Framing goal-discrepant feedback in terms of a 

positive progress toward a certain goal is found to increase or sustain perceived self-efficacy 

(75%), whereas framing the same information as a negative discrepancy or shortcoming (-25%) 

greatly reduces the recipient’s perceived self-efficacy.74,77 Attaining a positive is not 
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psychologically equivalent to removing a negative. When enrolled in behavior change 

interventions, participants may encounter some or all of these factors in varying degrees, and 

must override this negative feedback and look ahead to strive to achieve their goals in the 

behavior change process. However, some person-level characteristics including attributional 

styles can strongly influence their response to incoming negative feedback and increase the risk 

of apathetic or disengaging responses for goals perceived as unachievable. 

Goal Setting Theory  

 Locke & Latham inductively developed Goal Setting Theory (GST) over 25 years of field 

and laboratory studies in the realm of industrial/organizational psychology to explain and predict 

human task-based performance.78 Human consciousness looks forward to recognize idealized 

states different from its current settings that it wants to achieve, and sets goals to achieve that 

end. The term “goal” is operationalized in the theory as the object or aim of an action and “goal 

content” refers to the object(s) or result(s) sought after.79 At its core, GST proffers two 

conceptions regarding goal setting and performance: There is a positive, linear relationship 

between goal difficulty and performance up to a certain point, such that individuals with higher 

or more difficult goals exhibited higher behavioral performance until they reached the end of 

their capabilities.79 Additionally, specific, measurable goals contribute to higher measured 

behavioral performance compared to no goals or vague ‘do your best’ style goals. Presumably 

since specific, challenging goals clearly specify the required standard of behavioral performance 

to be achieved while nonspecific goals are more ambiguous as to what constitutes necessary or 

acceptable performance.79 

 GST specifies four mechanisms by which high, specific goals best motivate performance: 

attention, effort, persistence, and knowledge/strategy. First, because a high goal is not 
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immediately achievable and is recognized to require considerable effort, it focuses an 

individual’s attention onto goal-relevant activities and away from other activities they deem 

irrelevant. Second, personal effort acts as a mediator such that the effort expended is proportional 

to the difficulty of the goal. Third, persistence – or the time spent to achieve a goal – is also 

increased proportional to the difficulty of a specific goal. The fourth mechanism, knowledge and 

task strategy, is not as straightforward as the prior three. Typically, a high specific goal will 

activate one’s knowledge and skills relevant or necessary to achieve that goal – if these resources 

are deemed insufficient, the person may then instill smaller secondary learning goals to acquire 

the skills they need, then return to the high specific goal better equipped. However, complex 

challenging goals can sometimes instill tunnel vision, causing people to expend high effort to get 

immediate results before learning how to properly perform the task.79  

 Several variables are known to moderate this goal performance relationship. Ability 

moderates goal choice and effort, as individuals will not often attempt a goal when they believe 

they lack the knowledge and skill(s) necessary to perform the specified behavior. Task 

complexity and situational resources/constraints also moderate this relationship in expected 

ways. Performance feedback also moderates this goal-performance relationship such that an 

individual regulates their performance much better when positive feedback is present compared 

to no feedback or negative feedback.77,79 GST also expounds on a slightly cyclical relationship 

regarding feedback: Subsequent goal setting is the mediating variable that explains why feedback 

gets translated into future action – if feedback does not result in goal setting, or if the feedback is 

ignored, performance will not improve.79,80 Goal commitment is a third moderating variable that 

is known to moderate the goal-performance relationship, and can be subdivided into two separate 

aspects: Factors that make goal attainment important to the individual, and factors that make the 
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individual confident the goal can be attained, such as one’s perceived self-efficacy.79 Lastly, an 

individual’s affect is known to moderate the goal-performance relationship since goals are the 

value standard for one’s performance. Generally, the greater the degree of success in goal 

attainment, the greater one experiences personal satisfaction, while dissatisfaction and other 

negative emotions are experienced proportional to the level of goal discrepancy and the amount 

of effort expended.74,79 Bandura and Locke also state that individuals prone to depression express 

greater reactivity to these goal discrepancies than those who are not.74 

Cognitive Theory of Depression  

The Cognitive Theory of Depression (CTD) proposed by Clark and Beck purports a 

cognitive triad consisting of three schemas: self-image (lovable vs. not), image of the world 

(friendly vs. harsh), and expectations of the future (hopeful vs. grim).25,81 Perceptions and beliefs 

are formed from these schemas; however since the human brain has an upper limit on processing 

capability, the cognitive process of how one forms these perceptions and resulting beliefs can 

carry strong implications for longitudinal well-being.25 As an example, impacts on self-image 

and self-esteem tend to be magnified and over-harsh in individuals with severe depression, 

forming self-criticisms by ruminating on past mistakes and deriding oneself as weak, lazy, a 

burden to others, etc. When these views of the self, the world, and the future all lean to a 

depressogenic negative tilt, the negative cognitive triad is said to form, and is a critical 

vulnerability to developing depression.25,82 Beck proposes several likely contributing factors for 

this, of which a select few relevant for this dissertation will be discussed. Further details in Beck 

and Bredemeier (2016).25 

Negative information processing biases in individuals are known to confer a vulnerability 

to developing depression, rather than strictly being a symptom of it, and as such likely contribute 
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to this negative cognitive triad.83-85 Symptomatology of individuals diagnosed with depression 

shows that they tend to discount or ignore positive feedback86 and selectively focus on negative 

feedback87; displaying greater emotional sensitivity and recall of negative information and 

feedback88,89 as compared to positive or neutral information.25 This tendency has been shown to 

erode individual self-esteem over time and is a strong predictor of future depression 

development.90,91 This can indicate how participants susceptible to depression, or those with mild 

to moderate depressive symptoms may tend to interpret feedback sent within an intervention.  

People affected by these cognitive biases tend to interpret life experiences and events in 

similar patterns. Alloy, Abramson, et al applied the Attributional Style Questionnaire and 

demonstrated that depression-prone individuals sent to interpret negative events as having been 

caused by themselves and anticipate enduring consequences.92,93 When these patterns become 

habitual, they are known as an attributional “style.” Beck & Bredemeier argue that these 

predispositions alone are not sufficient to cause depression, but metaphorically prime the pump 

for depression onset following the perceived loss of investment in a vital resource.25 The 

magnitude of the perceived loss and its effects are believed to be directly proportional to the 

degree of perceived investment. Once some significant stressor or perceived loss manifests in a 

person’s life, it can interact with depressogenic beliefs to generate negative cognitive appraisals 

of present and future events through a sufficient, but not necessary process. 

In summary, CTD positions the cognitive schema as a kind of human operating system 

that coordinates other personality systems, as well as the biological processes that support them. 

In some individuals, these schema may become maladaptive and begin negatively influencing 

these personality systems, which can contribute to a snowballing effect resulting in moderate to 

severe depression or a depressive episode. Attribution theory captures one instance of these 
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maladaptive cognitive schema that can precede depression and expounds on it in a manner highly 

relevant for goal setting and behavior change sciences. 

Attribution Theory 

 Paraphrasing an expression initially sourced to Fritz Heider (1958), people like to make 

sense of the world and their surroundings by acting as naïve psychologists.94 When confronted 

with certain life events, people will attempt to determine the causes for those events based on an 

internal logic, which can be biased in varying directions depending on the individual. For 

example, Weiner notes the presence of a hedonic bias, that is a tendency for some to take 

personal credit for life successes and place fault for failures externally outside the self.24 

Psychological study of this phenomena has yielded that this bias functions to maintain a positive 

affective state for the individual, with internal ascriptions for success being both ego-enhancing 

and self-esteem enhancing, while and external ascriptions to failure being ego-defensive and 

protecting perceived self-worth.24 Importantly, Weiner notes that such biases need not 

necessarily involve conscious alteration of one’s perceived reality.24 

Weiner’s Attribution Theory fundamentally states that when confronted with 

achievement information, individuals will attempt to attribute its success or failure to the 

following 3 items: locus of causality (internal or external), stability (stable or unstable), and 

controllability (controllable or uncontrollable).1,24 Once identified, these attributions have been 

shown to influence an individual’s emotional, affective, cognitive, and behavioral reactions.95 

Within the context of goal setting and striving, these attributions can theoretically occur 

following either positive or negative goal feedback; however, it is well-established in the 

literature that these processes are both more likely to occur following negative goal-performance 

discrepancies (e.g., understanding why they are behind or didn’t meet their goal) and much more 
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likely to elicit deleterious effects relative to future goal setting and striving behaviors.1 Because 

of this, all further discussions of Attribution Theory will be couched in terms of goal-discrepant 

(failing) situations. 

Locus of Causality 

Empirical research has shown that internal attributions for goal failure following goal-

discrepant feedback has a negative effect on post-task self-efficacy, while external attributions 

for failure tends to have a positive or insulating impact on post-task self-efficacy.22,23 In terms of 

emotions and affect, external attributions for failure are sometimes associated with short-term 

feelings of irritation, anger, or frustration towards the externalized focus (e.g., coworker, event, 

family responsibilities, etc.), but few other lasting effects.1,24 Whereas internal attributions for 

goal failure are often associated with feelings of shame, guilt, or sadness which can persist for 

days or longer. 1,23,96 Tolli & Schmidt showed that individuals who internally attributed cause of 

goal failure felt less-self efficacious in future efforts to repeat and achieve the task, which was in 

turn associated with a desire to downwardly revise their goals to more achievable levels.23 

Revising program goals is not often permitted in DBCIs, which can lead to frustration and other 

negative affect from participants wishing to revise their goals.1 

Stability 

When an individual determines the cause of goal failure to be stable and thus likely to 

continue exerting the same influence in the future, they will likely expect future similar goals to 

fail as well due to the stable reason.1 When one’s expectations for success are lowered in this 

way, they are likely to desire a downward revision of the goal. Likewise, if one determines the 

cause of goal failure to be unstable, (i.e., they did not meet their exercise goals because of poor 
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weather outside) they are likely to expect to achieve the goal once the condition changes and not 

attempt to revise the goal downward (i.e., they expect to achieve their exercise goals once the 

weather clears up). Previous research from exam-taking students showed that relationships 

between goal attainment and positive increases to self-efficacy were strongest among students 

who attributed their reasons for success to stable causes.97,98  

Attributions for stability of failure are related to research by Seligman and others 

regarding the concept of “learned helplessness” among depressed individuals. This concept states 

that if an individual repeatedly fails a task and determines that the outcome is not changed by 

their actions, then only future failure is expected and the individual will withdraw future efforts, 

resulting in helplessness against the cause of failure.99 Abramson and Seligman layer gave 

attributions a central role in this process, stating that when an individual finds that they are 

helpless, they ask themselves why they are helpless. The causal attributions they make with then 

determine the perceived generality and chronicity of their helplessness deficits, as well as their 

self-esteem.24,100 Learned helplessness is strongly associated with increased risk of developing 

depression, as well as being extremely pronounced in individuals with severe depression.101 This 

phenomena also maps on to the construct controllability in Attribution Theory.  

Controllability 

Controllability in Attribution Theory refers to the perceived degree that an occurrence is 

under the subject’s agentic control and/or volition. Impacts of this construct are known to vary 

both based on the type of occurrence and whether one is investigating effects on the actor or an 

observer for that occurrence. This has led to some scattering of evidence for this construct’s 

dimensionality depending on the angle of inquiry, which will be discussed briefly here. For 

stigmatized health issues such as living with obesity or depression, observers who attribute 
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higher levels of controllability to these conditions are more likely to react with anger, 

resentment, and less likely to offer help to those affected (i.e., believing the condition is under 

the actor’s control and should be their responsibility to resolve); whereas observers attributing 

lower controllability to these issues tend to be more likely to offer sympathy and helping 

behaviors to the affected actor.102-106 Due to its explanatory relationship with social stigma, 

comparatively more psychological research has focused on perceived controllability in observers 

rather than actors.  

What research does exist relevant to actors and goal setting/striving behaviors aligns with 

the previously discussed topic of learned helplessness. If an individual attributes their cause of 

failure to something controllable, such as effort, then they are likely to renew their goal and 

increase efforts to attain it; however, if they perceive the cause of their goal failure to be 

noncontrollable, such as ability, then they will be less likely to attempt renewal of the same 

goal.1,24 Conversely, there is evidence that increases to perceived controllability following goal 

failure can be associated with increased follow-up attempts to achieve that goal. Jackson, Hall, 

Rowe, and Daniels conducted an experimental attributional retraining module on students who 

had recently failed job interviews and found that those who were coached that their reasons for 

failure were due to controllable factors reduced their feelings of regret and increased their 

subsequent efforts to be successful during subsequent interviews than those not coached on this 

construct.107 

While attributions to different situations may vary, people have a tendency to make 

similar attributions over time, developing what is called an “attributional style” that can 

interpersonally vary, and is the subject of inquiry of the Attributional Style Questionnaire 

(ASQ).108 The ASQ poses a variety of different scenarios to an individual and asks them to 
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causally attribute why each scenario may have happened to them, and has been repeatedly 

validated into both short and expanded-form versions.109,110 In recognition of Beck’s CTD, it has 

been noted that depressogenic cognitive errors render some individuals to have a “pessimistic 

attributional style” – that is, a tendency to interpret negative events to an internal locus, that is 

stable, and that they cannot control.108 This effectively represents a ‘worst case’ perceived causal 

attribution that is strongly associated with negative affect to goal-discrepant feedback including 

feelings of shame, helplessness, and anxiety for future goal performance.1,111-113 Further, these 

affective reactions are significant indicators of subsequent performance both among individuals 

and groups.24,114,115 

Conceptual Model 

Causal attributions following goal failure are highly relevant to Goal Setting Theory, as 

their resulting emotional influence exert meaningful influence on motivation, cognition, and goal 

striving behaviors. Locke & Latham themselves have urged for the formal incorporation of 

Attribution Theory dynamics into Goal Setting Theory as it is an “open” theory that can 

incorporate new elements as they are discovered.78,116 Since goals represent the standard an 

individual judges their achievements by, their success or failure are likely to influence one’s 

immediate satisfaction or dissatisfaction.117 After this initial appraisal, an individual is likely to 

cognitively assess why they failed a given goal – which both can be biased by depressogenic 

cognitive errors and is when the attributional process occurs.118-120 The severity of the subsequent 

emotional reaction is a function both of the degree of goal failure and the type of attributions 

made, such that agitation and dejection-related emotions were highest when individuals made 

internal attributions for large goal discrepancies.121  
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Currently these cognitive attributions are acknowledged as mediators and/or moderators 

to the goal setting and goal striving processes within Locke & Latham’s most recent iteration of 

Goal Setting Theory, depending on the angle of scrutiny in these multifaceted relationships.1 

Figure 3.1 is borrowed from this text, displaying their hypothesized relationships following 

receipt of goal-discrepant feedback are formally acknowledged to influence self-efficacy for 

future attempts to achieve the goal.1 If one’s attributional style is particularly pessimistic, it is not 

difficult to imagine how it may corrode their perceived self-efficacy over time and fuel similar 

types of self-doubts.  

The conceptual model underpinning this dissertation shown in Figure 3.2 is partly 

derived from this feedback loop as well as theoretical determinants from Attribution Theory, 

Goal Setting Theory, the Cognitive Theory of Depression, and Social Cognitive 

Theory.1,24,25,74,122,123 In essence, a participant who engages with a DBCI and receives feedback 

from the program containing goal-discrepant information is then likely to attribute the cause(s) 

for why they failed.1,23,24 Those with stronger depressogenic cognitive error bias, i.e. pessimistic 

Figure 3.1 – Proposed influence of attributions and emotions in the goal-striving process1
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attributional styles, are more likely to interpret their failure in terms of some internal failing that 

they cannot control and is unlikely to ever change.1,113 These attributions can cause unpleasant 

affective and emotional reactions, over time sabotage one’s sense of self-efficacy to complete 

this goal, and potentially lower subsequent efforts to strive for this goal – reducing adherence to 

program recommendations.1,22-24 If the participant begins identifying the DBCI as an ongoing 

source of negative stimuli, they may choose to avoid it out of a sense of self-preservation – 

reducing their program engagement.124 These effects may be small in a single instance; however 

when considered over dozens of feedback messages in a months-long DBCI, they could 

compound over time to elicit meaningful reductions in program effectiveness for susceptible 

individuals and potentially increase the risk of premature disengagement. 

 When designing this conceptual model, an early issue to consider is whether engagement 

and adherence should be mapped as serial on the same causal pathway, as parallel constructs 

operating in conjunction with one another, or in a different orientation. As an example of the first 

option, Pellegrini and colleagues published a user-centered serial mediation model shown in 

Figure 3.2 depicting the relationship between smartphone DBCI engagement and weight loss 

outcomes.46 

 

Figure 3.2 – Serial mediation engagement model, Pellegrini et al. 
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 While this model makes intuitive sense, there are several aspects which render it 

incompatible with this dissertation’s analyses. This broad, linear portrayal is more applicable to 

intended program design rather than capturing lived participant experience. Weight loss is a 

distal outcome of behavior change interventions which can take months to manifest; during 

which time a user’s engagement, behavioral performance, adherence, and risk of disengagement 

will all be in flux.  Second, modeling burden and value only as exogenous factors can be 

problematic. Attributes of the program itself can lead to burden, which in turn contributes to 

fatigue and risk of disengagement over time. Likewise, if a participant is satisfied with their 

progress using program recommendations, their perceived value of it would likely increase.  

 Modern effective DBCIs muse be able to adapt to user needs over time. Some of the most 

dynamically adaptive mHealth programs are known as Just-In-Time Adaptive Interventions 

(JITAIs) which monitor participants in real time and attempt to “learn” the best opportunities to 

intervene with push messages. Nahum-Shani and colleagues describe many constructs relevant to 

the DBCI*participant relationships in JITAIs and how prompts my spur mechanisms of action for 

behavior change.125 Of note, they consider engagement as part of two parallel mediators exerting 

contrasting influences on downstream mechanisms of action and program adherence constructs. 

They describe the first of these variables as intervention engagement, a positive state of 

motivational commitment to the DBCI treatment process, and the second as intervention fatigue, 

a negative state of emotional or cognitive weariness (burnout) associated with the intervention.125 

They specify this distinction is based on occupational health research stating engagement and 

fatigue are separate, yet related, constructs which share antecedents and consequences; shifting 

over time due to demands from the app and/or demands on the participant.125,126 They claim 

engagement is often prompted to fulfill basic psychological needs including autonomy, 
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competence, or relatedness – each of which can be spurred by appropriate prompting or timed 

interaction from the digital intervention. However, intervention fatigue is analogous to burden, 

brought on by competing demands of the program relative to the user’s desired investments of 

time and effort. Both of these constructs are proposed to exist in tandem, and may be influenced 

by adjusting the form, presentation, and timing of DBCI prompts.125  

By this conceptualization, user engagement and fatigue can be considered as time-

varying latent constructs, and while engagement has any number of manifest indicators to 

measure it (e.g., logins, messages read), the same cannot be said for fatigue. One possibility of 

active measurement could be a form of ecological momentary assessment (EMA) or similar, 

though this would likely exacerbate feelings of burden and be of questionable use to researchers. 

Instead, this analysis will use sustained reduction in measured engagement indicators over time 

as an outcome indicator for the time-varying LV of intervention fatigue; acknowledging that this 

may be a slight conceptual inaccuracy for the sake of model parsimony. The rationale is as 

follows: If user engagement indicators are level or increasing, fatigue can be assumed low; 

whereas if engagement is steadily decreasing over time, one may assume fatigue is growing. 

When considered on a causal pathway, as shown in Figure 3.3, this bidirectional influence of a 

user’s measured engagement causes it to behave as a moderator of the user’s performance while 

using the app. Performance then determines one’s adherence to the program, as adherence may 

be conceptualized as the degree to which one’s performance matches a program’s goals and 

expectations. 

 This recursive conceptual model details the dynamic processes of participant experience 

and response to push messages within the context of a weight control DBCI, specifically 
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accounting for depressogenic cognitive processing biases which may bias attributions toward 

pessimism and impact future behavioral performance and goal striving.1,25,101  

 

 The following is an illustrative example to describe the main pathway of this model: A 

participant is voluntarily participating in a DBCI for weight management and has downloaded 

the main program app onto their smartphone. The app contains behavioral goals for dietary 

consumption, exercise, daily weighing, and goals for regular self-monitoring of each of these 

behaviors to promote improved health outcomes. While enrolled, they will receive push 

reminders and tailored messages based on various BCTs or theoretical constructs. One type of 

message sent includes feedback on goal attainment status, pushed to their device with a 

notification. Some of these messages will be framed as goal-performance successes, and others 

as goal-performance discrepancies (failures). While attribution theory states it is possible for 

these processes to occur following any type of feedback, they are more likely to occur and elicit 

deleterious effects following negative or goal-discrepant feedback; thus this type of messaging 

remains the primary focus of this model and dissertation.1 

Figure 3.3 – Conceptual model of participant attributions and performance within a 

DBCI 
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 Once a message is pushed to the participant’s smartphone at time (t), they must be 

engaged enough to actively open and read the message, rather than ignoring it. This is 

represented by the dotted box and line so as to not assume any given message may be read. After 

reading a goal-discrepant message, they will likely attribute why they failed, and participants 

with greater depressogenic information processing biases are more likely to attribute this failure 

toward internal, stable, and unchangeable reasons (i.e., a pessimistic attributional style). 25,113 

This attribution can affect their current behavioral performance as well as their perceived self-

efficacy to achieve similar goals for diet, exercise, and weighing in the future; potentially, 

sabotaging perceptions against goal striving.1,74 Their behavioral performance at time (t) will be 

monitored and compared to program goals to measure adherence, which will then be used to 

generate new feedback information at time (t+1), as indicated by the recursive arrow at the 

bottom of the model. The negative experience of pessimistically attributing the goal-discrepant 

feedback at time (t) may increase the user’s perceived burden or fatigue with the intervention, 

potentially reducing their latent engagement with the program, and thus negatively influencing 

their likelihood of reading the next message at time (t+1).125 This process repeats throughout the 

participant’s time in an intervention, with measured weight change as a distal health outcome. 

Moreover, if a participant’s engagement and adherence indicators begin decreasing and messages 

are never read, it is likely due to intervention fatigue or burden as hypothesized by Nahum-Shani 

et al. and the user risks disengagement from the program entirely (i.e., all engagement metrics 

drop to 0, but they are not lost to follow-up).  
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CHAPTER 4: MEASURING EFFECT OF DEPRESSIVE SYMPTOMS ON DBCI 

ENGAGEMENT, ADHERENCE, AND WEIGHT CHANGE 

 Introduction 

 Digital behavior change interventions (DBCIs) are able to address a variety of health 

behaviors, often eliciting equal or greater effect sizes than traditional in-person interventions.4-8 

These programs feature increased scalability to reach dozens or hundreds of participants for 

lower cost than in-person programs, meeting participants at their convenience, and delivering 

programs at a pace the user prefers. As over 70% of U.S. adults are living with overweight or 

obesity, this improved scalability is a key asset for contemporary weight management 

interventions.127 Much modern research focuses on components or aspects associated with 

improving program effectiveness for active users; however, less research investigates how to 

reduce user disengagement or address users who lose interest in the program before others. 

 Depression and poor mental health are often acknowledged as probable contributors to 

reduced DBCI engagement, adherence, and overall performance in behavior change 

interventions, but are not often examined in depth in the literature.42,43 In some non-digital 

weight loss studies, baseline levels of depression and/or anxiety were associated with poorer 

program adherence or weight loss.43 Depression symptoms indicated by the Center for 

Epidemiological Studies Depression (CES-D) scale rarely predict significant variance in weight 

change outcomes; possibly because CES-D scores and body weight are positively correlated and 

tend to exhibit reciprocal relationships such that higher bodyweight is associated with higher 

depressive symptoms and vice versa (not including severely underweight individuals).128-130 
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Other possible explanations may be that depressive symptoms operate through mediating 

constructs such as self-efficacy, which impact intervention performance, which then may 

influence bodyweight; or that they increase the risk of participant dropout in studies and their 

results are not accurately considered in analyses due to missing data.42  

Still other explanations may instead be methodological rather than manifest. Behavioral 

science research often employs regression analyses, which are only capable of modeling direct 

effects regressing a dependent variable (DV) onto an independent variable (IV), and are not 

innately suited to measuring indirect or mediating effects through one or more variables within a 

given statistical model. Instead they often require multiple separate models or steps to detect the 

presence indirect effects between IVs, mediators, and DVs, as shown by Zhao et al.131-133 

Approaches such as structural equation modeling (SEM) and simultaneous equation models are 

able to quantify these indirect pathways more accurately and efficiently in comparison, yet are 

not often applied in this field relative to linear regression methods.131 This Aim seeks to 

quantitatively assess relationships between baseline CES-D scores, engagement and adherence in 

a digital weight loss program, and how they are associated with 6-month weight change in a 

large cluster-randomized controlled trial. Secondary analyses assess how CES-D scores predict 

the risk of users disengaging from the program’s digital platform over time. 

Data for this Aim come from LoseNow PA (LNPA), an NIH-funded 12-month cluster-

randomized controlled eHealth DBCI for weight management.134 In this program, n=31 primary 

care providers (PCPs) were randomly assigned to one of three interventions. Patients (n=550) 

living with overweight or obesity received the intervention assigned to their provider: 1) 

enhanced usual care (EUC, n = 187); 2) internet weight loss intervention (IWL, n = 181); or 3) 

internet weight loss intervention plus automated physician-tailored advice (IWL+PCP, n = 
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182).134 Both IWL intervention arms had access to a study website requiring a username and 

password to log in. The study website included instructional lessons; self-monitoring diaries for 

calories, physical activity, and weight; computer-tailored feedback; personal goal setting tools; 

problem solving tools; a progress summary page; resource pages; a message board with other 

participants; and opt-in reminder text messages containing updates, encouragement, and 

motivational content. Users could choose from several Eating Plan and Activity Plan options, 

customizing how they would monitor calories and how exercise goals would progress, 

respectively. The primary difference between the arms was that the IWL+PCP condition 

received brief biweekly emails containing a computer-generated tailored message addressed 

from their PCP related to weight loss progress, frequency of website log-ins, time in the 

program, and factors such as patient-reported motivation. PCP’s could view and edit these 

messages for each patient before sending, though end results showed that physicians rarely used 

this functionality (only 1.2% of all provider messages sent were edited).134 Summarizing primary 

outcomes of the trial, both the IWL and IWL+PCP arms exhibited significantly greater weight 

loss than EUC, however there were no significant differences between IWL and IWL+PCP on 

any outcomes. Full details of the trial may be found in Tate et al., 2022.134  

Since the study website was functionally identical across both intervention arms and no 

significant influence of the automated physician advice messaging was detected, participants 

from both arms are pooled to maximize statistical power for this secondary analysis, leading to 

an effective N=363. Additionally, while the full LNPA intervention lasted for 12 months, the 

primary analysis of this aim focuses on the first 6 program months, with the following rationale: 

Many DBCIs last 6-months or less, most weight loss occurs during months 1-6, and users are 
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increasingly likely to disengage from DBCI as duration increases in months 6-12, which could 

influence the sensitivity of analyses.9,135-137 

Methods 

 Measures 

 The Center for Epidemiological Studies – Depression (CES-D) scale was administered as 

part of intervention assessment packets at baseline and 12-month follow-up, and is a validated 

indicator for depressive symptoms.138 Indicators for participant engagement and adherence with 

the LNPA website are manifest and directly observed from logged system usage data. The Z-

identifier for each of these variables shown in Figure 4.1 are listed in parentheses. Website 

logins (Z1) are well-associated with user engagement, as well as the number of web page 

hits.48,51 To prevent collinearity between predictors, the page hits (Z2) variable only considered 

URLs that did not include the LNPA login page, home page, or contact/help page; thus 

increasing values of this variable should indicate users accessing lesson resources, viewing 

feedback, accessing message boards, etc. for a greater breadth of program usage. As mentioned 

previously, this program contained an optional personal goal-setting component (Z3) which was 

found to predict significant variance in weight change outcomes in a previous analysis, and is 

predicted to be associated with variance in user engagement here as it indicates an applied 

interaction with the study interface, which would at least be considered micro-level engagement 

per Yardley et al’s schema of effective engagement.51,139  

Operationalizing indicators for adherence in LNPA proved challenging, as users were 

able to change their dietary and physical activity plans ad libitum during the program, which in 

turn changed the standards for how data were recorded (e.g., one Eating Plan had users manually 

log all calories they consumed, while another was assigned to a ‘meal plan’ track that 
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automatically recorded preset menu items and calories and requested users note any changes 

from the set plan). Users were also able to adjust their physical activity goals during the 

intervention, causing increased longitudinal variability in time. While participants did not have 

mandatory program goals related to regular weighing, they were often encouraged to weigh 

regularly (at least weekly) in program feedback messages and content, as this behavior is 

strongly associated with weight loss outcomes, and had dedicated pages and feedback graphs for 

tracking their weight change over time.66 To address each of these issues, these data were 

transformed as follows: All days that users either directly logged, or adjusted dietary entries to 

include ≥ 800 calories were summed as counts to indicate a full day of dietary monitoring (Z4). 

Likewise, all days that users logged a number of active minutes of exercise that met or exceeded 

the goal of the lowest intensity Activity Plan for that point in time were summed as counts to 

indicate a full day of exercise and monitoring (Z5). Lastly, all days that users self-monitored 

their bodyweight were summed as counts to demonstrate additional adherence to program 

recommendations (Z6).  

Due to the previously mentioned issues with adherence indicators, all engagement 

indicators were also summed as counts for each user id. While this method sacrifices meaningful 

variability in the data and renders all interpretations at the inter-individual level, temporality of 

measurements from baseline, intra-study manifest data, to 6-month weight change is still 

preserved to support causal arguments. Raw values are displayed in Table 4.2. 

Approximately 101 of the N=364 participants in this sample are missing 6-month clinical 

weight measurements. These measurements are assumed to be missing at random (MAR) as this 

dataset also contains user-logged weights to the LNPA website around user start- and end-dates, 

which can be used to predict missing values. As such, missingness in this dataset will be 
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addressed via multivariate imputation using chained equations with m=20 iterations using the 

mice package in R statistical software.140 Further, examination of the predictor matrix shows 

mice imputes continuous variables using predictive mean matching (PMM); a type of imputation 

generally robust to violations of assumptions of multivariate residual normality.141,142 

Contrary to the primary analysis of this aim, the secondary survival analysis compares 

each user’s last login date between their program start date and program completion at 12 

months post using the calendar function in R to gain a full picture of engagement during the 

program. This secondary analysis comprises n=334 observations with complete login and 

baseline survey data and to determine if certain predictors, such as the CES-D, are associated 

with an increased likelihood of disengaging from the program before its culmination. 

 Model Identification and Assumptions 

 Two proposed structural equation model (SEM) configurations A and B are displayed in 

Figure 4.1. Each configuration uses the same indicator (Z) variables to inform latent variables 

(LVs). Both LVs were examined using confirmatory factor analysis to determine optimal loading 

variables: sum logins for engagement and sum weight days logged for adherence (indicated by 

the “*” symbols in Figure 4.1). Early attempts to estimate model fit using raw indicator data 

failed to converge or exhibited poor fit statistics, likely due to high variance indicator value 

scaling. Because of this, all indicators were standardized to set means to 0 and standard 

deviations to 1.  

 The configuration for Model A is based on hypothesis that engagement and adherence 

co-occur during participants’ time in a DBCI – particularly considering that all LV indicators are 

cumulatively summed over time. This configuration models possible direct effects from the 
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CES-D to LVs of engagement, adherence, and 6-month weight change, effects from engagement 

and adherence to weight change, and lastly models covariance between engagement and 

adherence LVs, indicated by the dotted line. The second configuration for Model B is based on 

conceptual modelling by Pellegrini et al., shown in Figure 3.2 which displayed user engagement 

with smartphone apps informing their behavioral mechanisms of action, which then influences 

their program adherence in a serial mediation fashion.46 

 

 Regarding SEM rules of identification, both models A & B satisfy the necessary but not 

sufficient Nθ rule. Model A satisfies the sufficient Null BYY rule as neither of the endogenous 

engagement or adherence LVs directly affect one another. Model B satisfies the sufficient Fully 

Recursive rule. Other assumed restrictions assume non-correlated errors between z-indicators.143 

The 6-month weight change DV was visually confirmed to meet assumptions of generalized 

linear modeling via residual and Q-Q plots.  

Figure 4.1 – Path diagrams of proposed simultaneous equation model structures 
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 Estimation and Fit Assessment 

 Both SEMs are estimated using Lavaan package for R software using full information 

maximum likelihood modeling (FIML) for simultaneous equation models following best-practice 

recommendations by Dr. Kenneth Bollen.131,143-145 Additionally, the runMI function from the 

semTools R package is used to enable mice to pool Lavaan SEM estimates across iterations, 

using Rubin’s (1987) rules to pool point and standard error estimates.146,147 

 Holistic model fit assessment will be examined by comparing model Chi-Square (χ2), 

RMSEA, Confirmatory Factor Index (CFI), and Tucker Lewis Index (TLI) values. Best-fit 

results from these indicators would include: Nonsignificant χ2 value (p>0.05); RMSEA ~ 0.5-

0.8; CFI ~ 0.95; and TLI ~ 0.9.131,148  

 Disengagement Survival Analysis 

 Hypothesis 2 of this Aim examines the longitudinal relationship between baseline CES-D 

scores and user logins to the LNPA website over its full 12-month duration. This analysis again 

comprises (n=334) individuals with complete data of user logins and CES-D scores, different 

from the primary analysis. I hypothesized that higher baseline CES-D scores will be associated 

with an increased risk of early disengagement from the website, indicated by earlier cessation of 

logins. A null model of logins over time was examined using Kaplan-Meier estimates to create a 

survival curve displaying the probability of users having > 0 website logins over 12 months.149 

After establishing the null model, this secondary hypothesis was tested using a survival analysis 

of time-stamped user logins to the LNA website from baseline until program cessation 12-

months after enrollment (any logins past this date will be right-censored).  
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 Logins over time were regressed onto CES-D scores and sociodemographic covariates 

using a Cox proportional hazards regression analysis.150,151 These methods are sometimes called 

“time to event” analyses – the event in this case being the cessation of website logins before the 

study end date.152 Estimates are formatted as the multiplicative log-hazard of logins dropping to 

0 before program completion 12 months following a one-unit increase in mean-centered CES-D 

scores. These CES-D scores will be used as a single predictor in one model to assess total effect, 

then be applied again in a multivariate model to assess the direct effect net of sociodemographic 

covariates including self-reported age, sex, race, and education level. All analyses for this Aim 

will be completed using R statistical software, with full code included in Appendix A-1.153 

Results 

 Descriptive statistics 

LNPA participants recruited through PCP physician practices randomized to the IWL and 

IWL+Advice groups were mostly white (82.3%) and female (70.3%) with a mean age of 51.86 

and mean baseline weight of 97.99 kg (216.03 lbs). Less than half of the sample (38.3%) report 

completing a Bachelor’s degree equivalent or greater. Baseline CES-D scores had a mean of 

13.13 (SD=9.96) with a range between 0-41 out of a maximum possible score of 60. A full 

descriptive summary of baseline characteristics is displayed in Table 4.1.  
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Table 4.1 – Participant characteristics of LNPA sample 

Variable Frequency (%) Mean (SD) Min; Max 

Gender    

     Female 255 (70.3%)   

     Male 93 (25.6%)   

     NA 15 (4.1%)   

Race    

     white 299 (82.3%)   

     Black 45 (12.5%)   

     Other; not listed above 19 (5.2%)   

Highest Education    

     High School 89 (24.5%)   

     1-3 Years College 117 (32.2%)   

     4+ Years College 139 (38.3%)   

     NA 18 (5.0%)   

Age  51.86 (10.86) 21; 70 

Clinic Weight, Baseline (kg)  97.99 (18.73) 62.1; 148.6 

Clinic Weight, 6 months (kg)  92.63 (18.23) 57.6; 157.75 

6-month Weight Change (kg)  -4.72 (5.8) -30.0; +6.9 

CES-D Score (0-60)  13.13 (9.96) 0; 41 

 

Website engagement indicators exhibited high variability. Of the n=364 participants 

assigned to the IWL and IWL+PCP groups, 25 did not ever log in to the website (sum logins = 

0), and an additional 53 logged in ≤ 5 times over 6 months. In contrast, there were several users 

with very high engagement indicators (e.g., one user had 977 website logins and 4,446 registered 

page views within 6 months, relative to the sample mean of approximately 99 logins). This high 

variance in engagement indicators persisted even after outlier assessment and removal, so they 

remained in the dataset. Adherence indicators exhibited much lower variability by comparison. 

Descriptive statistics for all indicator variables are described in Table 4.2.  
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Table 4.2 – LNPA indicator descriptive statistics 

Indicator Variables Mean (SD) Median Min; Max 

Sum logins 99.03 (178.40) 33 0; 1362 

Sum page-hits 299.9 (546.69) 102 0; 4714 

Sum goals set 23.4 (23.75) 15 0; 81 

Sum diet days logged 51.91 (62.62) 22 0; 182 

Sum weight days logged 85.46 (109.31) 35 0; 379 

Sum physical activity weeks logged 9.2 (10.24) 5 0; 27 

  

 Simultaneous Equation Model Fit 

 Initial models were prone to errors related to non-positive-definite Hessian matrices even 

with standardizing all indicator variables. Fit substantially improved with fewer convergence 

errors over multiple imputations after removing the n = 25 users with zero logins (and thus 

zeroes in all other system usage indicators), bringing the current sample assessed to N = 338 

users who logged into the study website at least once. 

 Overall, both model configurations display mixed fit statistics pooled across m=20 

iterations, displayed in Table 4.3. Both models have significant chi square (χ2) values: Model A 

at 128.94 (df=16), and Model B at 154.58 (df=17), both p’s < 0.001 as well as RMSEA scores 

well above the ‘poor fit’ cutoff of 0.1. This is undesirable yet altogether not surprising as the χ2 

and RMSEA tests have strict assumptions and are easily violated and less reliable when using 

small samples.131 Based on pooled CFI and TLI estimates, Model A has a slightly better fitting 

configuration to model the data (CFI = 0.942; TLI = 0.898) than does Model B (CFI = 0.929; 

TLI = 0.883). While these results favor Model A, variable coefficients for both model 

configurations are interpreted and displayed in Figure 4.2. Full fit statistic output for Models A 

and B may be found in Appendix A-2.  
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Table 4.3 – Simultaneous equation model fit statistics 

Fit Statistics Model A (n = 338) Model B (n = 338) 

Chi square 128.941, df = 16, p < 0.0001 154.592, df = 17, p < 0.0001 

RMSEA 0.150 0.16 

Comparative Fit Index (CFI) 0.942 0.929 

Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) 0.898 0.883 

 

 Model Regression Estimates 

 Pooling estimates across m=20 iterations, path analysis of both models indicate effects 

between baseline CES-D scores, LVs of engagement & adherence, and 6-month weight change 

outcomes. Since all LV indicators were standardized, most regression coefficients are not easily 

interpretable to reality. For this reason, CES-D scores were also standardized to provide 

somewhat more meaningful coefficient estimates, as a one-unit increase in CES-D score on a 

scale of 60 is a relatively small ordeal and elicited correspondingly small coefficient estimates 

despite their statistical significance. Figure 4.2 displays the same path diagrams as Figure 4.1 

with regression coefficients superimposed over modeled pathways to aid reader interpretation. 

 Estimates from the parallel mediation Model A show that a one-standard-deviation 

increase in CES-D scores above the sample mean is negatively associated with the latent 

constructs of engagement (γeng, dep = -0.181; SE = 0.057; p = 0.001) and program adherence (γadh, 

dep = -0.225; SE = 0.052; p < 0.001). These LVs are in turn associated with greater weight 

reduction at 6 months. As program engagement increases, participants are predicted to lose 2.07 

more kilograms bodyweight by 6 months, controlling for program adherence and baseline CES-

D scores (γwtch, eng = -2.003; SE = 0.394; p < 0.001). Likewise, as program adherence increases, 

participants are predicted to lose 2.11 more kilograms bodyweight by 6 months, controlling for 

program engagement and baseline CES-D scores (γwtch, adh = -2.112; SE = 0.437; p < 0.001). 
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Controlling for the influence of these LVs, there does not appear to be a direct effect from 

baseline CES-D scores to 6-month weight change (γwtch, dep = 0.231; SE = 0.253; p = 0.361). 

Additionally, the LVs for engagement and adherence were found to significantly covary with one 

another (γ = 0.601; SE = 0.063; p < 0.001).  

 Unlike generalized linear regression, simultaneous equation modeling is capable of 

calculating and measure indirect (mediating) effects between variables all measured at once 

using FIML modeling. In this case, the indirect effect from CES-D scores through engagement to 

distal weight change is 0.375; indicating that a one-standard-deviation increase in CES-D scores 

above the sample mean is indirectly associated with an approximate 0.4 kg weight gain (or less 

weight loss) at 6 months, net of other predictors (γwtch, eng, dep = 0.375; SE = 0.142; p = 0.008), 

which is statistically significant. Similarly, the indirect effect from CES-D score through 

adherence to distal weight change is also positive and statistically significant at 0.476, net of 

other predictors (γwtch, adh, dep = 0.476; SE = 0.138; p = 0.001). These coefficients may be used to 

calculate the total indirect effect between CES-D scores and 6-month weight change in this 

sample as a 0.851 kg gain in weight by 6 months and is statistically significant (SE=0.212; p < 

0.001), which in practical terms would attenuate weight loss results relative to active users with 

lower CES-D scores. 
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 Estimates of the serial mediation Model B show that each one-standard-deviation 

increase above the mean CES-D score among active users is associated with a significant 

reduction in program engagement (γeng, dep = -0.182; SE = 0.057; p = 0.001). Similarly, a one-

standard-deviation increase above the mean CES-D score in the sample is associated with a 

significant reduction in program adherence, controlling for engagement (γadh, dep = -0.106; SE = 

0.038; p = 0.006). Controlling for the influence of engagement and adherence LVs, there was no 

evidence of a direct association between standardized CES-D scores and 6-month weight change 

(γwtch, dep = 0.211; SE = 0.264; p = 0.425). Modeling the direct effect between engagement and 

adherence LVs, it appears as user engagement increases, their adherence to the program also 

increases at a slightly slower rate, controlling for the influence of CES-D scores (γadh, eng = 0.662; 

SE = 0.038; p < 0.001). Next in this serial mediation model, increases in program adherence are 

significantly associated with 3.8 kg weight loss by 6 months, controlling for baseline CES-D 

scores (γwtch, adh =  -3.843; SE = 0.311; p < 0.001). 

Figure 4.2 – Path diagrams with estimated coefficients 
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 The indirect effects calculated in Model B are similar to those from Model A. The 

indirect effect of a standard deviation increase in CES-D scores operating through the LV of 

adherence to distal weight change is associated with a 0.41 kg increase in weight at 6 months, 

which is significant (γwtch, adh, dep = 0.408; SE = 0.145; p = 0.005). Modeling the expanded 

pathway from CES-D scores through engagement and then through adherence to influence 6-

month weight change is associated with a slightly higher 0.46 kg weight increase, which is still 

significant (γwtch, adh, eng, dep = 0.462; SE = 0.145; p = 0.001). Controlling for the effects of CES-D 

scores, the indirect effect of engagement operating through adherence to influence distal weight 

change contributes to a -1.2 kg reduction in weight loss at 6-months, which is also significant 

(γwtch, adh, eng = -0.12; SE = 0.038; p = 0.002). Considered together, one standard-deviation 

increase in CES-D scores above the sample mean is associated with a total indirect effect of 

0.871 kg weight gain among active users at 6 months, operating through the mediating latent 

constructs of intervention engagement and adherence according to this model, which is 

statistically significant (SE = 0.204; p < 0.0001). 

 Survival Analysis 

 Kaplan-Meier plots display the longitudinal probability that an event (i.e., cessation of 

logins) has not occurred by a given time point, without the interference of any predictor variables 

or the need for any assumptions that can be violated (i.e., nonparametric distributions). The plot 

displayed in Figure 4.3 shows the proportion of (n=364) participants logging in to the LNPA 

website over time, measured in days on the x-axis. The dotted lines represent a 95% confidence 

band. Median survival time for this sample, when approximately 50% of users have disengaged 

is approximately 278 days (slightly over 9 months) with n=182 participants still logging in to the 

program (SE = 0.0262; 95% CI = 0.45, 0.53).  
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 Cox Proportional Hazards models regress the probability of the event occurring within 

the given time interval onto one or more predictors to calculate a hazard ratio (HR) that indicates 

higher or lower risk of an event occurring given an increase in the predictor(s) relative to a 

comparison group.152 In this analysis, the comparison group comprises white, female participants 

with a high school education of average age for the sample (51.86), and of average CES-D scores 

for the sample (13.13). HRs >1 indicate an increased risk of early disengagement relative to this 

group, while HRs < 1 indicate a reduced risk of early disengagement relative to this group. 

 Results from the Cox Proportional Hazards models are summarized in Table 4.4.  When 

modeled in isolation, a one-unit increase in baseline CES-D scores above the sample mean 

multiplicatively increases the HR of early disengagement by a factor of 1.022, which is 

significant (SE = 0.0057; p = 0.0001). Controlling for participant age, sex, race, and education, 

each 1-unit increase in baseline CES-D scores above the sample mean multiplicatively increases 

the HR of early disengagement by a factor of 1.018, which remains statistically significant (SE = 

Figure 4.3 – Kaplan-Meier plot of LNPA login engagement over 12 months 
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0.0061; p = 0.004). Among control covariates, a second indicator was found to significantly 

increase the risk of early disengagement. Participants who identified themselves as races other 

than white or Black show a 1.919 factor increase in the HR of early disengagement (SE = 

0.2822, p = 0.02). However, these results should be interpreted with caution, as this represents a 

small subset (n=19) of the full sample size (n=364). Few covariates were shown to decrease the 

risk of early disengagement in this sample; among them, only age was statistically significant. 

For each year of baseline age above the sample mean, the HR of early disengagement is expected 

to decrease by a factor of 0.985 (SE = 0.0052, p = 0.003).  

Table 4.4 – Cox proportional hazards model output  

Cox P-H Model 1: CES-D only  

n = 334 observations used, 29 deleted due to missingness  

 Hazard Ratio (SE) 95% CI p-value 

CES-D (mean centered) 1.022 (0.0057) 1.01, 1.033 p = 0.0001 

 

Cox P-H Model 2: CES-D and sociodemographic covariates 

 

n = 331 observation used, 32 deleted due to missingness  

 Hazard Ratio (SE) 95% CI p-value 

CES-D (mean centered) 1.018 (0.0061) 1.0058, 1.0299 p = 0.004 

Age (mean centered) 0.985 (0.0052) 0.9747, 0.9948 p = 0.003 

Sex, Male 0.837 (0.1314) 0.6469, 1.0829 p = 0.176 

Race, Black 1.003 (0.1809) 0.7036, 1.4303 p = 0.986 

Race, Other POC 1.919 (0.2822) 1.1035, 3.3361 p = 0.021 

1-3 yrs college 0.883 (0.1466) 0.6622, 1.1764 p = 0.394 

4+ yrs college 1.024 (0.1448) 0.7709, 1.3061 p = 0.870 

Notes: SE = standard error; CI = confidence interval 

 

Discussion 

 Primary results from these analyses support both guiding hypotheses for this Aim that 

higher baseline CES-D scores meaningfully predict lower DBCI performance among active 

users, as well as an increased risk of disengaging from the program entirely; which can lower 
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program effectiveness. These results both agree with and formally quantify anecdotal 

associations between baseline depression symptoms, engagement, adherence, and outcomes 

within the holistic context of a DBCI. In their systematic review, Perski et al identify several 

studies which mention isolated associations between mental health and differential adherence or 

engagement, and specify their signaling increased risk of participant dropout.42,52,53,154-162 This 

analysis attempts to assess these disparate observations within a singular dataset and adds to the 

literature that subclinical CES-D scores below typical cutoff points (scores of 16 or greater) can 

meaningfully influence participant engagement and adherence to DBCIs, which in turn can 

impact behavioral outcomes, and should not be ignored by researchers and interventionists. 

 Holistic consideration of SEM fit statistics favor the configuration of Model A for this 

analysis, which arranged engagement and adherence LVs as parallel covarying mediators 

between depressive symptoms and weight change outcomes. However, these results should be 

interpreted with caution, as model fit indicators were less than ideal and displayed mixed results. 

The CFI and TLI suggest marginally adequate fit, whereas the Chi square and RMSEA suggest 

less than adequate fit. Due to the nature of data available, there were limited system usage 

indicators to measure program adherence and engagement. Better model fit is likely possible 

with alternate configurations or covariance structures between indicator variables which would 

require a greater number of indicators to satisfy SEM rules of identification, or longitudinal 

repeated measurements of data rather than reliance on summed values. This is a limitation of the 

current study and will be further investigated prior to efforts to publish as a manuscript. 

   The secondary survival analysis provides bolstering evidence that sub-clinical 

depressive symptoms can increase the risk of early disengagement within a DBCI, supporting 

hypothesis 2. Previous DBCIs for various health behaviors have indicated contributing factors 
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that impact risk of disengagement or dropout including dissatisfaction with the program, 

readiness to change, time constraints, or feelings of mastery.154,155,159,163 Although few have 

reported depressive symptoms as a significant contributor,52 and one study that has reports only 

clinically-diagnosed depression as a significant contributor.160 It has been hypothesized that 

depression negatively influences one’s self-efficacy to perform behavioral tasks necessary to 

achieve program goals, which could lead users to give up on a program and drop out.42,74 

This secondary analysis also revealed unexpected significant associations between 

sociodemographic control covariates and risk of disengagement. Participants aged above the 

sample mean (m=51.86) were slightly less likely to disengage with the DBCI before its end date. 

This aligns with previous findings that older adults tend to engage more with behavioral 

interventions relative to younger adult populations in other studies.164,165 Another plausible 

contributing explanation might be that since LNPA was clustered in physician practices, older 

Americans may have been more likely to view the information as physician advice coming from 

a credible source or authority figure, which is itself a BCT.65 Additionally, participants who self-

identified as races other than Black or white were almost twice as likely to disengage from 

LNPA early, net of other covariates. This effect was statistically significant despite this group 

only accounting for 5.2% of the study sample. Probing study records, 5 identified as Asian, 1 as 

Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander, and 13 as mixed or more than one race (more detailed 

data were not collected). It is a known issue that mobile health apps and interventions in the U.S. 

often recruit a majority of middle-aged white women with moderate to high income, which has 

led to some concerns of study recommendations inadvertently leading to tailoring for the white, 

worried, and well.166 While this discovery is incidental and interpretations should be made with 

caution based on the small number of observations (n=19), this may signal a need for future 
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sensitivity analyses or qualitative interviews to determine if some program features or 

recommendations may be turning users of color off or away. Digital interventions are not one-

size-fits-all, and the same language, feedback, or other components that are helpful to some may 

be irrelevant or negatively impact some users’ perceptions and experiences while using the 

program, causing them to be less engaged and attached to the program designed to help them.  

Limitations of this analysis include the provision of participant autonomy to choose diet 

monitoring strategies ad libitum during the intervention. This resulted in different diet self-

monitoring inputs and login requirements varying over time for users, and required simple count 

summing for analysis – sacrificing important longitudinal variance in the final analysis. 

Strengths of this study include the LNPA eHealth intervention being completely automated, 

which ensures fidelity in program delivery across all users within a real-world setting. 

Additionally, this study occurred within a primary care population permitting various chronic 

health conditions. This factor, combined with the modest average education of participants may 

render findings more generalizable to adults in the general U.S. primary care population. 

While this analysis provides a surveying view that these person-level characteristics are 

statistically associated with observed program performance, it is unable to determine how or why 

depression can act as a potential determinant for user engagement and adherence. To accomplish 

this, future analyses will need to examine highly variable usage metrics to determine which, if 

any, seem to be more strongly influenced by depression or related factors than others, and 

determine the extent to which they influence intervention success to promote behavior change 

and difference in health outcomes. As digital interventions continue to grow in complexity and 

capacity for active and passive data collection, more and varied indicators may be applied to 

illuminate these relationships. Some possibilities include modeling the time participants spend on 
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various digital resources or actively interact with reading program messages as a metric for 

attentiveness or absorption into program messages, or in-app assessments to measure 

participants’ perceptions of the program or behavior change process prior to program end. This 

could potentially enable measurement of perceptions from participants who disengage or drop 

out of the program, and otherwise would not be recorded in follow-up surveys or qualitative 

assessments.48  
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CHAPTER 5: MEASURING PROXIMAL ENGAGEMENT AS A FUNCTION OF GOAL 

DISCREPANCY AND FEEDBACK TYPE 

Introduction 

Feedback is one important aspect of goal setting and behavior change interventions 

whereby a user may compare their logged performance with their current goals or program 

recommendations. Digital behavior change interventions (DBCIs) can deliver feedback in 

various formats, including feedback graphs and icons such as those in Figure 5.1 which are 

highly visible to users, communicated via short push messages, or described in longer format 

weekly feedback summaries. Content of feedback messages can include general reminders, 

encouragement/motivation, prompting focus on past success, information on goal performance 

status, and many other topics. One type of feedback involves pushing a message containing goal-

discrepant information with the intent to prompt or cue a participant to focus attention on 

achieving this goal and possibly bringing it in line with program recommendations; however, the 

actual effectiveness and impacts of this type of messaging in DBCIs is not perfectly clear.74 As 

noted in previous chapters, Attribution Theory posits that the receipt of goal-discrepant feedback 

can cause a given participant to attempt to attribute their causes of failure, and those possessing 

pessimistic attributional styles are likely to ascribe it to stable, internal factors that they cannot 

change, thus lowering their perceived ability and self-efficacy to achieve that goal in the 

future.1,23,101,113 It is possible that a given participant will know whether or not they are on track 

to achieve their goal(s) based on other passive feedback methods and pushing this same content 

to them may not elicit beneficial effects for all. 
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Webb and colleagues conducted a narrative review to display evidence for a phenomena 

they termed ‘The Ostrich Problem;’ whereby some participants may actively avoid engaging 

with program feedback or activities if they believe they are not doing well with their goals – 

metaphorically burying their heads in the sand (2013).124 Though relevant theories are not 

specifically called out in the review, many of the authors’ statements, such as how users 

presented with goal progress that is better than expected likely experience positive affect while 

those confronted with lower progress than desired can expect negative affect, are congruent with 

literature for both Goal Setting Theory and Attribution Theory.1,101,122 This ‘Ostrich Problem’ 

appears to be a maladaptive coping mechanism of information avoidance done to protect oneself 

from the negative affect/emotions experienced by being confronted with goal failure, potentially 

Figure 5.1. Screenshots from Nudge pilot mRT app 
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exacerbated by resulting pessimistic attributions.167 These observed processes indicate that users 

may be generally aware of how poorly they are performing during a program, and may not wish 

to be reminded of it. When that program uses push messaging to convey such goal-discrepant 

information to the user, eliciting negative emotional responses, the user may associate future 

messages as having a risk of conveying additional negative information and avoid reading them 

in the future, thus lowering their program engagement.167 Therefore it would be illuminating to 

examine how users’ engagement patterns change as a result of receiving these types of goal-

discrepant messages compared to receiving neutral or no messages. 

Microrandomized trials (MRT) are an increasingly popular mHealth intervention design 

which enable empirical assessment of message impact within an intervention by continuously 

randomizing the probability of any given message being sent, collecting covariate data at each 

decision point whether a message was sent or not, and then assessing a user’s behavioral 

performance during times they did or did not receive a message.168-172 These randomization 

probabilities are known, and can inform future intervention design to assess the impact of 

different types of messages on proximal outcomes and are instrumental in informing the design 

of just-in-time adaptive interventions (JITAIs).173 Analyses of MRTs typically focus on 

behavioral outcomes, and to the author’s knowledge have not been applied to assess time-

varying impacts on future user engagement patterns with the program itself, which can then 

contribute to changes in proximal and distal behavioral outcomes.42,174  

The guiding research questions of this Aim are to determine if a user’s likelihood of 

reading pushed messages varies as a function of goals not currently met, if receiving goal-

discrepant feedback significantly lowers the likelihood of reading future messages relative to 

receiving positive/neutral messages or no message in an MRT, and if either of these relationships 
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are moderated by depressive symptoms such that those scoring higher on the Center for 

Epidemiological Studies Depression (CES-D) scale at baseline will exhibit significantly poorer 

engagement indicators. The previous analysis in Aim 1 empirically showed that CES-D scores 

are negatively associated with the latent construct of engagement, that engagement is positively 

associated with the distal outcome of 6-month weight change, and that CES-D scores contribute 

statistically significant negative indirect effects on 6-month weight loss outcomes through the 

latent constructs of DBCI engagement and adherence.  

Data for this analysis come from the Nudge pilot study, which enrolled 53 young adults 

between ages 18-35 with BMI between 25-40kg/m2, self-reporting < 150 minutes weekly 

moderate-to-vigorous physical activity, who owned an iPhone, and had not been pregnant within 

the past 6 months. Data collection occurred from February – September 2019. Screenshots of the 

pilot app are shown in Figure 5.1, and full baseline demographic summary displayed in Table 

5.1. One participant became pregnant prior to completing the study and withdrew, rendering 

effective sample size for this analysis at N=52. Nudge was an MRT with 4 decision points to 

send messages based on time of day (early morning = 7:00AM, late morning = 10:00-12:00PM, 

afternoon = 2:00-4:00PM, evening = 7:00-9:00PM). At each decision point, the Nudge algorithm 

would assess participant eligibility for different message types based on program decision rules, 

select one of these messages at random, then randomize a 50:50 probability on whether to send 

the message or not.170 Each message would focus on a single behavior, and program decision 

rules ensured no more than one message was delivered for each of the 3 goal behaviors (dietary 

logging, physical activity, daily weighing) would be delivered in a single day. Covariate data are 

collected at each of the four daily decision points, amounting to n=16,425 observations clustered 

across 4,368 person days for the N=52 participants. This permits detailed analysis for the time-
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varying proximal engagement outcomes. For full details on the Nudge pilot intervention, see 

Valle, Nezami, Tate (2020).170 

The hypotheses assessed in this analysis are: 1) Participants will be less likely to read 

incoming pushed messages as a function of the number of goals they are currently failing, and 

this relationship will be exacerbated by baseline depressive symptoms (indicated by CES-D 

scores). 2) Receipt of a goal-discrepant feedback message will be associated with a lower 

likelihood of reading the next message sent relative to receipt of positive or neutral feedback 

messages, or of no message sent in a microrandomized trial. 3) The negative relationship 

between receipt of goal-discrepant feedback and likelihood of viewing subsequent messages will 

be exacerbated by baseline depressive symptoms such that those with higher baseline CES-D 

scores will be less likely to read the next message relative to those with lower scores, net of other 

covariates. 

Methods 

 Measures 

Nudge message libraries were dummy coded to identify messages containing goal-

discrepant feedback using decision rule criteria. Certain types of messages could only be sent to 

users when they were in goal-discrepant states, and were coded as such. Some message types 

such as social comparison for participant behavioral goals (e.g., weighing, active minutes, and 

dietary tracking) were always eligible to be sent. It was deemed possible that these social 

comparison messages could indirectly convey goal-discrepant information if they were sent 

while a participant was in a goal-discrepant state for the corresponding behavior (i.e., a 

participant who has not currently achieved their active minute goal receives a message stating 

“56% of Nudge participants have achieved their active minutes goals so far today. Are you one 
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of them?” effectively reiterates that they have not met their goal). As such, social comparison 

messages were cross-referenced between the time they were sent and if the subject had currently 

achieved the topic goal at the time of receipt, and added to the dummy-coded frame of goal 

discrepant information. The remaining messages were then categorized as containing positive or 

neutral information to be used in dummy coded contrast analyses. Message content was then 

visually inspected compared to the dummy codes to ensure accuracy. 

All models in this Aim employ reading pushed messages, or reading the next pushed 

message sent, as the dependent variable of analysis. This serves as a manifest indicator for the 

latent construct of proximal program engagement, which has been acknowledged and validated 

in previous studies.42,48,51 Depressive symptoms are indicated by baseline scores on the CES-D 

scale as an effect indicator for depressogenic attributions. Beck’s Cognitive Theory of 

Depression posits that depressogenic attributions increase the likelihood of developing 

depression, then it is reasonable that those exhibiting higher symptoms are also likely to have 

higher depressogenic attributions – thus meeting criteria for an effect indicator influenced by the 

latent construct of interest.25,175 It should be noted that this is not an ideal indicator of the 

attribution construct in Figure 3.3; however, it is the only applicable option for this post-hoc 

analysis due to the nature of data available. For this reason, Aim 3 directly compares the 

predictive validity of the CES-D with another scale specifically designed to measure pessimistic 

attributional styles.  

Age, gender, and race are applied as time-invarying sociodemographic covariates since 

age was shown to be a highly significant indicator for engagement and adherence in Aim 1, and 

it is known that the CES-D has an implicit bias to represent white, socially-gendered feminine 

manifestations of depressive symptoms, which could influence response validity.175,176 Program 
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week was applied as a time-varying covariate used to control for the general passage of time and 

reduce noise in model estimation based on Murphy & Almirall (2018).177 All analyses for this 

Aim were completed using R statistical software, with full code included in Appendix B.153 

Conditional Growth Modeling 

The longitudinal effects of goal discrepancy on the odds of reading program messages 

was assessed via longitudinal growth models using maximum likelihood estimation, and logit 

transformation to accommodate binary parameter outcomes.178-180 All models were specified at 

two levels: Level one specified repeating measures nested within each individual over time, 

including reading a pushed message, program day, and the number of goals not achieved at the 

time of message push. Level two specified person-level differences including CES-D scores, age, 

sex, and race. All predictor covariates were meaningfully centered so as to disentangle within- 

and between-group effects, as well as to facilitate moderation analysis between CES-D score and 

goals not currently met.181,182 As this analysis only focuses on instances where messages are sent 

and possibly read, all null MRT decision points are excluded from the sample, leaving an 

effective sample size of N = 6,210 messages across 4,368 person days (52 participants with 84 

days each). 

Unconditional growth models were tested for both random slopes and intercepts during 

model building to accommodate variation in participant starting levels and rate of change over 

time. Additionally, both linear and quadratic forms were tested to determine the best-fitting 

unconditional growth model prior to the inclusion of covariates for conditional growth modeling. 

After the best-fitting model was identified, the first conditional growth model included only 

covariates directly related to the guiding hypothesis (that is, CES-D score, number of goals not 

met at time of message sending, and an interaction term to test for moderation). Next, a full 
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model was specified containing sociodemographic control covariates in addition to those 

previous. At all stages, goodness of fit was determined via holistic examination of model fit 

statistics including AIC and BIC, as well as comparative analysis using a likelihood ratio test 

(LRT) where applicable.  

Time-Varying Causal Excursion Modeling 

Analyses for this section of Aim 2 are largely adapted from methods developed by 

Boruvka et al and expanded on by Qian et al.183,184 Typical analytic techniques to measure time-

varying relationships between variables such as generalized estimating equations (GEE) are not 

guaranteed to yield valid or consistent estimations when the treatment, covariates, potential 

moderators, and outcomes are all time-varying.183 To address this, Boruvka and colleagues 

expanded on Robins’s previous work involving a marginal generalization of the treatment 

“blips” within structural nested mean models, conditioning on a subset of hypothesized variables 

of interest, then weighting and centering longitudinal treatment effects before conducting least-

square estimation for treatment effect size.183,185 

Borrowing model notation from Boruvka et al, a given individual’s treatment values are 

denoted by At and precede their subsequent proximal response Yt+1.
183 Users must be considered 

available to receive a message at any given decision point before treatment and MRT 

randomization can be assigned, indicated by the binary variable It. A user is considered available 

when It = 1, and treatment may proceed as intended. These At treatment values are typically 

binary, and when applied to MRTs, typically indicate whether or not a message was randomized 

to be sent. User covariates are represented by the vector Xt. When arranged in longitudinal order 

over T treatment occasions, these variables follow the pattern (XT, AT, YT+1). A user’s history Ht 

is a vector consisting of all previous information accrued up until a given treatment at time t, Ht 
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= (�̅�𝑡, �̅�𝑡, �̅�𝑡−1). The general formula representing the effects of treatment on the proximal 

outcomes is 

𝐸[𝑌𝑡+1(�̅�𝑡−1, 1) − 𝑌𝑡+1(�̅�𝑡−1, 0) | 𝑆1𝑡(�̅�𝑡−1)],    (1) 

where  𝑆1𝑡(�̅�𝑡−1) is a subset of the user’s full history Ht. A verbal summary of equation (1) is the 

expected difference in the DV at time t+1 (Yt+1) if the treatment were sent (At = 1) versus not 

sent (At = 0) at time t, conditional on values of the hypothesized covariates from the previous 

treatment decision point (At-1). Conditioning on only a subset of the full user history enables 

marginalized effect size observations to test various different hypotheses using the same data – 

much as one would only condition a generalized linear regression onto a subset of variables 

measured at baseline.183 Any arrangement selected in  𝑆1𝑡(�̅�𝑡−1)  supports causal arguments as it 

contrasts the conditional mean between the proximal responses if an individual had received (at = 

1) or not received (at = 0) a given treatment during the program. It is also possible to lag 

treatment effects to measure the possible impact of delayed responses to program treatment, 

though this is beyond the scope of the present analysis. For more details, see Boruvka (2020) and 

Qian (2020).183,184 

 This method relies on three key assumptions from structural nested mean modeling: 

consistency, positivity, and sequential ignorability.185 Consistency states that observed data (YT, 

XT, AT, YT+1) are equivalent to the potential outcomes as a function of previous treatment as 

found in the data (e.g., YT = YT(AT-1); XT = XT(AT-1)). When one individual’s treatment may 

influence the response of others, such as from prompts within a social media component, this 

assumption my not hold and would require additional control methods – fortunately this is not 

the case in the present context. Positivity is ensured by design and states that if Pr(Ht = ht, It = 1) 
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> 0 then Pr(At = a | Ht = ht, It = 1) > 0 for all a 𝜖 0,1. Sequential ignorability states that for 1 ≤ t 

≤ T, the outcomes 𝑌𝑇+1(�̅�𝑇) are independent of treatment At conditional on history Ht. This is 

ensured by design in an MRT since treatment is randomized according to known treatment 

probabilities Taken together, this Boruvka method applies weighting and centering of each 

observation, with weights permitting estimation of marginal treatment effects, and centering of 

observations in time producing orthogonality between estimation of the treatment effect and 

estimation of parameters in a nuisance function.183 Estimation typically assumes a linear model 

for treatment effects; however, the present analysis will also incorporate a logit link function to 

accommodate binary outcomes thanks to expansion on this work by Qian et al.184  

 Present analyses restrict observations to only include decision points when users are in a 

goal-discrepant state, defined as not meeting at ≥1 behavioral goal at the decision point of 

message sending, so as to prevent confounding of those receiving goal-discrepant messages 

already being in a downward slide relative to others who may be succeeding in the program. This 

reduces the number of eligible observations from 16,425 to 12,920. Additionally, due to the 

nature of using the next message read as a dependent variable, the last message(s) of a given user 

receives in the program will by nature be missing during configuration of this variable. As a 

result, it is also necessary to restrict eligible observations of this variable to non-NA values, 

which reduces the effective sample size for analysis to N = 12,774 observations across 

approximately 4,368 person days for 52 participants. There is not currently an established power 

calculation method for this type of analysis.184 
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Results 

 Descriptive Statistics 

Participants were on average 29.6 (SD = 3.8) years old, with an average body mass index 

(BMI) of 31.9 kg/m2 (SD = 4.4), and an average baseline CES-D score of 9.27 (SD = 7.4); 

79.2% of participants self-identified as female, and 37.7% self-identified as non-white, with 

16.9% Black participants. The sample was highly educated, as most participants (84.9%) had a 

college degree. Full baseline demographic characteristics displayed in Table 5.1. One participant 

withdrew during the first week of the program due to becoming pregnant, so they are included in 

baseline characteristics, however all analytical models are restricted to N=52 participants with 

full data available. Of the 6,210 messages sent in Nudge, approximately 2,621 of them (42.2%) 

were flagged as goal-discrepant according to decision rules and visual inspection. 

Table 5.1 – Participant characteristics of Nudge sample (n=52) 

Variable n (%) Mean (SD) Min, Max 

Gender    

    Male 11 (20.8%)   

    Female 42 (79.2%)   

Race    

    white 33 (62.2%)   

    Black 9 (16.9%)   

    Asian 3 (5.6%)   

    Other POC, mixed 8 (15.3%)   

Highest Education    

    High School/GED 2 (3.8%)   

    Some College 6 (11.3%)   

    College Graduate 25 (47.2%)   

    Postgraduate Degree 50 (37.7%)   

Age (years)  29.6 (3.8) 21, 35 

BMI at Baseline (kg/m2)  31.9 (4.4) 25.10, 39.93 

BMI at 3-months (kg/m2)  30.89 (4.4) 22.94, 39.11 

Weight change (kg)  -3.03 (3.97) -12.12; 4.16 

CES-D Score  9.27 (7.4) 0, 35 
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Longitudinal likelihood of reading messages as a function of goal discrepancy 

 The best-fitting unconditional growth model with logit link measuring the likelihood of 

reading pushed messages used a random intercept and linear random effects over time. Full 

results in Table 5.2. The likelihood ratio test (LRT) between considering time as a fixed or 

random slope were both significant compared to the null model. However, holistic fit statistics 

and the intraclass correlation (ICC) was higher in the random slope model, indicating that it more 

clearly differentiated person-level differences (also confirmed via visual examination of the data 

which favored random slopes), so it was selected as the basis for conditional growth curve 

modeling. Table results are displayed in log-odds. 

 

 

 

Conditional growth curve models were tested first by building a model with only key 

hypothesized predictors [program day (time), number of goals not met at message decision point, 

mean-centered baseline CES-D scores, and an interaction term of CES-D scores and number of 

goals not met] followed by a full model with hypothesized predictors plus sociodemographic 

controls [mean-centered age, sex, and race], then conducting a likelihood ratio test for 

Table 5.2 – Unconditional growth model (n=52) 

 Coefficient (SE) 95% CI p-value 

Fixed Effects    

   Intercept 2.5109 (0.236) 2.059; 3.017 p < 0.0001 

   Program day (time) -0.0295 (0.005) -0.039; -0.020 p < 0.0001 

Random Effects Variance (SD)   

   Intercept 2.221 (1.490)   

   Program day (time) 0.0009 (0.030)   

Model Fit    

AIC 5712.2   

BIC 5745.9   

Notes: SE = standard error; SD = standard deviation; AIC = Akaike 

information criterion; BIC = Bayesian information criterion 
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parsimony. The log likelihood values of both models were almost identical (approximately -

2762), rendering the LRT to be nonsignificant with a p-value of 0.95. As a result, the more 

parsimonious conditional growth model is used here for hypothesis testing, detailed in Table 5.3. 

Table results are displayed in log-odds. 

 

These results partially support the guiding hypothesis of this analysis. Exponentiating 

results from this table, for each additional goal not met at the time of message push, users have 

0.531 times the odds of reading any received message (p<0.0001). In terms of probability, for 

each one-unit increase in the number of goals not currently met at a decision point, users are 

34.8% less likely to read any message sent (p<0.0001).  Additionally, results from this model 

indicate that users seem slightly less likely to read pushed messages the longer they are enrolled 

in the intervention. For each additional day in the Nudge study, users were approximately 0.49% 

Table 5.3 – Conditional growth model (n = 52) 

 Coefficient (SE) 95% CI p-value 

Fixed Effects    

   Intercept 3.1000 (0.221) 2.879; 3.321 p < 0.0001 

   Program day (time) -0.0226 (0.004) -0.0266; -0.0186 p < 0.0001 

   Goals not met -0.6315 (0.049) -0.6805; -0.5825 p < 0.0001 

   CES-D_mc 0.0281 (0.029) -0.0009; 0.0571 p = 0.332 

   CES-D*goals 0.0112 (0.007) 0.0042; 0.0182 p = 0.10 

Random Effects Variance (SD)   

   Intercept 1.724 (1.313)   

   Program day (time) 0.0006 (0.024)   

Model Fit    

AIC 5544.2   

BIC 5611.5   

Notes: SE = standard error; SD = standard deviation; AIC = Akaike 

information criterion; BIC = Bayesian information criterion 
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less likely to read pushed messages (p<0.0001). However, this model provides no evidence to 

support a moderation effect from baseline CES-D scores as predicted by the study hypothesis. 

Causal Excursion Effects on Proximal Engagement 

Hypotheses 2 and 3 of this Aim were tested using models based on R code developed by 

Qian (2020) and posted to Github repository.186 This current estimator of marginal excursion 

effect (EMEE) is only capable of examining a single moderation effect at a time for a data frame 

conditional on a subset of variables relevant to study hypotheses. In these models, the marginal 

excursion effect is represented by �̂�0 and measures if the given stimulus leads to a meaningful 

difference in YT. Effect moderation is represented by �̂�1, which measures if this marginal 

excursion effect then significantly varies according to the chosen moderator variable.  

The first model examines the marginal excursion effect of sending any message while 

users were in a goal-discrepant state compared to sending nothing (�̂�0), applies dummy-coded 

indicators for whether a sent message was coded as containing goal-discrepant information as the 

effect moderator (�̂�1), and includes sexi, racei, mean-centered agei, standardized CES-D scoresi, 

and program weekit as control variables (SitT). Model fit variables are reported in Table 5.4, with 

results presented in the log relative risk scale. Adjusted standard errors and 95% confidence 

intervals for small sample size are also presented. Overall, there does not appear to be a 

significant marginal excursion effect for sending any type of message; meaning that users in 

goal-discrepant states are approximately just as likely to read the next message a DBCI sends 

regardless of if they have already received a previous message or no message (MRT nulled) at a 

given decision point. Although this effect does appear to be significantly moderated by whether 

that message contains goal-discrepant information such that if a user in a goal-discrepant state 
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receives a goal-discrepant push message at time 1, they are approximately 47% less likely to read 

the next message sent, compared to if they received no message according to this model. For 

comprehensiveness, this model was also re-run to include all possible user observations and 

returned similar results. This evidence supports hypothesis 2 of this Aim. 

Table 5.4 – EMEE Model 1 (n = 52) 

Model 1: Marginal excursion effect of any message sent vs. null while in a goal-discrepant 

state; effect moderation of goal-discrepant message tags 

�̂� Coefficient SE Adjusted 

SE 

95% CI Adjusted 95% CI 

Intercept (β0) -0.0062 0.0184 0.0196 -0.0423; 

0.0298 

-0.0457; 0.0332 

Goal discrepant 

(β1) 

-0.1163 0.0312 0.0352 -0.1774; -

0.0552 

-0.1873; -0.0454 

�̂�      

Intercept -0.1236 0.0693 0.0793   

Sex  0.0019 0.1137 0.1323   

Race 0.0155 0.0591 0.0681   

Age-mc -0.0092 0.0161 0.0195   

Program week -0.0447 0.0080 0.0082   

CESD-std 0.0540 0.0654 0.0974   

*Model dimensions: p = 2; q = 6; N = 12545 observations 

 

 To assess a potential effect moderation of baseline CESD scores on response to goal-

discrepant messages (�̂�1),  it was necessary to perform a series of models contrasting types of 

message exposure: goal-discrepant vs. null; positive/neutral vs. null; and goal-discrepant vs. 

positive/neutral. The full Nudge dataframe was subset according to both the relevant contrast 

variables and non-missing values of the next message read DV, which led to variability in model 

sample size in each model. Full results for each of these models are displayed in Table 5.5 with 

the number of eligible observations specified in the last row of each model. All results are 

reported in the log relative risk scale. Overall, these results did not appear to support hypothesis 

3, but do provide additional evidence to bolster hypothesis 2.  
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Table 5.5 – EMEE Models 2-4 (n = 52) 

Model 2: Marginal excursion effect of goal-discrepant message vs. null; effect 

moderation of CES-D 

�̂� Coefficient SE Adjusted SE 95% CI Adjusted 95% CI 

Intercept (β0) -0.1023 0.0224 0.0248 -0.1462; 

-0.0584 

-0.1522; -0.0524 

CES-D (β1) -0.0267 0.0221 0.0379 -0.0681; 

0.0148 

-0.1032; 0.0498 

�̂�      

Intercept -0.1056 0.0658 0.0762   

Sex  0.0441 0.1077 0.1265   

Race 0.0061 0.0602 0.0698   

Age-mc -0.0124 0.0150 0.0185   

Program week -0.0415 0.0077 0.0079   

CESD-std 0.0432 0.0635 0.0924   

Model 2 dimensions: p = 2; q = 6; N = 5728 observations 

      

Model 3: Marginal excursion effect of positive/neutral message vs. null; effect 

moderation of CES-D 

�̂� Coefficient SE Adjusted SE 95% CI Adjusted 95% CI 

Intercept (β0) -0.0042 0.0151 0.0163 -0.0337; 

0.0254 

-0.0370; 0.0286 

CES-D (β1) 0.0195 0.0142 0.0182 -0.0083; 

0.0473 

-0.0172; 0.0561 

�̂�      

Intercept -0.0471 0.0529 0.0574   

Sex  -0.0034 0.0980 0.1127   

Race -0.0012 0.0492 0.0545   

Age-mc -0.0071 0.0127 0.0147   

Program week -0.0461 0.0073 0.0075   

CESD-std 0.04883 0.0498 0.0625   

Model 3 dimensions: p = 2; q = 6; N = 8838 observations 

      

Model 4: Marginal excursion effect goal-discrepant vs. positive/neutral message; effect 

moderation of CES-D 

�̂� Coefficient SE Adjusted SE 95% CI Adjusted 95% CI 

Intercept (β0) -0.1135 0.0274 0.0323 -0.1672; 

-0.0598 

-0.1786; -0.0484 

CES-D (β1) -0.0497 0.0341 0.0730 -0.1165; 

0.0172 

-0.1967; 0.0974 

�̂�      
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Intercept -0.0784 0.0599 0.0688   

Sex  0.0092 0.1055 0.1237   

Race 0.0121 0.0555 0.0640   

Age-mc -0.0091 0.0143 0.0178   

Program week -0.0433 0.0072 0.0074   

CESD-std 0.0642 0.0547 0.0753   

Model 3 dimensions: p = 2; q = 6; N = 7932 observations 

 

None of the models showed any significant indication that baseline CES-D scores exerted 

effect moderation on the likelihood of reading the next message sent in any of the planned 

contrasts. However, examination of the model intercept values indicates that sending a goal-

discrepant message causes users to be significantly less likely to read the next message sent 

relative to sending no message (47.4% less likely), or sending a positive or neutral message 

(47.2% less likely). Likewise sending a positive or neutral message does not seem to make users 

significantly more or less likely to read future messages compared to sending no message. 

Discussion 

 These results indicate that participants tend to avoid reading any types of messages when 

in a goal-discrepant state, and if they read a goal-discrepant feedback message while in this state, 

they are significantly less likely to read the next message the program sends, compared to being 

pushed a positive or neutral message. Contrary to study hypotheses, none of these relationships 

appear to be influenced by baseline depressive symptoms as measured by the CES-D in the 

present sample. This latter conclusion is not unexpected as his parent study had a small number 

of participants who reported a fairly low average CES-D score of 9.27, well below the 

recognized depression cutoff of 16, and that the CES-D is a somewhat generalist measure of 

uncertain utility for these types of applied analyses.175  
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One limitation of the current study is that it is unable to determine if the two main 

conclusions are independent phenomena, or if being sent goal-discrepant messages while in this 

state is driving the observed information avoidant behavior. For example, the conditional growth 

model testing hypothesis 1 is unable to control for the number of goal-discrepant messages either 

received or read while a user is in their goal-discrepant state – only that the more goals they are 

not meeting, the less likely they are to read any message sent. If they are hypothetically sent and 

read multiple goal-discrepant messages while in this state, they may then choose to avoid reading 

future messages, thus driving the observed relationships. Likewise, it is equally arguable that 

users generally know how well they are doing in a program, and if they know they are not doing 

well, may choose to avoid reading these messages in anticipation of being told they have not yet 

met their goals. 

 To the author’s knowledge, this is the first study quantitatively examining factors 

impacting proximal engagement within an ongoing digital behavior change intervention, and 

how they may be used to improve program tailoring methods. While existing research supports 

the notion that higher depressive symptoms are associated with lower program engagement,42 

these results appear to support more generally applicable findings of how not to interact with 

study participants, and to send messages of positive or neutral tone to struggling participants. 

Information avoidance is often portrayed as a person-level characteristic or trait correlated with 

anxious or depressive tendencies.124,167,187,188 However these results seem to indicate that this is a 

generally observable behavioral response among all types of users.  

Previous analyses found that users were more likely to read messages and engage with 

DBCIs when they are meeting their goals and generally succeeding in the program.170,172 As a 

practice, we seem to excel at motivating succeeding participants to continue, but have more to 
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learn regarding how to prevent waning interest from users who may be struggling with the 

program. Valle, Nezami, and Tate note that merely pushing a message to participants may not be 

sufficient to prevent sustained lapses in program engagement or behavioral goal attainment.170 At 

minimum, this analysis presents evidence for tactics to avoid in order to reduce the risk of 

premature lapses in DBCI engagement. 

 Delivering feedback on goal performance remains an important behavior change 

technique and aspect of goal-setting progress; however, the manner in which we deliver this 

information must be considered.18,65 Goal performance analysis research has repeatedly shown 

that individuals with challenging goals tend to maintain or increase performance when issued 

positive feedback in terms of progress toward a goal (e.g. 75%), but this performance can 

quickly deteriorate when issued negative goal-discrepant feedback in terms of disparities against 

the goal (e.g., -25%) .77,189 Bandura and Locke argue that such feedback can erode one’s efficacy 

beliefs regarding future attainability of the goal and negatively affect their perceived self-

efficacy (2003).74 DBCIs in particular must balance the challenge of providing an effective 

behavior change program in a format that users want to return to multiple times per day for 

months or longer, that can be assimilated into their current or changing lifestyles, and is 

perceived to be better than some publicly available alternative app or no app at all.9 There is still 

much to learn regarding the optimal dose of engagement necessary to maximize intervention 

potency, but the least we can do in the meantime is address aspects of interventions that are 

shown to actively reduce measured user engagement.  
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CHAPTER 6: ASSESSING THE PREDICTIVE UTILITY OF THE DEPRESSIVE 

ATTRIBUTIONS QUESTIONNAIRE 

Introduction 

It is well-known that engagement with digital behavior change interventions (DBCIs) is 

positively associated with improved change in health outcomes relative to usual care or 

control.42,51,174,190 Engagement is a multi-faceted construct consisting of behavioral, affective, 

and cognitive user interaction with the DBCI interface over time.42 Some mental health 

characteristics including anxiety and depression have been associated with an increased 

likelihood of disengagement and nonusage dropout in DBCIs. 154-156,160,191 While these attributes 

appear to function as determinants of user engagement, they are not often assessed in-depth in 

behavioral literature.42 The perceptions those who disengage with or discontinue DBCIs are 

often not considered in follow-up measures or interviews for program assessment, making it 

difficult to determine which aspects of the program (if any) contributed to their withdrawal.52 

Stated plainly, much DBCI literature focuses on aspects that may be applied to boost 

engagement among active users, but comparatively little examines risk factors which may be 

hindering overall user engagement. 

There is substantial overlap in behavioral and psychological theoretical constructs which 

could potentially identify individuals at an increased risk of reacting poorly to goal-discrepant 

program feedback. When an individual is confronted with goal-discrepant (failing) information, 

Attribution Theory states that they are likely to attempt to determine their reason(s) for failure to 

as naïve psychologists, which lead to the following perceived causal attributions.24 Where the 
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locus of causality for the failure came from (internal/external); if that cause is likely to occur 

again, or how stable the cause may be (stable/unstable); and how controllable that cause will be 

using agentic effort (controllable/uncontrollable).1,24 The Cognitive Theory of Depression 

identifies depressogenic cognitive information processing bias as a person-level tendency to 

attribute negative events unto oneself with enduring consequences and discredit positive events 

to external factors or luck, and is a precipitating risk factor for depression.25 Attribution Theory 

refers to very similar tendencies as having a pessimistic attributional style – being likely to 

attribute causes of failure to internal, stable, and uncontrollable sources.24 When an individual 

forms this type of pessimistic attribution following goal-discrepant feedback, they are likely to 

experience negative affect/emotions and form negative beliefs in their perceived self-efficacy to 

ever achieve that type of goal with repeated effort. 1,24,74,101,113 The guiding hypothesis for this 

Aim posits that the negative affect experienced by individuals with stronger pessimistic 

attributional styles will be negatively associated with proximal program engagement, and if these 

exposures are repeated over time, increase their risk of disengagement. 

The Attributional Style Questionnaire (ASQ) measures an individual’s global 

attributional styles in a variety of circumstances, and is well-validated with multiple lengths and 

versions available.108-110 However, the ASQ requires extended interpersonal interviews with ≥1 

practitioner present followed by deductive determination of style for given a respondent’s 

answers, and is frankly infeasible to recommend for adoption with interventions recruiting 

dozens or hundreds of participants.108 In contrast, Kleim et al. recently created and validated the 

Depressive Attributions Questionnaire (DAQ), which focuses solely on measuring one’s 

pessimistic attributional style via 16 questions on a 5-item Likert scale ranging from 0-4, and is 

able to be completed in under 5 minutes on average.113 As this scale is relatively new and 
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pessimistic attributions are not regularly assessed in behavioral interventions, there have been 

limited studies investigating its predictive utility in intervention settings. This Aim seeks to 

compare the predictive utility of the DAQ with the more commonly employed Center for 

Epidemiological Studies Depression (CES-D) scale which measures depressive symptoms and is 

commonly employed in research interventions.175,192 

Aim 1 of this dissertation empirically established negative associations between CES-D 

scores and latent constructs of engagement and adherence, positive associations of engagement 

and adherence on distal weight loss outcomes, and an indirect negative association of CES-D 

scores on 6-month weight change operating through these latent constructs in an eHealth DBCI. 

CES-D scores were also positively associated with risk of disengagement in a time-to-event 

model. Aim 2 investigated a possible mechanism of pushed goal-discrepant feedback 

contributing to lower engagement in some participants based on a combination of Attribution 

Theory and the Cognitive Theory of Depression applied to message reading behaviors as a proxy 

for engagement. Though an overall statistically significant marginal excursion effect of goal-

discrepant push messages causing a lower likelihood of reading future messages compared to 

sending neutral or no messages was found, CES-D scores did not appear to moderate this 

response. The goal of this final dissertation Aim is to measure the predictive capability of the 

DAQ against the CES-D for the purposes of recommending a theoretically-informed measure 

that researchers may apply to improve user-specific tailoring to sustain engagement.  

Data for this study come from AGILE, an NIH-funded study to develop a just-in-time 

adaptive intervention (JITAI) using multiphase optimization strategy (MOST) that is currently in 

progress.193 The program seeks to determine optimal treatment components for a weight 

management JITAI by randomizing users into one of 32 treatment conditions atop a core 
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evidence-based weight management program. This core program provides users with a wireless 

scale and Fitbit activity tracker, daily goals related to self-monitoring of weight, moderate-to-

vigorous physical activity, and dietary consumption, as well as evidence-based lessons, 

resources, 1-2 daily tailored messages, and weekly tailored feedback. Randomized conditions 

atop these contents include: 1) standard calorie dietary monitoring vs. a simplified traffic light 

diet system, 2) daily vs. weekly adaptive physical activity goals, 3) fixed vs. adaptive message 

decision points, 4) standard vs. adaptive message content decision rules, and 5) participant-

driven adaptation of message types & lapse-support (on/off). Full details of each of these arms 

are available at the clinicaltrials.gov page NCT04922216.193  

All AGILE users can be sent 1-2 messages per day. Messaging pushes a notification to 

their smartphone home and lock screens that a new message was available in the app, which will 

remain on the home page until 11:59:59pm of that day. Once the message push is sent, users 

must open their app to view the message contents, enabling tracking of message views as dose 

received. Recruitment is currently ongoing for a planned N = 608 young adults ages 18-35 with 

BMIs between 25-40kg/m2, with assessments at baseline, 3 months, and 6 months. This 

dissertation analyzes a longitudinally pooled subsample of those currently enrolled in AGILE 

over approximately 3 months as of December 12, 2022; leading to an effective N=15,652 

messaging observations over approximately 14089 person-days for n=135 young adults.  

The guiding hypotheses for this aim are as follows: 1) Participants with higher Center for 

Epidemiological Studies - Depression (CES-D) scale scores will be less likely to engage with the 

program app (indicated by page views) as compared to users with lower scores, and this effect 

will be exacerbated by reading goal-discrepant messages. 2) Participants with higher Depressive 

Attributions Questionnaire (DAQ) scores will be less likely to engage with the program app 
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(indicated by page views) as compared to users with lower scores, and this effect will be 

exacerbated by reading goal-discrepant messages. 3) Participants with higher CES-D scores will 

be less likely to read consecutive program messages, and this effect will be exacerbated when 

reading goal-discrepant messages. 4) Participants with higher CES-D scores will be less likely to 

read consecutive program messages, and this effect will be exacerbated when reading goal-

discrepant messages. 5) The DAQ will present stronger coefficient values and better model fit 

statistics than the CES-D across models assessed. 

Methods 

 Measures 

Engagement is a multifaceted latent construct that can be indicated by numerous manifest 

indicators including logins, reading messages, page views, proportion of resources read, and so 

on.48 For comprehensiveness, this study uses two different types of active system usage data as 

dependent variables to indicate proximal user engagement and test study hypotheses: viewing 

app pages between messaging events, and reading the next push message sent after viewing a 

previous message. 

Each time a user opened a page in the AGILE app, study servers recorded both the page 

name and timestamp of access. This information was cross-referenced with program messaging 

data to identify when a message was pushed at time (t), sum all timestamped app page hits until 

the next message was sent at time (t+1), and so on for all person days in the sample to create the 

page hits count variable. Early visual inspection of this data, displayed in Figure 6.1, showed a 

high number of zero count observations, indicating that zero-inflation was likely occurring and 

was taken into account where appropriate. Excesses of consecutive zeroes of this variable over 

time likely indicates a period of users ignoring pushed messages and failing to use the program 
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app, which could be considered either a lapse if they resume activity again at some point in the 

future, or disengagement from the program if they do not. This page hits variable was applied as 

the dependent variable (DV) in analyses examining app usage engagement, and is used in 

deriving the message reading variables. 

 

Since all AGILE messages were displayed on the home page until midnight, a minimum 

of one view was necessary for any given message to be read, so all nonzero values of the page 

hits variable were dummy coded to 1. If two messages were sent in the same day and only the 

later message was marked as viewed according to the page hit coding, the prior message was 

then recoded to 1 since both messages would appear at the top of the home screen. This likely 

underestimates any true detectable effects, but also reduces the odds of Type 1 Error. A final 

derived variable noted if the next message sent at (t+1) was read. This variable is used as the DV 

in message viewing analyses to determine if different types of message contents sent at time (t) 

are associated with the likelihood of users reading the next message sent at time (t+1). 

Figure 6.1. Pooled count observations of app views between message events 
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Potential goal-discrepant messages were deductively identified and dummy coded using 

program decision rules likely to convey goal-discrepant information (e.g., over calorie limit, 50% 

of active minute goal, etc.). Some messages contained social comparison information regarding 

the percent of users who had met a behavioral goal at that time (t). If the recipient had not 

achieved that goal at the time of sending, that message was then marked as goal-discrepant. 

Additionally, if a message contained outcome feedback noting a gain in body weight since 

joining the program, this was also marked as goal-discrepant within the context of a weight loss 

intervention. Message contents were then visually inspected to confirm they did indeed convey 

some type of eligible information and adjusted accordingly. During this visual inspection, if a 

message’s text conveyed neutral content or passive wording, such as framing the message in 

terms of importance of the behavior rather than providing directly interpretable goal-discrepant 

feedback, they were recoded as zero to best ensure accuracy and content validity of this analysis. 

 Person-level focal indicators include scores on the CES-D and DAQ administered in 

baseline surveys. These scales were tested in separate conditional growth models, and then 

combined in a final exploratory model. This was done to compare the predictive validity of each 

scale in the same dataset while avoiding the anticipated pitfall of both scales partialling out 

overlapping variance from the same latent constructs in regression models, rendering semipartial 

correlation coefficients nonsignificant or uninterpretable. Scores on both scales were grand-mean 

centered to foster meaningful interpretation of intercepts and parameter coefficients, as well as to 

permit separation of variance to measure both within- and between-level differences in effects.194 

An interaction term between message goal-discrepant dummy indicators and mean-centered 

scale scores for both the CES-D and DAQ was tested to evaluate moderation hypotheses.  
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Person-level sociodemographic control covariates included age (grand-mean centered), 

along with self-identified gender and race/ethnicity. These variables were added to conditional 

growth models last and only retained if they significantly improve model fit according to 

likelihood ratio tests. This final step is performed primarily for comprehensiveness, as previous 

analysis of similar data found that baseline demographic characteristics (e.g., gender, age, 

baseline BMI, race, education, income) were not associated with message viewing behaviors.170 

 Conditional Growth Modeling 

Models were specified at two levels in which repeated measures of messaging and app 

use (level one) were nested within individuals (level two). Appropriate link functions were 

applied to each model – log link functions to accommodate count outcomes of page hits, and 

logit link functions to accommodate binary outcomes of message views. Poisson and negative 

binomial distributions were tested for page hit null models using dispersion parameters Akaike 

information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) to gauge fit. Due to the 

large number of zeroes in the page hit DV, each null model was tested with- and without zero-

inflation procedures to determine best-fitting structure again according to AIC and BIC. 

Unconditional growth models applied program day as the metric of time. Linear and 

quadratic functional forms were tested to determine the best-fitting unconditional growth model. 

Random intercepts along with fixed vs. random slopes for all users were tested and compared at 

this phase using AIC and BIC. Once best-fitting structures were identified, likelihood ratio tests 

(LRTs) were performed at each step from nested null to unconditional models, and likewise onto 

conditional models. 
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Conditional growth models were built in stepwise fashion, adding level 1 goal-discrepant 

message indicators, then level 2 CES-D and DAQ scales and interaction terms to the model 

structure and compared using AIC, BIC, and LRTs against nested models. Level 2 

sociodemographic control covariates were then added simultaneously and similarly evaluated 

using LRTs against nested core predictor models. If these terms were found to not significantly 

improve model fit, they were dropped from final interpretation models for parsimony. 

Zero-inflated Poisson and negative binomial procedures create two separate models of 

observed counts, and of excess zeroes. Excess zeroes in the page hits DV are meaningful in that 

they likely indicate either a user lapse or disengagement from the AGILE app. Therefore, the 

same regression equations including fixed vs. random intercepts and slopes were applied to both 

the conditional and zero-inflated models where possible; enabling predictive regression modeling 

for users who are actively engaged with the AGILE program, as well as for users who are 

inactive or disengaged from the program at or before 3 months.195 Unfortunately, this procedure 

increased the risk of model nonconvergence via random effect terms becoming perfectly 

correlated between the two models. To address this, nonsignificant or conceptually inappropriate 

covariates nonessential to study hypotheses were systematically removed from the zero-inflation 

model formula as necessary to promote convergence of fit, then compared to other models using 

AIC, BIC, and LRTs as appropriate. 

All analyses were conducted using R statistical software (version 4.2.2), with full code 

included in Appendix C. The package used in the creation and analysis of longitudinal models is 

glmmTMB() due to its capacity to examine zero-inflated mixed models using maximum 

likelihood estimation.195 This package can estimate zero-inflated models using logit link, which 

describes the probability of excess zeroes varying with predictors between zero and one, and can 
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be modeled using random slopes and intercepts, promoting interpretability of person-level 

differences. Additionally, glmmTMB() can employ negative binomial models with either linear 

parameterization (“nbinom1”) or quadratic parameterization (“nbinom2”). As quadratic 

parameterization is considered the standard form of negative binomial models and is more 

commonly applied than linear parameterization, I applied the nbinom2 family across all 

applicable models in this analysis to promote interpretability and replicability of results.196 

 Results 

Descriptive statistics 

 This sample comprises 132 participants with an average age of 28.8 (SD=4.7) years, an 

average body mass index (BMI) of 32.4 (SD=4.4) kg/m2, and approximately 47.4% identifying 

as non-white. Participants are primarily female (85.2%) and well-educated with at least a 4-year 

college degree (73.3%). Almost half of study participants in this sample identify as racial/ethnic 

minorities (47.4%). Full results displayed in Table 6.1. Of the 15,652 messages sent in AGILE 

as of 12/9/2022, participants viewed approximately 6,229 of them, leading to an overall message 

read rate of approximately 39.8% in this sample. A total of 5,890 goal-discrepant messages were 

identified among the full messaging sample, equating to 37.6% of all messages sent. Among 

messages that were viewed, only 1,723 goal-discrepant messages were read by participants, 

equating to 27.7% of read messages or 11% of total messages. 
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Table 6.1 – Participant characteristics of AGILE Sample (n = 132) 

Variable n (%) Mean (SD) Min, Max 

Gender    

    Male 17 (12.6%)   

    Female 115 (85.2%)   

    Nonbinary/Other 3 (2.2%)   

Race/Ethnicity    

    white 71 (52.6%)   

    Black 38 (28.1%)   

    Asian 18 (13%)   

    Other POC, mixed 7 (4%)   

    NA 3 (2.2%)   

    Hispanic/Latinx 30 (22.7%)   

Highest Education    

    Some High School 1 (0.7%)   

    High School/GED 5 (3.7%)   

    Some College (<4 years) 27 (20%)   

    Vocational School 3 (2.2%)   

    College Graduate 60 (44.4%)   

    Postgraduate Degree 39 (28.9%)   

Age (years)  28.8 (4.7) 18, 35 

BMI at Baseline (kg/m2)  32.4 (4.4) 24.96, 39.78 

CES-D Score  12.62 (10.15) 0, 55 

DAQ Score  16.64 (12.61) 0, 55 

Person days 14089 106.73 (39.58) 8, 134 

 

Responses to both CES-D and DAQ scores vary widely between 0-55 for both scales, 

with mean CES-D scores of 12.62 (SD=10.5), and mean DAQ scores of 16.64 (SD=12.61). 

Scores on both scales are both highly correlated with an r = 0.73 (p<0.0001). Descriptive linear 

regression analyses displayed in Table 6.2 show that both CES-D and DAQ scores are 

negatively associated with cumulative app page views over time when modeled in isolation, 

controlling for sociodemographic characteristics (all p’s < 0.01). However, all coefficients drop 
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to nonsignificance if both scales are applied in the same model. Sociodemographic covariates did 

not predict significant variance in engagement behaviors or baseline CES-D/DAQ scores. 

Table 6.2 Descriptive regressions on page views 

 Unstandardized Coefficient (SE)a p-value 

Sum User Engagements Over Time   

     CES-D only -53.67 (19.178) 0.006 

     DAQ only -57.17 (19.083) 0.003 

     CES-D paired -25.38 (28.085) 0.368 

     DAQ paired -38.58 (28.064) 0.172 

Mean User Engagements Over Time   

     CES-D only -0.54 (0.178) 0.003 

     DAQ only -0.54 (0.178) 0.003 

     CES-D paired -0.31 (0.262) 0.244 

     DAQ paired -0.32 (0.262) 0.226 

Notes: Models included covariates for self-identified race, gender, and age 
a The probability of viewing app pages changes by this amount for every one-unit 

change in the predictor above sample mean (CES-D = 12.62; DAQ = 16.64) 

 

 Page View Mixed Modeling 

 Comparison of mean (1.81) and variance (20.53) of the page view DV are considerably 

different, indicating that overdispersion is likely occurring and negative binomial distribution 

will likely provide a better fit for the data than Poisson. This is confirmed via preliminary fit 

assessments of the null and unconditional model configurations, displayed in Table 6.3.  
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Table 6.3 – Model fit statistics of null and unconditional Models – 

page views 

 AIC BIC LRT 

Null Model    

Poisson 80175.8 80191.1  

     Zero-Inflated (ZI) 52411.9 52442.5  

Negative Binomial (NB) 42745.8 42768.8  

     Zero-Inflated (ZI)* 40966.0 41004.2  

Unconditional Model – Linear Time 

NB-ZI Fixed Slope 40611.8 40665.4  

NB-ZI Random Slope* 40421.5 40505.7 p < 0.0001 

Unconditional Model – Quadratic Time 

NB-ZI Fixed Slope 40560.7 40629.6  

NB-ZI Random Slope* 40410.1 40509.6 p = 0.0005 

Notes: AIC = Akaike information criterion; BIC = Bayesian information 

criterion; LRT = Likelihood Ratio Test 

(*) selected for LRT    

 

The best-fitting unconditional model included a random intercept with random and 

quadratic effects for time in the conditional model, and only linear effects for time in the zero-

inflated model. Among active users, the number of app page views decreases by 0.99 times for 

each linear increase in program day (p = 0.0004); though this likelihood increases by 1.00007 

times for each increase in the quadratic parameter of time (p = 0.0002). Among inactive users 

with excess zeroes, each increase in program day increases the likelihood of users exhibiting 

excess zeroes of page views by a factor of 1.024 times, which is statistically significant (p < 

0.00001). The quadratic coefficient of time was not significant in the zero-inflated model and 

was dropped from the model building process for parsimony. AIC and BIC values reduced 

slightly following the removal of this coefficient, but no other changes were observable. Full 

results from this model displayed in Table 6.4, with all coefficients in the log likelihood scale. 
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Table 6.4 – Unconditional growth model output – page views (n=132) 

 Coefficient (SE) 95% CI p-value 

Conditional Model  

     Intercept 1.548 (0.111) 1.5369; 1.5591 p < 0.0001 

     Program Day -0.0104 (0.003) -0.013; -0.008 p = 0.0001 

     Program Day2 0.00007 (0.00002) 0.00005; 0.00009 p < 0.0001 

Zero-Inflation Model  

     Intercept -1.014 (0.216) -1.231; -0.798 p < 0.0001 

     Program Day 0.024 (0.002) 0.021; 0.026 p < 0.0001 

Model Fit Indicators  

     AIC 40408.7   

     BIC 40500.6   

     LL -20192.3   

Notes: SE = standard error; AIC = Akaike information criterion; BIC = 

Bayesian information criterion; LL = Log Likelihood 

  

Despite the quadratic function of time significantly improving fit of the unconditional 

model, it frequently led to issues with multicollinearity when adding additional covariates in 

conditional mixed models. Rather than drop this predictor from analysis, a decision was made to 

standardize this variable to facilitate model fit, since standardization only changes the scale of 

covariates and does not exert substantial influence on holistic model fit. This unfortunately limits 

interpretability of model intercept and quadratic time coefficients, but permits continuation of 

model building for hypothesis testing. 

Conditional growth model building began by adding goal-discrepant message codes as a 

level 1 covariate. Initially, this variable exhibited a statistically significant positive association 

with the page view DV over time in the zero-inflated model. However, it was determined that 

this association was confounded, as users who exhibit excess zeroes of app engagement are 

necessarily not opening the app to self-monitor (or be aware of) daily goals, which also prevents 

syncing of Fitbit activity tracker data to study servers. Such users will inevitably be assigned to 
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receive a higher number of goal-discrepant messages due to resulting nonadherence as measured 

by the program than users who are actively engaged. Because of this, goal-discrepant message 

tags were only added to the conditional model, which did not demonstrate better fit than the 

unstructured model based on LRT (p = 0.96). 

Level 2 focal predictors were added next. Again, CES-D and DAQ scores plus their 

interaction terms with goal-discrepant message tags were modeled separately to avoid over-

controlling. No sociodemographic control covariates were found to significantly improve fit of 

either model, so were dropped for parsimony. Full results for both models are displayed in Table 

6.5, with results listed in log likelihood scale.  CES-D scores did not predict any significant 

variance in outcomes within the conditional model (p = 0.278), nor was the interaction term 

between CES-D scores and goal-discrepant messages significant (p = 0.823). However, a one-

unit increase in CES-D scores above the sample mean was associated with a 1.622 factor 

increase in the odds of users exhibiting excess zeroes of app usage, indicating either lapse or 

disengagement from the program, controlling for time (p = 0.006). This model did not fit the data 

significantly better than the nested unconditional model, according to LRT (p=0.063). 
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Table 6.5 – Conditional growth model outputs – page views (n=132) 

CES-D Model    

 Coefficient (SE) 95% CI p-value 

Conditional Model 

     Intercept 2.037 (0.208) 1.829; 2.245 p < 0.0001 

     Program Day -0.011 (0.003) -0.013; -0.008 p = 0.0001 

     Program Day2* 0.368 (0.091) 0.277; 0.459 p < 0.0001 

     G-D Message 0.0003 (0.391) -0.390; 0.391 p = 0.993 

     CES-D score -0.054 (0.050) -0.104; -0.004 p = 0.278 

     G-D*CES-D 0.009 (0.042) -0.032; 0.051 p = 0.823 

Zero-Inflation Model 

     Intercept -1.028 (0.216) -1.244; -0.812 p < 0.0001 

     Program Day 0.024 (0.002) 0.021; 0.026 p < 0.0001 

     CES-D score 0.484 (0.176) 0.308; 0.660 p = 0.006 

Model Fit    

     AIC 40407.8   

     BIC 40530.3   

     -2LL -20187.9   

    

DAQ Model    

 Coefficient (SE) 95% CI p-value 

Conditional Model 

     Intercept 2.045 (0.207) 1.838; 2.252 p < 0.0001 

     Program Day -0.011 (0.003) -0.013; -0.008 p < 0.0001 

     Program Day2* 0.370 (0.091) 0.279; 0.461 p < 0.0001 

     G-D Message 0.0005 (0.039) -0.039; 0.040 p = 0.989 

     DAQ Score -0.086 (0.050) -0.136; -0.036 p = 0.087 

     G-D*DAQ 0.001 (0.418) -0.416; 0.419 p = 0.971 

Zero-Inflated Model 

     Intercept -1.035 (0.218) -1.253; -0.817 p < 0.0001 

     Program Day 0.024 (0.002) 0.021; 0.026 p < 0.0001 

     DAQ Score 0.499 (0.180) 0.320; 0.680 p = 0.005 

Model Fit    

     AIC 40405.4   

     BIC 40527.9   

     LL -20186.7   

Notes: SE = standard error; AIC = Akaike information criterion; BIC = 

Bayesian information criterion; LL = Log Likelihood 

(*) Quadratic function of time is standardized with mean = 0, SD = 1 
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 Controlling for the effects of time, DAQ scores exhibited a negative relationship with app 

page views between messaging events that neared statistical significance thresholds, yet was not 

significant in this sample (p = 0.087). The interaction term between goal-discrepant message 

content and DAQ scores was also not significantly associated with differences in page viewing 

behaviors (p=0.971). Similar to the CES-D, a one-unit increase in DAQ scores above the sample 

mean was significantly associated with a 1.648 factor increase in the odds of users exhibiting 

excess zeroes of app usage, indicating either lapse or disengagement from the program, 

controlling for time (p = 0.005). However, this model did fit the data significantly better than the 

nested unconditional model based on LRT (p = 0.024). 

Overall, results from this sample do not fully support study hypotheses 1 and 2. 

Reading Future Messages Mixed Modeling 

This secondary analysis subsets AGILE messaging data to only include observations 

where a program message was read at time (t), and regresses predictors onto whether the next 

message sent was read at time (t+1), for a total of n=6,229 observations over n=132 participants 

in this sample. Restricting observations to only read messages at time (t) also removes possible 

downward bias from participants who had already disengaged from the program before 3 

months. Model building was performed using similar steps as the previous analysis, although it 

was not necessary to account for zero-inflation using this subset data. 

The best-fitting unstructured mixed model applied random slopes and intercepts with a 

linear parameterization of time. A quadratic function of time was found to be nonsignificant 

according to LRT and was dropped from the model building process. The linear coefficient for 

time indicated that the odds of reading future program messages declined by a factor of 0.994 
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times for each program day, which was statistically significant (p < 0.0001). Results shown in 

Table 6.6 are displayed in log odds scale. 

Table 6.6 – Unconditional growth model output – next message read (n=132) 

 Coefficient (SE) 95% CI p-value 

Conditional Model  

     Intercept 1.035 (0.144) 0.891; 1.179 p < 0.0001 

     Program Day -0.006 (0.001) -0.007; -0.004 p < 0.0001 

Model Fit Indicators  

     AIC 6562.0   

     BIC 6595.6   

     LL -3276.0   

Notes: SE = standard error; AIC = Akaike information criterion; BIC = Bayesian 

information criterion; LL = Log Likelihood 

 

Following the previous model-building approach, level 1 goal-discrepant message tags 

were added next, and were found to have a nonsignificant coefficient (p = 0.976) and did not 

significantly improve model fit (p = 0.976). Adding level 2 CES-D scores, DAQ scores, and their 

interaction terms in separate conditional models however did significantly improve model fit (p’s 

< 0.0001), as shown in Table 6.6. Sociodemographic control covariates did not significantly 

improve model fit and were dropped from analysis. Results are presented in log odds scale. 

These models indicate that users reading a goal-discrepant message at time (t) has no 

main effect on the likelihood of reading the next message sent at time (t+1); however, there is 

evidence of significant negative interactions between users with above average CES-D or DAQ 

scores reading goal-discrepant messages. A one-unit increase in CES-D scores above the sample 

mean reduces the odds of a participant reading consecutive messages by an approximate factor of 

0.770 times, controlling for time and message content (p = 0.007). The interaction between CES-

D scores and reading a goal-discrepant message at time (t) was significantly associated with a 
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0.856 factor decrease in the odds of reading the next program message sent, compared to reading 

a message without goal-discrepant content and controlling for the influence of time (p = 0.024).  

Table 6.7 – Conditional growth model outputs – next message read (n=132) 

CES-D Model    

 Coefficient (SE) 95% CI p-value 

     Intercept 1.039 (0.138) 0.901; 1,177 p < 0.0001 

     Program Day -0.006 (0.002) -0.007; -0.004 p = 0.0002 

     G-D Message 0.0002 (0.071) -0.071; 0.071 p = 0.998 

     CES-D score -0.262 (0.097) -0.359; -0.164 p = 0.007 

     G-D*CES-D -0.156 (0.069) -0.0224; -0.087 p = 0.024 

Model Fit    

     AIC 6552.0   

     BIC 6605.8   

     -2LL -3268.0   

    

DAQ Model    

 Coefficient (SE) 95% CI p-value 

Conditional Model 

     Intercept 1.044 (0.140) 0.905; 1.183 p < 0.0001 

     Program Day -0.006 (0.002) -0.007; -0.004 p = 0.0002 

     G-D Message 0.006 (0.071) -0.066; 0.077 p = 0.938 

     DAQ Score -0.285 (0.097) -0.382; -0.188 p = 0.003 

     G-D*DAQ -0.149 (0.071) -0.220; -0.078 p = 0.036 

Model Fit    

     AIC 6551.2   

     BIC 6605.0   

     LL -3267.0   

Notes: SE = standard error; AIC = Akaike information criterion; BIC = Bayesian 

information criterion; LL = Log Likelihood 

 

The DAQ performed similarly in this sample. A one-unit increase in DAQ scores above 

the sample mean is associated with a reduction in the odds of reading consecutive messages by a 

factor of 0.752, controlling for time and content (p = 0.003). The interaction between DAQ 

scores and reading a goal-discrepant message at time (t) was also significantly associated with a 
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0.861 factor reduction in the odds of reading the next program message sent, compared to 

messages without goal-discrepant content and controlling for time (p = 0.036).  

Both of these model results support study hypotheses 3 and 4. Additionally, comparing 

coefficients, p-values for significance, and holistic model fit statistics, there is evidence to 

support hypothesis 5 that the DAQ tends to present stronger coefficient values and model fit 

statistics across models in this sample. 

Discussion 

 The objective of this study was to compare the Center for Epidemiological Studies – 

Depression (CES-D) scale, which is frequently employed in behavioral interventions, to the 

Depressive Attributions Questionnaire (DAQ), which is comparatively newer and closely related 

to theoretical determinants that could potentially influence user engagement in a DBCI. 

Participant responses on both scales were highly correlated and performed similarly in 

exploratory descriptive regression on user sum usage data. When both scales are assessed in the 

same model, all coefficient values drop to nonsignificance; likely indicating that each scale is 

explaining much of the same variance in engagement outcomes attributable to a latent variable 

related to depression. Regressing on both scales in the same model thus partials out unique 

variance otherwise explained by each, bringing all coefficients to nonsignificance. 

 The two scales present similar results in mixed models for both page viewing and 

message reading proximal engagement outcomes. Both the CES-D and DAQ were negatively 

associated with users reading program messages and exhibited significant negative interaction 

effects from users reading goal-discrepant message data, which supports study hypotheses 3 and 

4. Additionally, both scales were strongly associated with users exhibiting excess zeroes of app 

page views, likely indicating an increased risk of program lapse or disengagement. This echoes 
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some findings from Bianchi and Schonfeld, who found that DAQ scores and depression scores 

(measured by the PHQ-9) were strongly associated with feelings of burnout among a sample of 

1386 teachers.197 It has been similarly noted that poor mental health characteristics have a 

negative influence on self-efficacy to perform various behaviors, which both reduces the 

likelihood of goal striving and increases the likelihood of giving up.42,74 Based on these results, it 

seems likely that those with stronger pessimistic attributional styles are more likely to become 

discouraged or cognitively weary during a standard behavior change intervention, which can 

increase their risk of disengaging from an app platform, and possibly the intervention over time.  

An intervention by Linde et al found that a combined weight loss and cognitive behavioral 

therapy intervention did not contribute to significantly different outcomes than a weight loss only 

intervention among women living with comorbid obesity and moderate/severe depression, 

despite participants in the former program reporting improved mental wellbeing.198 However it 

may not be necessary to treat affected individuals’ depression per se, but provide additional 

ongoing support to promote their self-efficacy to perform the behavioral intervention even in the 

face of repeated goal failures, where one might view giving up as the easier option.74 The CES-D 

is still likely useful as a screening tool to identify those struggling with higher depressive 

symptoms at baseline, but the DAQ may be more apt to identify those who may struggle with 

sustained engagement in a behavior change intervention. 

While neither scale was able to detect significant differences in page views between 

messaging events among active users, coefficients from the DAQ were comparatively much 

closer to reaching statistical significance thresholds than the CES-D. Considering that goal-

discrepant messages comprised only 27.7% of total messages read, and the current sample of 

participants read less than 39.8% of all messages sent, these results are promising for future re-
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examination using a full sample of AGILE participants over 6 months. It will be additionally 

informative to examine if these differences in engagement behaviors will be negatively 

associated with weight loss outcomes at 6 months, replicating results from Aim 1. 

The differences in model results for the chosen DVs to indicate user engagement 

highlight the need to consider multiple aspects of this dynamic latent construct when forming 

conclusions & recommendations in future publications. According to Yardley et al’s schema, 

both of the outcomes assessed would be considered micro-level engagement – that is, the 

moment-to-moment interaction with the digital interface of the intervention.51 Yet each of these 

mixed model results paint very different portrayals of engagement impacts. When assessing page 

views between messaging events, goal-discrepant messages do not appear to exert any 

significant influence, and the CES-D and DAQ are predictive only of users becoming inactive or 

disengaging from the intervention early. However, when assessing user message reading 

behaviors, each of these scales become highly relevant – predicting that those with above-

average scores who read a goal-discrepant message will be significantly less likely to read the 

next program message sent. Based on this, it is encouraged for future studies to examine multiple 

indicators for engagement to inform conclusions, rather than relying on each outcome variable to 

be a functionally equivalent indicator for engagement. 

 The small quadratic effect of time observed in the analysis of page views may be 

attributable to some participants in this sample receiving their 3-month assessment surveys from 

the AGILE program, which were sent to their email with a study incentive. This novel alternate 

contact method could have possibly renewed interest in the app from users who had previously 

disengaged. The SNAP study for weight management in young adults found a measurable 

benefit in issuing periodic “refresher” campaigns to renew user interest in the program.199 These 
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types of events might prove useful to revitalize waning interest in strictly digital interventions, 

and should be assessed in future programs.  

Limitations of this study involve possible error from system usage measurement data. At 

this time, the duration of time spent at each page is not accessible, so the intensity or depth of 

user engagement cannot be readily assessed (i.e., there is no way to differentiate a user who 

spent 10 minutes reading a lesson module vs one who spent 10 seconds). There is likely some 

error present in dependent variables as the current data format does not enable differentiation 

between opening the home page and viewing or fully reading message content, though this is not 

uncommon among DBCI analyses. Additionally, these analyses were not able to control for 

time-varying contextual factors potentially affecting participants at the times of message receipts 

and reading. The intent of the analytic designs was to permit all intra-individual contextual 

factors to wash out into higher variance across all observations, however there is a nonzero 

chance that some unmeasured factor could be influencing these relationships. Lastly, there was 

no measure to account for participant success in these analyses, such as reaching weight loss 

goals, and becoming achievers who may disengage from program usage, as referenced by 

Ritterband et al.13 However, as this analysis only encompasses a subsample of participants with 3 

months or less of program usage data, this is event is unlikely to have occurred. Strengths of this 

study involve the comparison of multiple indicators of engagement to facilitate more 

comprehensive conclusions of effects, and that all engagement data were objectively measured 

rather than reliant on self-report methods which could be biased. Additionally, the study is able 

to directly compare a recently validated scale more aligned with theoretical predictors than the 

generalist CES-D measure with a high number of participant observations using manifest 

engagement indicators to permit multiple model comparisons between both scales and outcomes. 
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Overall, this study provides empirical support for usage of the DAQ to predict user 

engagement behaviors in a DBCI, as well as support to consider participant mental health 

characteristics at baseline for their increased risk of disengagement in arduous behavior change 

interventions. If nothing is changed in current practice, these users are significantly more likely 

to stop interacting with a program to change health behaviors, which likely then halts beneficial 

change in their health outcomes. Even if interventions demonstrate effectiveness by improving 

the average health indicators of a group, this is not an excuse to willingly overlook those who are 

lost along the way. Digital interventions are more passive than in-person interventions, and likely 

easier for participants to drop or switch to an alternative if they do not appreciate or enjoy using 

the program – particularly if that program makes them feel worse about themselves. 

Future work should consider testing alternate contact methods to reach out to disengaged 

participants who may have become accustomed to ignoring app notifications from a DBCI. For 

those who are engaged, tailoring intervention feedback messages to minimize the possibility of 

pessimistic interpretations of goal failure and striving to reduce the likelihood of participants 

ignoring future messages. Additionally, it is recommended to examine the utility of adding DBCI 

components related to deprogramming pessimistic attributions and/or boosting personal self-

efficacy to perform behaviors even in the face of repeated failures or negative mental affect.  
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CHAPTER 7. SYNTHESIS OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary of Findings 

 Given the ever-increasing popularity of digital behavior change interventions using 

smartphones, along with the need for scalable interventions to address global overweight and 

obesity to lower risk of additional morbidity and mortality, there is considerable need for 

implementation research to enhance and prolong user engagement with these interventions to 

maximize their potency. Depression has long been anecdotally associated with lower 

engagement in DBCIs, though rarely analyzed in depth.42 The purpose of this dissertation was to 

examine how depression and theoretically-related factors may act as determinants for user 

engagement. The primary findings of this project were: 1) Depressive symptoms measured by 

the CES-D were negatively associated with user engagement and adherence to a website eHealth 

intervention, and negatively associated to weight change at 6 months operating through these 

constructs. 2) CES-D scores were positively associated with risk of users disengaging from an 

eHealth intervention before 12 months. 3) The more goals a user is failing, the less likely they 

are to read any program messages sent. 4) Sending goal-discrepant push messages during an 

mHealth intervention was associated with a significantly lower likelihood of participants reading 

the next message sent, relative to receiving a neutral message or no message, but this did not 

appear to be moderated by CES-D scores. 5) Baseline CES-D and DAQ scores are associated 

with an increased likelihood of disengaging from an intervention before 3 months, and 

negatively associated with the likelihood of reading future messages after reading a push 

message containing goal-discrepant feedback. Overall, the results of this dissertation suggest that 
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depressive symptoms and having a pessimistic attributional style are negatively associated with 

engagement in typical interventions that do not account for them. This reduced engagement is 

likely to result in lower intervention dose received, which will likely lower degrees of behavior 

change and desirable change in health outcomes downstream, as app usage has been negatively 

correlated with weight change.174 

 Depression has been empirically associated with lower intervention adherence in 

previous interventions, but has demonstrated mixed results for weight loss outcomes.43  Linear 

regressions typically find that baseline depressive symptoms rarely predict weight loss outcomes, 

possibly because these determinants act on mediating factors that may then contribute to 

differential outcomes.162  

Aim 1 sought to determine if the effects of depressive symptoms measured by the CES-D 

exerted a significant indirect effect on weight change through mediating variables using 

structural equation modeling rather than multiple linear regression, which is common in 

behavioral research. Data for this Aim came from LoseNow PA (LNPA), a 12-month cluster 

randomized controlled trial examining the effectiveness of an eHealth website. Two 

configurations of simultaneous equation models were tested which mapped hypothesized 

pathways from which depressive symptoms could affect user engagement and adherence to an 

eHealth website, and if this was associated with clinically measured weights at 6 months. 

Participant usage data of website logins, page views, and usage of a personal goal setting tool 

were used to inform the latent variable (LV) of engagement, and participant calorie logging, 

physical activity logging, and self-monitoring of bodyweight were used to inform the LV of 

adherence to program goals & recommendations. SEMs displayed less than desirable fit for the 

data, but both models indicated that CES-D scores were negatively associated with engagement 
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and adherence LVs, that these LVs were in turn positively associated with 6-month weight loss, 

and that CES-D scores exerted a significant negative indirect effect on weight loss outcomes 

(i.e., weight gain) at the 6-month measurements. 

 Additionally, this Aim measured the degree that CES-D scores were associated with risk 

of users disengaging from the eHealth program and ceasing all logins to it, but not being lost to 

follow-up. A survival analysis was performed using Cox Proportional Hazards models regressing 

a user’s last login day to the eHealth website onto their baseline CES-D scores and 

sociodemographic control covariates (age, race, sex, education). Users with above average CES-

D scores for the sample were significantly more likely to disengage from the eHealth program 

earlier than those with lower scores, net of other explanatory factors. 

 Mental health characteristics such as anxiety and depression are often anecdotally 

referenced as likely contributors to lessened user interaction with interventions and increased risk 

of drop out.42,43,52,154,156 Due to high heterogeneity in authors’ usage of terms including 

engagement, adherence, dropout, nonusage attrition, and levels of depression, this study is 

intended to assess all of these relationships in one setting, with clear definition of terminology 

and implications. While its results show that depressive symptoms do seem to be negatively 

associated with both user engagement and adherence with an eHealth website and positively 

associated with their risk of disengaging and ceasing to use it sooner than others, it is currently 

unable to explain how or why these relationships are occurring. 

 Comparing theories spanning health behavior and psychology, an overlapping 

phenomenon was identified that could possibly explain a mechanism for how measured 

depression could act as a determinant for user intervention performance. Goals are often 

employed in behavior change interventions as a proven method to motivate human performance, 
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with feedback on those goals being a necessary aspect.75 When people are presented with results 

that they have failed their goals, they are likely to attempt to determine to themselves why they 

failed it.1 Some people show a tendency to form very negative attributions for why they failed 

their goals, which is shown to elicit strong negative emotions in response, and is also observed to 

be a risk factor for developing depression.24,25,120 These tendencies are referred to as having a 

pessimistic attributional style.113 The remaining Aims of this dissertation sought to determine if 

this mechanism was occurring and detectable within other DBCIs, and if it was associated with 

significant differences in user engagement outcomes. 

 Aim 2 of this dissertation analyzed how message reading behaviors might change as a 

result of different time-varying predictors related to goal failure. Data for this aim’s analyses 

come from Nudge, a 3-month microrandomized pilot trial which sent between 0-4 messages per 

day, each with a 50% chance of being sent, and recorded user data at each instance. Some 

participants have been shown to display information avoidance behaviors when they know or 

believe they have failed a goal and are expecting goal-discrepant feedback; possibly out of a 

misguided coping behavior to guard themselves against the unpleasant emotions and affect 

following confrontation of this feedback, which in turn contributes to lower intervention 

engagement.124,167,187,188 The first analysis of this Aim examined how likely users were to read 

any program messages as a function of the number of goals they were currently failing over a 3 

month mHealth weight loss intervention. Results found that each additional goal a user had not 

met at the time of message sending significantly reduced the likelihood that they would read any 

program message sent. However, there was no evidence to support that this effect varied as a 

function of depressive symptoms measured by the CES-D. 
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A previous microrandomized trial analysis found that users were 3.9% more likely to 

engage with their mHealth app after a neutral or motivational message was sent, relative to when 

no message was sent.172 Methods from this study were adapted for the present analysis to 

compare a series of contrasts determining if user response to program messages varied 

depending on message content. The Boruvka method is a generalization of log-linear regression 

analysis based on structural nested mean modeling techniques, which is able to provide unbiased 

effect estimates using time-varying independent and dependent variables that can support causal 

arguments.183 A series of contrast models were performed which compared the likelihood of 

reading the next program message sent following receipt of a goal-discrepant message vs. no 

message, vs. a positive or neutral message, and between a positive or neutral message vs. no 

message, and whether any of these relationships appeared to be moderated by CES-D scores. A 

logit link was applied to these time-varying causal excursion models to accommodate the binary 

outcome variable.184 Overall, results indicated that receiving goal-discrepant push messages was 

associated with a significantly lower likelihood of reading future program messages, compared 

to receiving positive/neutral messages, or no message at all, regardless of baseline CES-D scores.  

To my knowledge, this is the first study to assess the proximal engagement outcomes 

attributable to message content and goal-setting behaviors in-vivo during an mHealth 

intervention. While these analyses were not able to substantiate that these relationships varied as 

a function of depressive symptoms measured by the CES-D, they instead found generally 

relevant indices for participant message reading behaviors. Those that are failing more goals are 

less likely to read regular program push messages, and those that receive goal-discrepant push 

messages are less likely to read the next messages the program sends. Based on these results, it 

seems reasonable to conclude that displaying passive feedback charts on an app’s dashboard 
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interface may be sufficient to keep users informed of their progress, whereas pushing messages 

that contain this same information may be more harmful than helpful for sustained engagement. 

If users who are struggling to meet behavior change goals are already less likely to read the 

messages a program sends, it would be prudent to ensure they perceive positive affect and utility 

from the program messages they do read, rather than risk perceptual associations of the program 

with criticism or inadequacy, as these types of interventions depend on users voluntarily 

returning to use them. 

Aim 3 of this dissertation was able to move past post-hoc secondary analyses and actively 

plan for analysis of an ongoing intervention. Based on Aim 2, the CES-D did not seem to be an 

ideal indicator for user pessimistic attributional styles that are theoretically postulated to 

exacerbate negative reactions to goal-discrepant feedback, which may then hamper proximal 

engagement with a digital intervention. The Depressive Attributions Questionnaire (DAQ) was 

designed and validated by Kleim et al to be a short Likert scale indicator to measure a 

respondent’s propensity to form pessimistic attributions for negative life events – attributing 

causes of failure to internal aspects of themselves that they cannot control and are unlikely to 

ever change.113 This Aim was designed to compare the CES-D with the DAQ to determine if the 

latter offered better predictive capabilities of lower user engagement following exposure to goal-

discrepant stimuli in effort to both identify a potential determinant risk factor for reduced user 

engagement as well as to validate this scale as a possible tailoring indicator for program content. 

Data for this aim came from a subsample of users in the ongoing AGILE intervention 

with approximately 3 months of user data. Two indicators for engagement were analyzed: 

accessing program pages between push message events, and reading the next program message 

sent, in replication of analyses from Aim 2. The first model applied a zero-inflated negative 
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binomial mixed model analysis, regressing page views between messaging events onto goal-

discrepant messaging tags along with CES-D and DAQ scores with interaction terms in separate 

models to prevent overcontrolling. This type of statistical modeling enables cross-examination of 

between- and within-user effects, while also controlling for users who may be exhibiting either 

lapses in engagement or full disengagement from the program, as indicated by showing an 

excess of zeroes for engagement outcomes. Results from these models indicate that neither the 

CES-D, the DAQ, or their interaction terms predicted significant variance in these engagement 

behaviors among active users in this sample, though the DAQ came close to reaching statistical 

significance. However, both of the scales predicted significantly greater odds of users exhibiting 

excess zeroes of page views in the program, indicating a lapse or disengagement from the 

AGILE app controlling for the effects of time.  

The second analysis of this Aim subset all observations to include only messages that 

were read at time 1 and regressed whether that user read the next program message sent at time 2 

onto goal-discrepant message tags, CES-D or DAQ scores, and their interaction terms. This was 

done both because users must read a goal-discrepant feedback message in order to be potentially 

triggered by it, and because longitudinal mixed models are not as robust against estimation errors 

as the estimated marginal excursion effect modeling methods applied in Aim 2 which could not 

be applied in this dataset. Results from these models show that while there was no direct effect of 

goal-discrepant messages on overall participant viewing behaviors, those with CES-D and/or 

DAQ scores above the sample mean showed significantly lower odds of reading consecutive 

messages, and also were significantly less likely to read the next message following one with 

goal-discrepant feedback than participants with lower scores, controlling for the effects of time. 
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Across all models of this Aim, the DAQ presented equal or greater coefficient significance 

values, and demonstrated marginally better model fit statistics than the CES-D. 

This study represents one of few implementation research analyses for behavior change 

interventions applying the DAQ or considering the role of pessimistic attributional styles as a 

determinant for lower digital program engagement among users. Initial results from this sample 

are promising for future re-examination of these effects using the full AGILE dataset upon its 

completion, which will permit both a detailed examination of how attributional styles may affect 

user engagement, whether interactions are present between various sociodemographic groups 

and program components, as well as the extent to which the impacts to intervention effectiveness 

influence distal weight change outcomes. 

Implications for Research and Future Directions 

 Findings from this dissertation provide empirical evidence for consideration of 

pessimistic attributional styles as possible determinants of lower engagement in digital health 

programs. The DAQ has shown some early promise of indicating participants’ risk of pessimistic 

attributional biases at baseline, which could be used to tailor intervention messages to both avoid 

goal-discrepant messaging and possibly promote messaging for sustained self-efficacy and goal 

striving to boost program effectiveness.74 After the AGILE trial is completed (est. 2023-2024), 

Aim 3 analyses will be re-run using the full sample size (N ~ 608) with targeted recruitment of 

50% racial/ethnic minority participants. This increased statistical power will enable detailed sub-

analyses to better understand these relationships between various sociodemographic groupings. 

Additional planned analyses using the full AGILE sample involve assessing baseline depressive 

symptoms, attributional styles, perceived self-efficacy, and proportion of goals not met in the 

first month of program performance to determine if participants with higher depressive 
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symptoms and/or pessimistic attributional styles who do not meet many goals in the first month 

of a program will have poorer engagement and adherence trajectories than similar others, and if 

this experience is negatively associated with self-reported self-efficacy to perform target 

behaviors in future assessments. 

Future DBCI implementation research should examine both how to break through to 

users who have disengaged from a DBCI and how best to interact with users with higher DAQ or 

CES-D scores to better ensure their sustained engagement. Regarding the former issue, initiating 

counselor calls with struggling participants undergoing an engagement lapse could contribute to 

re-engagement and should be investigated. Users likely become accustomed to ignoring the same 

type of notifications from a DBCI, whether they be app notifications, texts, or emails from the 

same source. It might be reasonable to trial alternate contact methods provided a lapse in 

engagement to re-expose users to the program (potentially using BCTs to remind them why they 

chose to join the program to increase their likelihood of return). Conversely, an alternate 

approach could be to build in moments of silence when users appear to be disengaging and 

ignoring app messages in long-term behavior change interventions. By having the DBCI go quiet 

for some amount of time, the user may get out of the habit of ignoring messages, and be more 

likely to read the message sent after a break due to the temporal novelty of the stimulus. While 

seemingly counterintuitive, this approach still aligns with the essential premises of JITAIs – 

knowing when to message participants, and when not to message them.125 

There are many possibilities to explore how best to interact with users exhibiting 

moderate to high CES-D or DAQ scores. First, based on the evidence from this dissertation, it is 

recommended to compare conditions that tailor types feedback for users with moderate to high 

scores on scales such as the DAQ or CES-D and examine the extent to which it affects user 
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engagement and risk of disengagement over time. Other avenues of inquiry include adding 

lessons or modules tailored to address pessimistic attributions, responses to goal failure, etc. 

early in the program to attempt to inoculate affected participants against such responses and 

examining impacts on engagement and outcomes. One could also examine if setting multiple 

easier goals in the beginning of the program could bolster perceived confidence and self-efficacy 

of affected individuals to serve as a buffer against repeated goal failures and resulting 

attributions during the program. Since participants in goal discrepant states, especially those who 

are not meeting goals across multiple behaviors, may be less likely to read messages sent in a 

DCBI, helping them to avoid feelings of failure or lack of success with goals may be important 

to build confidence and engagement with the app. More practically, it will also be helpful to 

determine if there is a critical cutoff point on these scales associated with deleterious responses 

that researchers can use as a heuristic to determine if a given DBCI needs to be tailored at all. 

 This research examines only one cognitive predictor as a potential determinant for 

reduced intervention engagement and thus overall effectiveness. The results of these studies 

suggest future research might examine other personality or mental health factors which could be 

associated with program performance and can inform program tailoring. Modern DBCI 

participants are accustomed to a high level of personalization and tailoring from programs that 

they may want to assimilate into their lifestyles to successfully change their behaviors towards 

some ideal. An initial step in meeting these user demands will be to design apps that minimize 

friction, irrelevance, or annoyance from users lest they decide to shift attention away from the 

program before it has a chance to have an impact. In the future, it may be possible for behavior 

change interventions to develop accurate baseline user profiles that consider personality and 

other cognitive variables to enhance tailoring of content and communication style as well as 
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message tone or type in response to different contexts or behavioral states. An empathetic and 

responsive communication approach is a hallmark of interpersonal coaching programs, and 

digital programs might improve in efficacy due to increased user engagement if similar 

capabilities can be achieved via automated algorithms. 

Conclusion 

 The analyses in this dissertation have the potential to make a lasting impact in the study 

of digital behavior change interventions. While these studies focused on weight management 

interventions, their findings are generally applicable to many types of long-term behavior change 

interventions. Taken together, these studies show how sub-clinical depression and its precursors 

can meaningfully impact how participants engage with digital behavior change interventions and 

how the content that is sent to these users can also lessen their usage of programs, which in turn 

likely attenuates their effectiveness. In addition, this study has provided some evidence to 

support consideration of a new psychological scale which can be used as a tailoring indicator to 

adjust the types of message content that an intervention sends to users so as to reduce their risk 

of disengagement. The same message can affect different people in different ways, and it is 

important for behavioral researchers to consider factors that not only promote uptake of their 

interventions by some, but also adjust or remove factors which may be pushing others away.  
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APPENDIX A-1: AIM 1 R CODE 

 

 

## Lex Hurley Dissertation Aim 1 Analysis Code 

 

setwd('C:/Users/lexhu/OneDrive/Documents/UNC/Dissertation/Aim 1 

- LNPA') 

 

#Delete Statement 

rm(list = ls()) 

 

 

library(dplyr) 

library(expss) 

library(ggfortify) 

library(ggplot2) 

library(ggpubr) 

library(lavaan) 

library(magrittr) 

library(mice) 

library(MIIVsem) 

library(readxl) 

library(semTools) 

library(survival) 

library(tidyverse) 

library(writexl) 

 

 

################################################# 
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#~#~#~#  Data imports and management  #~#~#~#~#~# 

 

LNPA <- read_xlsx("LNPA_wide.xlsx", col_names=TRUE, na = "NA", 

trim_ws=TRUE) 

 

##  Adjusting data characterization 

LNPA$start_date <- as.Date(LNPA$start_date) 

LNPA$sex <- as.factor(LNPA$sex) 

LNPA$race <- as.factor(LNPA$race) 

LNPA$educ <- as.factor(LNPA$educ)       

LNPA$employed <- as.factor(LNPA$employed) 

LNPA$income <- as.factor(LNPA$income) 

LNPA$smoker <- as.factor(LNPA$smoker) 

LNPA$cesd_score <- as.integer(LNPA$cesd_score) 

LNPA$last_login_day_12m <- as.integer(LNPA$last_login_day_12m) 

 

summary(LNPA,na.rm=TRUE) 

str(LNPA) 

## Looks good 

 

## Temp dataset  

lnpa1 <- LNPA 

lnpa_active <- LNPA %>%  select(id, group, age, sex,

 race, educ, cesd_score, cesd_mc, cesd_std, 

                                wt_ch_6mo, wt_diary_last,

 logins_sum, pagehit_sum, goals_sum, 

                                dietdays_sum, wtdiary_sum, 

Palog_sum) %>%  

  dplyr::filter(LNPA$logins_sum > 0) 
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as.data.frame(lnpa_active) 

 

 

lnpa_active$logins_std <- scale(lnpa_active$logins_sum) 

  lnpa_active$logins_std <- as.numeric(lnpa_active$logins_std) 

lnpa_active$goals_std <- scale(lnpa_active$goals_sum) 

  lnpa_active$goals_std <- as.numeric(lnpa_active$goals_std) 

lnpa_active$pagehit_std <- scale(lnpa_active$pagehit_sum) 

  lnpa_active$pagehit_std <- as.numeric(lnpa_active$pagehit_std) 

lnpa_active$dietdays_std <- scale(lnpa_active$dietdays_sum) 

  lnpa_active$dietdays_std <- 

as.numeric(lnpa_active$dietdays_std) 

lnpa_active$wtdiary_std <- scale(lnpa_active$wtdiary_sum) 

  lnpa_active$wtdiary_std <- as.numeric(lnpa_active$wtdiary_std) 

lnpa_active$Palog_std <- scale(lnpa_active$Palog_sum) 

  lnpa_active$Palog_std <- as.numeric(lnpa_active$Palog_std) 

   

 

str(lnpa_active) 

 

 

 

 

##################################### 

#~#~#~#~#~#~  Descriptives ~#~#~#~#~#~ 

#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~ 

 

 

hist(LNPA$logins_sum) 
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hist(LNPA$pagehit_sum) 

hist(LNPA$goals_sum) 

 

attach(LNPA) 

plot(cesd_score, wt_ch_6mo, main="Scatterplot of CESD Score vs 

6mo Weight Change") 

 

 

#Summaries and descriptive statistics: 

summary(LNPA) 

summary(LNPA$logins_sum) 

 

# SDs for standardizing variables 

sd(LNPA$logins_sum, na.rm=TRUE) 

sd(LNPA$pagehit_sum, na.rm=TRUE) 

sd(LNPA$goals_sum, na.rm=TRUE) 

sd(LNPA$dietdays_sum, na.rm=TRUE) 

sd(LNPA$wtdiary_sum, na.rm=TRUE) 

sd(LNPA$Palog_sum, na.rm=TRUE) 

 

# Confirming standardized variables were accurately calculated 

sd(LNPA$logins_std, na.rm=TRUE) 

sd(LNPA$goals_std, na.rm=TRUE) 

sd(LNPA$pagehit_std, na.rm=TRUE) 

sd(LNPA$dietdays_std, na.rm=TRUE) 

sd(LNPA$wtdiary_std, na.rm=TRUE) 

sd(LNPA$Palog_std, na.rm=TRUE) 

sd(LNPA$logins_std, na.rm=TRUE) 

sd(LNPA$goals_std, na.rm=TRUE) 
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sd(LNPA$pagehit_std, na.rm=TRUE) 

sd(LNPA$dietdays_std, na.rm=TRUE) 

sd(LNPA$wtdiary_std, na.rm=TRUE) 

sd(LNPA$Palog_std, na.rm=TRUE) 

#confirmed all standardized variable M~0 & SDs ~1 

 

 

# Visual assessments 

tab1(LNPA$race, sort.group = "decreasing", cum.percent = TRUE) 

tab1(LNPA$gender, sort.group = "decreasing", cum.percent = TRUE) 

tab1(LNPA$educ, sort.group = "decreasing", cum.percent = TRUE) 

 

boxplot(data=LNPA, cesd_score~race, main="CESD Scores by racial 

groups") 

 

# T-Tests for comparison between subgroups. 

t.test(lnpa_w$wt_ch,lnpa_nw$wt_ch) # TTest white/nonwhite CESD 

scores (p<0.0001) 

t.test(lnpa_w$cesd_score,lnpa_nw$cesd_score) # TTest w/nonw 

weight change (p<0.01) 

 

t.test(lnpa_old$cesd_score,lnpa_young$cesd_score) #TTest 

old/young CESD score (p=0.9) 

t.test(lnpa_old$wt_ch,lnpa_young$wt_ch) # TTeas old/young weight 

change (p<0.0001) 

 

# Correlation tests examining relationships between CESD scores 

and key variables 

cor.test(LNPA$cesd_score, LNPA$logins_sum, method=c("pearson", 

"kendall", "spearman"), data=LNPA) 
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cor.test(LNPA$cesd_score, LNPA$wt_ch, method=c("pearson", 

"kendall", "spearman"), data=LNPA) 

 

 

# Checking residuals of CESD 

cesd.lm<- glm(wt_ch ~ cesd_mc + age_mc + race + gender , 

data=LNPA) 

cesd.res <- resid(cesd.lm) 

summary(cesd.lm) 

 

plot(fitted(cesd.lm), cesd.res) 

abline(0,0) 

plot(LNPA$cesd_score,LNPA$wt_ch) 

#looks good 

 

 

##################### 

## Checking LV fit from manifest indicators 

 

eng_model<- ' 

  eng =~  logins_std + goals_std + pagehit_std 

   

 logins_std ~ 0 

 eng ~ 1 

   

' 

 

eng_fit <-sem(model = eng_model, data = lnpa_active, sample.nobs 

= 338, meanstructure = TRUE, missing = "fiml", estimator = "ML")  
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summary(eng_fit, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE, 

rsquare = TRUE) 

 

 

# obs <- nrow(lnpa1) 

#  

# fitMeasures <- as.data.frame(fitMeasures(engCFA)) 

# chisq1 <- fitMeasures["chisq",] 

# df1 <- fitMeasures["df",] 

# fitMeasures["BIC_MkMs",] <- chisq1 - df1*log(obs) 

 

engcfa_fit <-sem(model = engCFA, data = lnpa_active, sample.nobs 

= 338, meanstructure = TRUE, missing = "fiml", estimator = "ML")  

summary(engcfa_fit, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE, 

rsquare = TRUE) 

 

 

#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~# 

adh_model<- ' 

  adh =~ b1*wtdiary_std + b2*dietdays_std + b3*Palog_std 

   

  adh ~ cesd_std 

' 

 

adh_fit <-sem(model = adh_model, data = LNPA, sample.nobs = 363, 

meanstructure = TRUE, missing = "fiml", estimator = "ML")  

summary(adh_fit, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE, 

rsquare = TRUE) 
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####################################### 

#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~##~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~ 

 

## Aim 1 SEM Analyses using mice imputation 

 

## Checking wt_ch for assumptions 

qqnorm(imp_lnpa$wt_ch_6mo, frame = FALSE) 

qqline(imp_lnpa$wt_ch_6mo,) 

## Looks good 

 

## SEM Model Configuration A (see notebook) 

 

ModelA<- ' 

  eng =~ 1*logins_std + goals_std + pagehit_std 

  adh =~ 1*wtdiary_std + dietdays_std + Palog_std 

 

  eng ~ b1*cesd_std 

  adh ~ b3*cesd_std 

  wt_ch_6mo ~ b5*cesd_std 

  wt_ch_6mo ~ b2*eng + b4*adh 

   

  eng ~~ adh 

   

  logins_std ~~ 0*goals_std + 0*pagehit_std + 0*wtdiary_std + 

0*dietdays_std + 0*Palog_std 

  goals_std ~~ 0*pagehit_std + 0*wtdiary_std + 0*dietdays_std + 

0*Palog_std 

  pagehit_std ~~ 0*wtdiary_std + 0*dietdays_std + 0*Palog_std 

  wtdiary_std ~~ 0*dietdays_std + 0*Palog_std 
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  dietdays_std ~~ 0*Palog_std 

   

     

  # Calculating indirect effects of CESD on wt_ch_6mo through 

LVs 

      cesd_eng_wtch := b2*b1 

      cesd_adh_wtch := b4*b3 

     

  # Direct Effect 

      cesd_wtch := b5 

   

  # Calculating full indirect effect of CESD 

    Indirect_Effect := (b1*b2) + (b4*b3) 

     

  ' 

 

# After earlier difficulties trying to embed lavaan sem analysis 

into mice using "with()", 

# I'm trying a new bit of code to run this. Source: 

https://rdrr.io/cran/semTools/man/runMI.html 

#sem.mi(model, data, ..., m, miArgs = list(), miPackage = 

"Amelia",seed = 12345) 

 

outA <- sem.mi(ModelA, data=lnpa_active, m = 20, miArgs = 

list(), miPackage = "mice", seed = 500) 

  ## Warning message: Number of logged events: 10 

 

summary(outA, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE, rsquare 

= TRUE) 

capture.output(print(summary(outA, fit.measures = TRUE, 

standardized = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE), 
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                     print.gap=3),file="Model A output std 

imp.txt") 

 

 

 

# Success!! Getting nice signal on regression coefficients which 

supports preliminary hypotheses 

# "Rubin's (1987) rules were used to pool point and SE estimates 

across 20 imputed data sets" 

 

 

 

# ModelA_fit <-sem(model = ModelA, data = imp_lnpa, sample.nobs 

= 363, meanstructure = TRUE, missing = "fiml", estimator = "ML")  

#   summary(ModelA_fit, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = 

TRUE, rsquare = TRUE) 

#  

#   capture.output(print(summary(ModelA_fit, fit.measures = 

TRUE, standardized = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE), 

print.gap=3),file="Model A output std imp.txt") 

 

 

#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~# 

 

ModelB<- ' 

  eng =~ 1*logins_std + goals_std + pagehit_std  

  adh =~ 1*wtdiary_std + dietdays_std + Palog_std 

 

  wt_ch_6mo ~ b4*adh 

  adh ~ b2*cesd_std + b3*eng 

  eng ~ b1*cesd_std 
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  wt_ch_6mo ~ b5*cesd_std 

   

  logins_std ~~ 0*goals_std + 0*pagehit_std + 0*wtdiary_std + 

0*dietdays_std + 0*Palog_std 

  goals_std ~~ 0*pagehit_std + 0*wtdiary_std + 0*dietdays_std + 

0*Palog_std 

  pagehit_std ~~ 0*wtdiary_std + 0*dietdays_std + 0*Palog_std 

  wtdiary_std ~~ 0*dietdays_std + 0*Palog_std 

  dietdays_std ~~ 0*Palog_std 

   

 

     

  # Calculating indirect effects of CESD on wt_ch_6mo through 

LVs 

      cesd_adh_wtch := b4*b2 

      cesd_eng_adh_wtch := b4*b3*b1 

      eng_adh_wtch := b3*b1 

     

  # Direct Effect 

      cesd_wtch := b5 

   

  # Calculating full indirect effect of CESD 

    Indirect_Effect := (b4*b2) + (b4*b3*b1) 

' 

 

outB <- sem.mi(ModelB, data=lnpa_active, m = 20, miArgs = 

list(), miPackage = "mice", seed = 500) 

  ## Warning message: Number of logged events: 10 
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summary(outB, fit.measures = TRUE, standardized = TRUE, rsquare 

= TRUE) 

capture.output(print(summary(outB, fit.measures = TRUE, 

standardized = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE), 

                     print.gap=3),file="Model B output std 

imp.txt") 

 

 

################################### 

# Subaim 1a Survival Analysis 

#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~##~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~ 

 

#Kaplan-Meier curve construction 

 

km <- with(lnpa1, Surv(last_login_day_12m, )) 

head(km,80) 

 

km_fit <- survfit(Surv(last_login_day_12m, ) ~ 1, data=lnpa1) 

summary(km_fit, times = 

c(1,30,60,90,120,150,180,210,240,270,300,330,360 *(1:10))) 

summary(km_fit, times = c(270, 275,277,276, 278, 280 *(1:10))) 

plot(km_fit, xlab="Days", ylab= "Proportion of Users Still 

Logging In", main = 'Kaplan-Meier Plot of LNPA Logins')  

autoplot(km_fit) 

#looks good 

 

 

#Cox Proportional Hazards model with only mean-centered CESD 

 

cox <- coxph(formula = Surv(last_login_day_12m, ) ~ cesd_mc, 

data = lnpa1) 
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summary(cox) 

cox_fit <- survfit(cox) 

autoplot(cox_fit) 

 

capture.output(print(summary(cox, fit.measures = TRUE, 

standardized = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE), 

                     print.gap=3),file="CESD single CoxPH 

summary.txt") 

 

#Cox Proportional Hazards model with CESD and control covariates 

 

cox1 <- coxph(formula = Surv(last_login_day_12m, ) ~ cesd_mc +  

                age_mc + sex + race + educ, data = lnpa1) 

summary(cox1) 

cox1_fit <- survfit(cox1) 

plot(survfit(cox1), xlab="Days",xlim = c(0,365), 

ylab="Proportion of Users Logging In") 

capture.output(print(summary(cox1, fit.measures = TRUE, 

standardized = TRUE, rsquare = TRUE), 

                     print.gap=3),file="CESD and friends CoxPH 

summary.txt") 
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APPENDIX A-2: FULL FIT STATISTIC OUTPUT FOR PATH MODELS A & B 

 

Model A; Standardized Indicators; Multiple Imputation pooled from m=20 estimates; 

seed=500 

Convergence information: 

The model converged on 20 imputed data sets  

 

Rubin's (1987) rules were used to pool point and SE estimates 

across 20 imputed data sets, and to calculate degrees of freedom 

for each parameter's t test and CI. 

 

Model Test User Model: 

 

  Test statistic                               128.941 

  Degrees of freedom                                16 

  P-value                                        0.000 

 

Model Test Baseline Model: 

 

  Test statistic                              1969.699 

  Degrees of freedom                                28 

  P-value                                        0.000 

 

User Model versus Baseline Model: 

 

  Comparative Fit Index (CFI)                    0.942 

  Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI)                       0.898 

 

Root Mean Square Error of Approximation: 
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  RMSEA                                          0.150 

  90 Percent confidence interval - lower         0.126 

  90 Percent confidence interval - upper         0.174 

  P-value RMSEA <= 0.05                          0.000 

 

Standardized Root Mean Square Residual: 

 

  SRMR                                           0.089 

 

Parameter Estimates: 

 

  Standard errors                             Standard 

  Information                                 Expected 

  Information saturated (h1) model          Structured 

 

Latent Variables: 

                   Estimate  Std.Err  t-value       df  P(>|t|)   

Std.lv  Std.all 

  eng =~                                                                          

    logins_std        1.000                                        

0.974    0.959 

    goals_std         0.443    0.055    8.003      Inf    0.000    

0.432    0.426 

    pagehit_std       1.003    0.031   31.981      Inf    0.000    

0.977    0.956 

  adh =~                                                                          

    wtdiary_std       1.000                                        

0.901    0.904 

    dietdays_std      1.039    0.039   26.569      Inf    0.000    

0.936    0.931 

    Palog_std         1.007    0.040   25.114      Inf    0.000    

0.907    0.908 
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Regressions: 

                   Estimate  Std.Err  t-value       df  P(>|t|)   

Std.lv  Std.all 

  eng ~                                                                           

    cesd_std  (b1)   -0.181    0.057   -3.199      Inf    0.001   

-0.186   -0.183 

  adh ~                                                                           

    cesd_std  (b3)   -0.225    0.052   -4.306      Inf    0.000   

-0.250   -0.247 

  wt_ch_6mo ~                                                                     

    cesd_std  (b5)    0.231    0.253    0.914  900.875    0.361    

0.231    0.041 

    eng       (b2)   -2.073    0.394   -5.266      Inf    0.000   

-2.020   -0.361 

    adh       (b4)   -2.112    0.437   -4.830 3363.421    0.000   

-1.902   -0.340 

 

Covariances: 

                   Estimate  Std.Err  t-value       df  P(>|t|)   

Std.lv  Std.all 

 .eng ~~                                                                          

   .adh               0.601    0.063    9.513      Inf    0.000    

0.719    0.719 

 .logins_std ~~                                                                   

   .goals_std         0.000                                        

0.000    0.000 

   .pagehit_std       0.000                                        

0.000    0.000 

   .wtdiary_std       0.000                                        

0.000    0.000 

   .dietdays_std      0.000                                        

0.000    0.000 

   .Palog_std         0.000                                        

0.000    0.000 
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 .goals_std ~~                                                                    

   .pagehit_std       0.000                                        

0.000    0.000 

   .wtdiary_std       0.000                                        

0.000    0.000 

   .dietdays_std      0.000                                        

0.000    0.000 

   .Palog_std         0.000                                        

0.000    0.000 

 .pagehit_std ~~                                                                  

   .wtdiary_std       0.000                                        

0.000    0.000 

   .dietdays_std      0.000                                        

0.000    0.000 

   .Palog_std         0.000                                        

0.000    0.000 

 .wtdiary_std ~~                                                                  

   .dietdays_std      0.000                                        

0.000    0.000 

   .Palog_std         0.000                                        

0.000    0.000 

 .dietdays_std ~~                                                                 

   .Palog_std         0.000                                        

0.000    0.000 

 

Variances: 

                   Estimate  Std.Err  t-value       df  P(>|t|)   

Std.lv  Std.all 

   .logins_std        0.083    0.021    4.062      Inf    0.000    

0.083    0.081 

   .goals_std         0.840    0.068   12.313      Inf    0.000    

0.840    0.818 

   .pagehit_std       0.089    0.021    4.278      Inf    0.000    

0.089    0.085 
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   .wtdiary_std       0.181    0.020    8.892      Inf    0.000    

0.181    0.182 

   .dietdays_std      0.135    0.018    7.317      Inf    0.000    

0.135    0.133 

   .Palog_std         0.174    0.020    8.704      Inf    0.000    

0.174    0.175 

   .wt_ch_6mo        17.584    1.448   12.142 9251.973    0.000   

17.584    0.561 

   .eng               0.918    0.082   11.145      Inf    0.000    

0.966    0.966 

   .adh               0.762    0.075   10.145      Inf    0.000    

0.939    0.939 

 

R-Square: 

                   Estimate 

    logins_std        0.919 

    goals_std         0.182 

    pagehit_std       0.915 

    wtdiary_std       0.818 

    dietdays_std      0.867 

    Palog_std         0.825 

    wt_ch_6mo         0.439 

    eng               0.034 

    adh               0.061 

 

Defined Parameters: 

                   Estimate  Std.Err  t-value       df  P(>|t|)   

Std.lv  Std.all 

    cesd_eng_wtch     0.375    0.142    2.649      Inf    0.008    

0.375    0.066 

    cesd_adh_wtch     0.476    0.138    3.440      Inf    0.001    

0.476    0.084 

    cesd_wtch         0.231    0.253    0.914  900.875    0.361    

0.231    0.041 
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    Indirect_Effct    0.851    0.212    4.011      Inf    0.000    

0.851    0.150 

 

Model B; Standardized Indicators; Multiple Imputation pooled from m=20 estimates; 

seed=500 

lavaan.mi object based on 20 imputed data sets.  

See class?lavaan.mi help page for available methods.  

 

Convergence information: 

The model converged on 20 imputed data sets  

 

Rubin's (1987) rules were used to pool point and SE estimates 

across 20 imputed data sets, and to calculate degrees of freedom 

for each parameter's t test and CI. 

 

Model Test User Model: 

 

  Test statistic                               154.582 

  Degrees of freedom                                17 

  P-value                                        0.000 
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Model Test Baseline Model: 

 

  Test statistic                              1969.699 

  Degrees of freedom                                28 

  P-value                                        0.000 

 

User Model versus Baseline Model: 

 

  Comparative Fit Index (CFI)                    0.929 

  Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI)                       0.883 

 

Root Mean Square Error of Approximation: 

 

  RMSEA                                          0.160 

  90 Percent confidence interval - lower         0.138 

  90 Percent confidence interval - upper         0.184 

  P-value RMSEA <= 0.05                          0.000 
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Standardized Root Mean Square Residual: 

 

  SRMR                                           0.096 

 

Parameter Estimates: 

 

  Standard errors                             Standard 

  Information                                 Expected 

  Information saturated (h1) model          Structured 

 

Latent Variables: 

                   Estimate  Std.Err  t-value       df  P(>|t|)   

Std.lv  Std.all 

  eng =~                                                                          

    logins_std        1.000                                        

0.982    0.966 

    goals_std         0.443    0.055    8.078      Inf    0.000    

0.435    0.429 
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    pagehit_std       0.988    0.032   31.055      Inf    0.000    

0.970    0.949 

  adh =~                                                                          

    wtdiary_std       1.000                                        

0.903    0.906 

    dietdays_std      1.035    0.039   26.666      Inf    0.000    

0.934    0.929 

    Palog_std         1.000    0.040   25.011      Inf    0.000    

0.903    0.904 

 

Regressions: 

                   Estimate  Std.Err  t-value       df  P(>|t|)   

Std.lv  Std.all 

  wt_ch_6mo ~                                                                     

    adh       (b4)   -3.843    0.311  -12.339 2614.939    0.000   

-3.469   -0.620 

  adh ~                                                                           

    cesd_std  (b2)   -0.106    0.038   -2.765      Inf    0.006   

-0.118   -0.116 
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    eng       (b3)    0.662    0.044   15.134      Inf    0.000    

0.720    0.720 

  eng ~                                                                           

    cesd_std  (b1)   -0.182    0.057   -3.195      Inf    0.001   

-0.185   -0.183 

  wt_ch_6mo ~                                                                     

    cesd_std  (b5)    0.211    0.264    0.799 1036.257    0.425    

0.211    0.037 

 

Variances: 

                   Estimate  Std.Err  t-value       df  P(>|t|)   

Std.lv  Std.all 

   .logins_std        0.069    0.022    3.178      Inf    0.001    

0.069    0.067 

   .goals_std         0.837    0.068   12.325      Inf    0.000    

0.837    0.816 

   .pagehit_std       0.103    0.022    4.655      Inf    0.000    

0.103    0.099 

   .wtdiary_std       0.177    0.020    8.864      Inf    0.000    

0.177    0.178 
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   .dietdays_std      0.139    0.018    7.574      Inf    0.000    

0.139    0.137 

   .Palog_std         0.182    0.020    8.973      Inf    0.000    

0.182    0.183 

   .wt_ch_6mo        18.892    1.578   11.973      Inf    0.000   

18.892    0.603 

   .eng               0.932    0.083   11.257      Inf    0.000    

0.967    0.967 

   .adh               0.357    0.038    9.304      Inf    0.000    

0.438    0.438 

 

R-Square: 

                   Estimate 

    logins_std        0.933 

    goals_std         0.184 

    pagehit_std       0.901 

    wtdiary_std       0.822 

    dietdays_std      0.863 

    Palog_std         0.817 

    wt_ch_6mo         0.397 
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    eng               0.033 

    adh               0.562 

 

Defined Parameters: 

                   Estimate  Std.Err  t-value       df  P(>|t|)   

Std.lv  Std.all 

    cesd_adh_wtch     0.408    0.145    2.810      Inf    0.005    

0.408    0.072 

    csd_ng_dh_wtch    0.462    0.145    3.180      Inf    0.001    

0.462    0.081 

    eng_adh_wtch     -0.120    0.038   -3.134      Inf    0.002   

-0.133   -0.131 

    cesd_wtch         0.211    0.264    0.799 1036.257    0.425    

0.211    0.037 

    Indirect_Effct    0.871    0.204    4.274      Inf    0.000    

0.871    0.153 
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APPENDIX B: AIM 2 R CODE 

 

setwd('C:\\Users\\lexhu\\OneDrive\\Documents\\UNC\\Dissertation\

\Aim 2 - Nudge') 

 

library(dplyr) 

library(expss) 

library(geepack) 

library(ggplot2) 

library(lattice) 

library(lme4) 

library(lmtest) 

library(magrittr) 

library(MRTAnalysisBinary) 

library(nlme) 

library(sjstats) 

library(tidyverse) 

library(readxl) 

library(writexl) 

 

##  Removal statement, if needed 

rm(list = ls()) 

 

##  Reading in and subsetting data 

 

nudge_bl <- read_excel("nudge_bl.xlsx") 

NUDGE_full <- read_excel("nudge_final.xlsx") 

nudge <- read_excel("aim2nudge.xlsx") 
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## Adjusting variable types 

 

str(nudge_bl) 

nudge_bl$start_date <- as.Date(nudge_bl$start_date) 

nudge_bl$end_date <- as.Date(nudge_bl$end_date) 

 

nudgeblfactors <- c("sex", "hisp_latino", "race", "race___1",

 "race___2",  

                  "race___3", "race___4", "race___5",

 "race___6",  

                  "white", "black", "other_multiple", 

"income", "education", "marital", "race",  

                  "cesd1_bl", "cesd2_bl", "cesd3_bl",

 "cesd4_bl", "cesd5_bl", "cesd6_bl", "cesd7_bl",  

                  "cesd8_bl", "cesd9_bl",

 "cesd10_bl","cesd11_bl", "cesd12_bl", "cesd13_bl",  

                  "cesd14_bl", "cesd15_bl", "cesd16_bl", 

"cesd17_bl", "cesd18_bl", "cesd19_bl", 

                  "cesd20_bl", "cesd4rev_bl", "cesd8rev_bl",

 "cesd12rev_bl", "cesd16rev_bl" 

                  ) 

 

nudge_bl %<>% mutate_at(nudgeblfactors, factor) 

str(nudge_bl) 

## Confirmed 

 

 

NUDGE_full$programday <- as.integer(NUDGE_full$programday) 

NUDGE_full$programweek <- as.integer(NUDGE_full$programweek) 

NUDGE_full$steps_final <- as.numeric(NUDGE_full$steps_final) 

NUDGE_full$Activeminutes_final <- 

as.numeric(NUDGE_full$Activeminutes_final) 

NUDGE_full$steps_final <- as.numeric(NUDGE_full$steps_final) 
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NUDGE_full$cesd_total <- as.numeric(NUDGE_full$cesd_total) 

NUDGE_full$created_at <- 

as.Date(as.POSIXct(NUDGE_full$created_at, 'EST')) 

 

 

numlist <- c("GD_pool", "GD_sent", "pos_sent", "GD_vs_pos", 

"anymsg_sent", "msg_read","next_msg_read", 

                 "randtime", "available", "ReceiveMsg",

 "ReceiveMsg_View",  

                 "ViewMsg_onlyreceive", "Behavior",

 "MessageType", "BehMsgType", "ReceiveMsg_Wgh",  

                 "ReceiveMsg_AM", "ReceiveMsg_RF", 

"TrackMealsZero", "Tracker", "Weigh",  

                 "weigh_today_final", "msg_met_am_goal",

 "msg_met_rf_limit", "weigh_tom",  

                 "Redfoods_final", "Trackcomplete",

 "redfoods_complete", "MetRFLimit_comp", 

                 "Trackany", "MetRFLimit_any",

 "MetRFLimit_comp_tom","tracker_final", "metAM",  

                 "metAM_tom", "goalsmet", "sex", "white", 

"black", "other_multiple" 

                  ) 

 

NUDGE_full %<>% mutate_at(numlist, as.numeric) 

str(NUDGE_full) 

  ## Looks good 

 

str(nudge) 

nudge$cesd_total <- as.numeric(nudge$cesd_total) 

  ## Looks good 

 

 

##  Subsetting Data 
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temp<- NUDGE_full %>% filter(!is.na(msg_read)) 

  # summary(NUDGE_full$programday) 

  #  Max of 84 days, median 44; split into 1st & 2nd half at 42 

mark 

  nudge_first <- temp %>% filter(programday < 43) 

  nudge_last <- temp %>% filter(programday > 42) 

 

nudge <- nudge %>% filter(!is.na(next_msg_read)) 

   

## Total Effect base model 1: 1 = Any msg sent; 0 = nulled out 

anymsg <- nudge %>% filter(!is.na(anymsg_sent)) 

  # 15922 obs 

 

##  Goal-Discrepant vs null model 2: 1 = g-d sent; 0 = nulled 

out 

gdonly <- nudge %>% filter(!is.na(GD_sent)) 

  # 5728 obs 

 

##  Positive or neutral vs null model 3: 1 = positive/neutral 

msg sent; 0 = nulled out 

posonly <- nudge %>% filter(!is.na(pos_sent)) 

  # 8838 obs 

 

## Goal-Discrepant vs Positive msg model 4: 1 = g-d sent; 0 = 

pos sent 

gdvspos <- nudge %>% filter(!is.na(GD_vs_pos)) 

# 7932 obs 

  # i.e. both a positive and goal-discrepant msg were considered 

in the pool, then Nudge determined which to push 
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##  Code used to impute next message read variable from full 

dataset.  

  ## n.b.: this is already entered as "next_msg_read" in 

datasets, I am leaving it here for posterity. 

  ## R kept throwing error "! no applicable method for 'fill' 

applied to an object of class "c('double', 'numeric')", so I had 

to break up the functions. 

 

# str(dta) 

#   dta <- as.data.frame(dta)   

#    

# dta %>%  

#   group_by(pid) 

# readcheck<- dta %>%  

#   dplyr::select(read_msg, next_msg_read) 

# dta<- dta %>% 

#   group_by(pid) %>% 

#   mutate(next_msg_read = 

as.numeric(ifelse(is.na(next_msg_read),  

#                                       lead(msg_read), 

next_msg_read))) 

# dta<- dta %>%  

#   fill(next_msg_read, .direction = "up") 

# # write_xlsx(dta, "aim2nudge.xlsx") 

#  

# ungroup(dta) 

   

 

 

 

############################################## 

###  Descriptive statistics  ################# 
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############################################## 

 

table(anymsg$anymsg_sent, anymsg$next_msg_read) 

#   next msg not read; read 

#                  0    1 

# any nulled   0 2583 7181 

# any sent     1 2073 4085 

 

table(gdonly$GD_sent, gdonly$next_msg_read) 

# next msg not read; read 

#               0    1 

# GD nulled 0  885 2222 

# GD sent   1  988 1633 

 

 

table(posonly$pos_sent, posonly$next_msg_read) 

# next msg not read; read 

#               0    1 

# pos nulled 0 1368 3933 

# pos sent   1 1085 2452 

 

table(gdvspos$GD_vs_pos, gdvspos$next_msg_read) 

#  next msg not read; read 

#             0    1 

# pos sent 0 1454 3857 

# GD sent  1  988 1633 

 

table(nudge$next_msg_read, nudge$Trackany) 
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summary(nudge_bl$cesd_total, na.rm=TRUE) 

  sd(nudge_bl$cesd_total, na.rm = TRUE) 

   

summary(nudge_bl$age, na.rm=TRUE) 

summary(nudge_bl$bmi_bl, na.rm=TRUE) 

summary(nudge_bl$bmi_w12, na.rm=TRUE) 

  sd(nudge_bl$bmi_w12, na.rm=TRUE) 

 

nudgesingle <- distinct(NUDGE_full, pid, .keep_all = TRUE) 

 

ggplot(data = nudgesingle, mapping = aes(x = cesd_total, y = 

pct_total_msg_read)) + 

  geom_point()+ 

  geom_smooth() 

  ##  Positive slope for CESD scores 0-10, then almost a 

quadratic downturn 

   

cor.test(x = nudgesingle$cesd_total, y= 

nudgesingle$pct_total_msg_read, method = c("pearson", "kendall", 

"spearman"))   

  ##  CESD total is not statistically correlated with % of total 

messages read overall 

  ##  t = 1.161, df = 50, p-value = 0.2512; 95% CI =  -

0.1160095,  0.4165046 

  ## corr = 0.162 

  ## no other sociodemographic predictors seem statistically 

correlated (age, sex, etc). 

 

nudge_bl$cesd_total_bl <- as.numeric(nudge_bl$cesd_total_bl) 

cor.test(x = nudge_bl$cesd_total_bl, y= nudge_bl$bmi_bl, method 

= c("pearson", "kendall", "spearman"))   

  ##  CESD total not significantly correlated with baseline BMI 

(p=0.57) 
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ggplot(data=nudgesingle,aes(group = sex,  y=cesd_total))+ 

  geom_boxplot()+ 

  theme_bw() 

cor.test(x = nudgesingle$sex, y= nudgesingle$cesd_total, method 

= c("pearson", "kendall", "spearman"))   

  ##  Not much difference in CESD scores based on gender either 

(nonsignificant correlation) 

 

hist(nudge_bl$age, breaks = 50, freq = T)  

  ##  BL ages are a bit left-skewed, with more ages ~30-35 

 

table(nudgesingle$sex) 

  ##  41 female, 11 male 

 

table(nudgesingle$white) 

  table(nudgesingle$black) 

  table(nudgesingle$other_multiple) 

  ##  32 white, 9 Black, 11 other/multiple 

   

##################################################### 

### Longitudinal MLM for Hypothesis 1 ############### 

##################################################### 

   

##  Unconditional Means (Null) Model 

  ## Using "pid" as the random effect. 

   

mod1 <- glmer(msg_read ~ (1 | pid), family = binomial("logit"), 

data = temp) 

  summary(mod1) 
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  ##  LRT for null model 

  fita <- glm(msg_read ~ 1, data = temp, family = 

binomial("logit"))  

  logLik(fita)-logLik(mod1)  

  ## log Lik.' -828.6098 (df=1) 

   

  ##  Confidence intervals for null model 

  cc <- confint(mod1,parm="beta_") 

  ctab <- cbind(est=fixef(mod1),cc) 

  ##                estimate    lower     upper 

  ##  Intercept CI: 1.134642;  0.660456;  1.624546 

   

  ## ICC 

  performance::icc(mod1) 

  ## 0.466 

   

   

#----------------------------------------------------- 

##  Unconditional Growth Model 

  ## Plotting data to see individual slopes 

   

  xyplot(msg_read ~ programday | pid, data=temp, type = c("p", 

"r")) 

  ## Recommend random slopes 

   

  ## mod2 = time as a fixed slope  

mod2 <- glmer(msg_read ~ programday + (1 | pid), family = 

binomial("logit"), data = temp) 

  summary(mod2) 
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  ##  Confidence intervals for unconditional (fixed slope) model 

  cc <- confint(mod2,parm="beta_") 

  ctab <- cbind(est=fixef(mod2),cc) 

  ##                estimate      lower       upper 

  ##  (Intercept)   2.67235830    2.13766449  3.22573278 

  ##  (programday)  -0.03121935  -0.03430151  -0.02818866 

   

  ## mod3 = time as a random slope  

mod3 <- glmer(msg_read ~ programday + (programday | pid), family 

= binomial("logit"), data = temp) 

  summary(mod3) 

   

  ##  Confidence intervals for unconditional (fixed slope) model 

  cc <- confint(mod3,parm="beta_") 

  ctab <- cbind(est=fixef(mod3),cc) 

  ##                estimate      lower       upper 

  ##  (Intercept)   2.51086619   2.05897128   3.01672047 

  ##  (programday)  -0.02951373  -0.03909116  -0.01978752 

   

   

  ##  Likelihood Ratio Tests   

  logLik(mod2)-logLik(mod1) # 225.8815; df = 3 

  pchisq(225.8815, df=3, lower.tail=FALSE) 

  # 1.074598e-48 

   

  logLik(mod3)-logLik(mod1) # 279.2591; df = 5 

  pchisq(279.2591, df=5, lower.tail=FALSE) 

  # 2.871731e-58 
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  ##  Both ChiSq's are significant; however mod3 shows better 

holistic fit statistics, so progressing with random slopes.        

   

   

  # Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) for each model 

   

  # ICC for unconditional means model (mod1) 

  performance::icc(mod1) 

  ## 0.466 

   

  # ICC for unconditional growth model with fixed slope (mod2) 

  performance::icc(mod2) 

  ## Adjusted ICC: 0.506 

  ## Unadjusted ICC: 0.470 

   

  # ICC for unconditional growth model with random slope (mod3) 

  performance::icc(mod3) 

  ## Adjusted ICC: 0.565 

  ## Unadjusted ICC: 0.532 

   

  ##  Controlling for random effects + slope of time seems to be 

more clearly differentiating person-level (lvl 2) differences. 

   

#---------------------------------------------------------------

------------- 

#---------------------------------------------------------------

------------- 

   

## Holistic fit statistics favor random slope and intercept 

model, 

## albeit with only slight improvements, so progressing with 

that. 
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## Model 4: Conditional growth model; random slopes & intercepts 

   

mod4 <- glmer(msg_read ~ programday + goalsNOTmet + cesd_mc + 

goalsNOTmet*cesd_mc +  

               (programday | pid), family = binomial("logit"), 

data = temp) 

  summary(mod4) 

   

## Model 5: Conditional growth model w/ sociodemographic 

controls; random slopes & intercepts 

   

mod5 <- glmer(msg_read ~ programday + goalsNOTmet + cesd_mc + 

age_mc + sex + race + 

                (programday | pid), family = binomial("logit"), 

data = temp) 

  summary(mod5) 

   

 

## Model 5 with sociodemographic characteristics exhibits 

similar (slightly worse) fit statistics 

  # than Model 4. CESD nonsignificant, but goals not met is 

highly significant. 

   

  ##  Likelihood Ratio Tests 

  ##  pchisq([model A] - [nested within model 

B],df=2,lower.tail=FALSE) 

   

  A<- logLik(mod4) #-2762 (df=8) 

  B <-logLik(mod5) #-2762 (df=10) 

  teststat <- -2 * (as.numeric(A)-as.numeric(B)) 

  pchisq(teststat, df = 2, lower.tail = FALSE) # p = 1 
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  pchisq(-2762.0 - -2762.1, df=2, lower.tail = FALSE) 

  ## Model 4 nested within Model 5; p = 0.95 

   

## Both methods agree, thus going with more parsimonious model 4 

   

 

   

## Total Effect Interpretations below: 

   

exp(-0.631477) # == 0.5318057 

  # Users who are not meeting at least 1 goal have 0.531 times 

the odds of reading a message than users who are meeting all 

goals. 

   

  # Converting to probability; p = (odds)/(1+odds) 

   

(0.5318057) / (1 + 0.5318057) # = 0.3478757 

  # For each one-unit increase in the number of goals *not* met, 

a user is 0.348 times less likely to read a pushed message, 

controlling for time, age, and sex. 

   

  #-------------------------------------------------------------

------ 

  #-------------------- Exploratory Part 2 ---------------------

------ 

  #-------------------------------------------------------------

------ 

   

  ## Now splitting the dataset in two, from 1st half to 2nd half 

of the program,  

  ## then re-running best-fitting model (4) for each to 

determine if  

  ## "goalsNOTmet" coefficients significantly differ between 

first and second half of the program. 
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mod_first <- glmer(msg_read ~ programday + goalsNOTmet + cesd_mc 

+ goalsNOTmet*cesd_mc +  

                     (programday | pid), family = 

binomial("logit"), data = nudge_first) 

  summary(mod_first) 

   

  ##  Interpretations: 

  ## Odds 

  exp(-0.726634) # == 0.48353 

  ## Probability 

  (0.48353) / (1 + 0.48353) # == 0.3259321 

   

mod_last <- glmer(msg_read ~ programday + goalsNOTmet + cesd_mc 

+ goalsNOTmet*cesd_mc +  

                    (programday | pid), family = 

binomial("logit"), data = nudge_last)  

  summary(mod_last) 

   

  ##  Interpretations: 

  ## Odds 

  exp(-0.587180) # == 0.5558927 

  ## Probability 

  (0.5558927) / (1 + 0.5558927) # == 0.357822 

   

   

  ##  Benjamini-Hochberg Correction for multiple comparisons 

 

p <- c(2e-16, 2e-16, 2e-16) 

  p.adjust(p, method = "hochberg", n = 3)   
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  ## It's still giving the same 2e-16 values after correction, 

which are so low it's unlikely they would be nullified, even by 

Bonferroni 

  # p.adjust(p, method = "bonferroni", n = 3) # Out of 

curiosity. Still significant. 

   

   

############################################################ 

## Time-Varying Causal Excursion for Hypotheses 2 & 3 ###### 

############################################################ 

   

##  Qian binary outcome Git1: https://github.com/tqian/binary-

outcome-mrt/blob/master/barifit_analysis.R 

  ##  Qian binary outcome estimator Git 2: 

https://github.com/tqian/MRTAnalysisBinary 

##  Boruvka Git: 

https://github.com/dalmiral/mHealthModeration/blob/master/exampl

e_geepack.R 

 

anymsg <- as.data.frame(anymsg)   

  dta <- as.data.frame(nudge) 

   

model1 <- estimator_EMEE( 

      dta = anymsg, 

      id_varname = "pid",  

      decision_time_varname = "randtime", 

      treatment_varname = "anymsg_sent", 

      outcome_varname = "next_msg_read", 

      control_varname = c("sex", "race", "age_mc", 

"programweek", "cesd_std"), 

      moderator_varname = "cesd_std",  

      rand_prob_varname = "prob_A", 

      avail_varname = "available", 
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      estimator_initial_value = NULL 

      )  

 

# -------------------------------- 

   

gdonly <- as.data.frame(gdonly)   

 

model2 <- estimator_EMEE( 

  dta = gdonly, 

  id_varname = "pid",  

  decision_time_varname = "randtime", 

  treatment_varname = "GD_sent", 

  outcome_varname = "next_msg_read", 

  control_varname = c("sex", "race", "age_mc", "programweek", 

"cesd_std"), 

  moderator_varname = "cesd_std",  

  rand_prob_varname = "prob_A", 

  avail_varname = "available", 

  estimator_initial_value = NULL 

)   

 

#---------------------------------- 

 

posonly <- as.data.frame(posonly)   

 

model3 <- estimator_EMEE( 

  dta = posonly, 

  id_varname = "pid",  

  decision_time_varname = "randtime", 

  treatment_varname = "pos_sent", 
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  outcome_varname = "next_msg_read", 

  control_varname = c("sex", "race", "age_mc", "programweek", 

"cesd_std"), 

  moderator_varname = "cesd_std",  

  rand_prob_varname = "prob_A", 

  avail_varname = "available", 

  estimator_initial_value = NULL 

)  

 

#---------------------------------- 

 

gdvspos <- as.data.frame(gdvspos)   

 

model4 <- estimator_EMEE( 

  dta = gdvspos, 

  id_varname = "pid",  

  decision_time_varname = "randtime", 

  treatment_varname = "GD_vs_pos", 

  outcome_varname = "next_msg_read", 

  control_varname = c("sex", "race", "age_mc", "programweek", 

"cesd_std"), 

  moderator_varname = "cesd_std",  

  rand_prob_varname = "prob_A", 

  avail_varname = "available", 

  estimator_initial_value = NULL 

)  

 

##  END 
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APPENDIX C: AIM 3 R CODE 

 

setwd('C:\\Users\\lexhu\\OneDrive\\Documents\\UNC\\Dissertation\

\Aim 3 - AGILE') 

 

library(dplyr) 

library(ggplot2) 

library(glmmTMB) 

library(lme4) ## can't model zero-inflated 

library(lmtest) 

library(magrittr) 

library(tidyverse) 

library(readxl) 

library(writexl) 

 

 

##  Removal statement, if needed 

rm(list = ls(agile_full)) 

 

agile_bl <- read_excel("AGILE BL 3m survey data clean.xlsx") 

agile_final <- read_excel("AGILE_FINAL.xlsx") 

  agile_read <- agile_final %>% filter(msg_read == 1) 

 

agile_final$time2_std <- agile_final$scale(agile_final$time2) 

   

   

agile_temp <- agile_final %>% 

    group_by(pid) %>% 

    arrange(pid, timestamp) %>% 

    mutate(avg_msg_read = mean(msg_read)) %>% 

    ungroup() 
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############################ 

#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~ 

#~#~#~#~ Descriptive Statistics #~#~#~#~#~ 

#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~ 

 

summary(agile_bl$age) 

sd(agile_bl$age) 

# Mean = 28.78; SD = 4.65 years; median = 29.5; min = 18.4; max 

= 35.9 

 

summary(agile_bl$weight_lbs_bl)   

sd(agile_bl$weight_lbs_bl) 

# Mean = 195.2; SD = 34.66 lbs 

 

summary(agile_bl$BMI_bl)   

sd(agile_bl$BMI_bl) 

# Mean = 32.40; SD = 4.37 

 

table(agile_bl$gender_txt) 

# 115 female, 17 male, 3 other 

# sample is ~87% female 

 

table(agile_bl$race) 

## Code: (0=w, 1=ai/an, 2 = asian, 3 = black, 4 = nhpi, 5 = 

other) 

# 71 white; 1 American Indian/AL Native; 18 Asian; 38 Black; 5 

other; 3 blank(*) 

# ***double-check the other & blanks above. I know some said 

"mixed" or "Middle Eastern" 
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table(agile_bl$antidepressant_bl) 

# 29 on antidepressants at BL 

 

table(agile_bl$educ) 

# Undergraduate College degree = 60  

# Finished some high school = 1  

# HS or Equivalent = 5  

# Graduate degree = 39  

# Some college (<4 years) or Associate degree = 27  

# Vocation/training school = 3 

 

summary(agile_bl$cesd_total_bl) 

sd(agile_bl$cesd_total_bl) 

# Mean = 12.62, SD = 10.15; min = 0, max = 55, median = 10 

## Wow, very high variability... 

 

ggplot(data = agile_bl, aes(y=cesd_total_bl))+ 

  geom_boxplot()+ 

  theme_bw()+ 

  coord_flip() 

## May need to outlier censor the 55 score... PID: huffst252 

 

summary(agile_bl$daq_total_bl) 

sd(agile_bl$daq_total_bl) 

# Mean = 16.64, SD = 12.61; min = 0, max = 55, median = 15 

 

ggplot(data = agile_bl, aes(y=daq_total_bl))+ 

  geom_boxplot()+ 

  theme_bw()+ 
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  coord_flip()   

## IQR is larger than CESD but not as bad of an issue with 

outliers 

 

 

## Are DAQ and CESD correlated?   

## Hyp: DAQ is positively correlated with CES-D. 

 

agile_bl %>%  

  ggplot(aes(x=cesd_total_bl, y=daq_total_bl))+ 

  geom_point()+ 

  theme_bw()   

## Visual inspection seems very high positive correlation 

 

cor.test(agile_bl$cesd_total_bl, agile_bl$daq_total_bl, 

         method = c("pearson", "kendall", "spearman"), 

         exact = NULL, conf.level = 0.95) 

## r = 0.73; p < 0.0001; 95% CI: 0.641, 0.801 

 

 

## Are measurement values stable over time? 

## Hyp: An individual's CESD score will significantly vary from 

BL to 3 mo,  

## but their DAQ scores will not significantly vary. 

 

t.test(agile_bl$cesd_total_bl, agile_bl$cesd_total_3m, paired = 

TRUE, alternative = "two.sided") 

# t = -2.1602; df = 88; p-value = 0.03347; 95% CI: -3.861, -

0.161 

# sample mean difference estimate = -2.01 
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t.test(agile_bl$daq_total_bl, agile_bl$daq_total_3m, paired = 

TRUE, alternative = "two.sided") 

# t = -1.9154, df = 86, p-value = 0.05877; 95% CI: -4.755,  

0.088 

# sample mean difference estimate = -2.333 

 

## Hyp supported, but why are my df's different between the two 

t-tests?... 

# n=2 users completed CESD at 3-months, but not DAQ. PIDs: 

lasje301, tayal681 

# lasje301 bl cesd = 23, bl daq = 34; 3mo cesd = 11 

# tayal681 bl cesd = 17, bl daq = 19; 3mo cesd = 10 

# That's a fairly steep drop, so given the close p-value of the 

DAQ's t-test, there is 

# a nonzero chance that these two users may have tipped the 

balance to significance...  

##  Interpret with caution. 

 

summary(agile_full$views) 

var(agile_full$views) 

##  Variance (20.53) is much higher than mean (1.81). Likely 

rules out Poisson, but will test. 

 

cesdcheck <-glm(cesd_total_bl ~ gender + age + race, 

data=agile_bl) 

summary(cesdcheck) 

daqcheck <-glm(daq_total_bl ~ gender + age + race, 

data=agile_bl) 

summary(daqcheck) 

 

demogviews <- glm(eng_view_mean ~ gender + age + race, 

data=agile_bl) 

summary(demogviews) 
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cesdviews <- glm(eng_view_mean ~ cesd_mc_bl + gender + age + 

race, data=agile_bl) 

summary(cesdviews) 

daqviews <- glm(eng_view_mean ~ daq_mc_bl + gender + age + race, 

data=agile_bl) 

summary(daqviews) 

bothviews <- glm(eng_view_mean ~ cesd_mc_bl + daq_mc_bl +gender 

+ age + race, data=agile_bl) 

summary(bothviews) 

 

 

 

####################################### 

#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~# 

#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~   Longitudinal MLM   #~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~# 

#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~#~# 

 

 

ggplot(data=agile_full,aes(x=views))+ 

  geom_histogram(bins=50)+ 

  theme_bw()+ 

  labs(title="Observed counts of app views between message 

pushes", x="App page views between messages",  

       y="pooled observations") 

 

# Extremely high zero count and then are right-skewed; as 

typical of count data.  

# Zero-inflated model likely necessary. Testing both Poisson & 

NB for thoroughness. 

 

 

#~#~#~#~#~ 1. Null Models #~#~#~#~#~# 
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#  Using "pid" as random intercept 

 

mod1_poi <- glmmTMB(views ~ (1|pid), data = agile_final, 

ziformula=~., family=poisson) 

summary(mod1_poi) # AIC=52411.9; BIC=52442.5 

 

# mod1_poinozero <- glmmTMB(views ~ (1|pid), data = agile_full, 

ziformula=~0, family=poisson) 

# summary(mod1_poinozero) # AIC=80175.8; BIC=80191.1 

 

# mod1_nb1 <- glmmTMB(views ~ (1|pid), data = agile_final, 

ziformula=~., family=nbinom1) 

# summary(mod1_nb1) #AIC=40962.3; BIC=41000.6 

#   ## Um, nb1 is now showing better fit stats... 

 

mod1_nb2 <- glmmTMB(views ~ (1|pid), data = agile_final, 

ziformula=~., family=nbinom2) 

summary(mod1_nb2) #AIC=40966.0; BIC=41004.2 

 

# mod1_nb2nonzero <- glmmTMB(views ~ (1|pid), data = agile_full, 

ziformula=~0, family=nbinom2) 

# summary(mod1_nb2nonzero) #AIC=42745.8; BIC=42768.8 

 

##  Results favor zero-inflated negative binomial with quadratic 

parameterization. 

 

 

#~#~#~#~#~#~ 2. Unconditional Growth Models #~#~#~#~#~#~#~# 

 

 

## Modeling time as fixed slope 
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mod2f_nb2 <- glmmTMB(views ~ program_day + (1|pid), data = 

agile_final, ziformula=~., family=nbinom2) 

  summary(mod2f_nb2) #AIC= 40611.8; BIC=40665.4 

 

   

## Modeling time with random slope 

mod2r_nb2 <- glmmTMB(views ~ program_day + (program_day|pid), 

data = agile_final, ziformula=~., family=nbinom2) 

  summary(mod2r_nb2) #AIC= 40421.5; BIC=40505.7 

 

 

##  LRT - linear time, random slope/intercept 

  lrtest(mod2r_nb2, mod1_nb2) # p< 2.2e-16   

 

 

## Testing with added quadratic effect of time "time2" 

 

mod2fq_nb2 <- glmmTMB(views ~ program_day + time2 + (1|pid), 

data = agile_final, ziformula=~., family=nbinom2) 

  summary(mod2fq_nb2) #AIC= 40560.7; BIC=40629.6 

 

   

# Modeling time with random slope 

mod2rq_nb2 <- glmmTMB(views ~ program_day + time2 + 

(program_day|pid), data = agile_final, ziformula=~., 

family=nbinom2) 

  summary(mod2rq_nb2) #AIC= 40410.1; BIC=40509.6 

## Quadratic time2 is highly significant in the conditional 

model, nonsig in z-i model 

 

  # mod2rq_test <- glmmTMB(views ~ program_day + time2 + 

(program_day|pid), data = agile_final, ziformula=~program_day + 

(1|pid), family=nbinom2) 
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  # summary(mod2rq_test) #AIC= 40527.2; BIC=40603.8 

   

   

   

##  Testing LRT of quadratic time vs nested linear time  

lrtest(mod2rq_nb2, mod2r_nb2) # p = 0.000455 ***  

## adding quadratic time significantly improves model fit;  

## however, time2 not significant in z-i model, so dropping from 

there   n  v  

  

 

unstruct <- glmmTMB(views ~ program_day + time2 + 

(program_day|pid), data = agile_final, ziformula=~program_day + 

(program_day|pid), family=nbinom2) 

  summary(unstruct) #AIC=40408.7; BIC=40500.6 

 

  unstruct_test <- glmmTMB(views ~ program_day + time2_std + 

(program_day|pid), data = agile_final, ziformula=~program_day + 

(program_day|pid), family=nbinom2) 

    summary(unstruct_test) 

   

   

lrtest(unstruct, mod2r_nb2) #p = 0.0001205 *** 

 

#~#~#~#~#~# 3. Conditional Growth Models #~#~#~#~#~#~#~#  

 

## QUADRATIC UNSTRUCTURED IN CONDITIONAL ONLY 

mod3rq1_nb2 <- glmmTMB(views ~ program_day + time2_std + 

gd_dummy + (program_day|pid), data = agile_final, ziformula=~ 

program_day + (program_day|pid), family=nbinom2) 

  summary(mod3rq1_nb2) #AIC=40410.7; BIC=40510.2 
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lrtest(mod3rq1_nb2, unstruct_test) # p = 0.96 

 

 

#~#~#~   

 

##  CESD 

 

## QUADRATIC IN CONDITIONAL ONLY  

mod3rq1_nb2cesd <- glmmTMB(views ~ program_day + time2_std + 

gd_dummy + cesd_mc_bl + (program_day|pid), data = agile_final, 

ziformula=~program_day + cesd_mc_bl + (program_day|pid), 

family=nbinom2) 

  summary(mod3rq1_nb2cesd) #AIC=40402.1; BIC = 40517.0 

 

     

##!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!   

mod3rq1int_nb2cesd <- glmmTMB(views ~ program_day + time2_std  + 

cesd_mc_bl + gd_dummy*cesd_mc_bl + (program_day|pid), data = 

agile_final, ziformula=~program_day + cesd_mc_bl + 

(program_day|pid), family=nbinom2) 

    summary(mod3rq1int_nb2cesd) #AIC=40406.9; BIC = 40529.4 

 

 

     

## QUADRATIC VS LINEAR CONDITIONAL MODEL LRT 

  lrtest(mod3rq1int_nb2cesd, unstruct_test) #p = 0.063 

 

#~#~#~#~#~#~# 

## DAQ 

 

## QUADRATIC IN CONDITIONAL ONLY  
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# mod3rq1_nb2daq <- glmmTMB(views ~ program_day + time2 + 

gd_dummy + daq_std_bl  + (program_day|pid), data = agile_final, 

ziformula=~program_day + daq_mc_bl + (program_day|pid), 

family=nbinom2) 

#   summary(mod3rq1_nb2daq) ## Will not converge with added 

quadratic time 

#   ## Must use the interaction format for presentation. 

 

  #!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

mod3rq1int_nb2daq <- glmmTMB(views ~ program_day + time2_std + 

gd_dummy + daq_mc_bl + gd_dummy*daq_mc_bl + (program_day|pid), 

data = agile_final, ziformula=~program_day + daq_mc_bl + 

(program_day|pid), family=nbinom2) 

  summary(mod3rq1int_nb2daq)  

  #old AIC=40401.1 ; BIC=40523.7 

 

  lrtest(mod3rq1int_nb2daq, unstruct_test) # p = 0.024 

 

   

#~#~#~#~#~# 

 

# mod3r_nb2both <- glmmTMB(views ~ program_day + gd_dummy + 

daq_mc_bl + cesd_mc_bl + (program_day|pid), data = agile_full, 

ziformula=~., family=nbinom2) 

# summary(mod3r_nb2both) 

# ## Model convergence problem; non-positive-definite Hessian 

matrix. See vignette('troubleshooting') 

# #7: In fitTMB(TMBStruc) : 

# #  Model convergence problem; false convergence (8). See 

vignette('troubleshooting') 

 

   

#~#~#~#~#~# 

## 4. Adding control covariates 
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mod4rq_nb2cesd <- glmmTMB(views ~ program_day + time2 + gd_dummy 

+ cesd_mc_bl + gd_dummy*cesd_mc_bl + age + race + gender + 

(program_day|pid),  

                          data = agile_final, ziformula=~ 

program_day + cesd_mc_bl + age + race + gender + 

(program_day|pid), family=nbinom2) 

  summary(mod4rq_nb2cesd) #AIC=40415.3; BIC=40583.8 

 

  lrtest(mod4rq_nb2cesd, unstruct) # p = 0.2 

 

mod4rq_nb2daq <- glmmTMB(views ~ program_day +  gd_dummy + 

daq_std_bl + gd_dummy*daq_std_bl + age + race + gender + 

(program_day|pid),  

                         data = agile_final, 

ziformula=~program_day + daq_std_bl + age + race + gender + 

(program_day|pid), family=nbinom2) 

  summary(mod4rq_nb2daq) #AIC=40409.1; BIC=40577.5 

 

  lrtest(mod4rq_nb2daq,mod3rq1int_nb2daq) # p = 0.6689 

 

mod4rq_nb2both <- glmmTMB(views ~ program_day + time2 + gd_dummy 

+ daq_mc_bl +cesd_mc_bl + age + race + gender + 

                           (program_day|pid), data = agile_full, 

ziformula=~., family=nbinom2) 

  summary(mod4r_nb2both) #AIC=40409.4 ; BIC=40570.2 

  ## Wow, this version held! When adding both CESD and DAQ to 

the model, they seem to cancel each other out 

  ## All coefficient estimates was out, including the z-i model.  

  ## Likely because they're each hogging similar depression-

related variance in users, so there is less  

  ## semipartial variance in the DV to report on. (evidenced by 

their high correlation above) 
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#~#~#~#~#~#~ Message Reading Outcomes #~#~#~#~#~ 

 

# null  

mod1_read <- glmmTMB(next_msg_read ~  (1|pid), data = 

agile_read, family=binomial(link = "logit")) 

  summary(mod1_read) #AIC=6590.6; BIC=6604.0 

   

# # unstructured 

# mod2f_read <- glmmTMB(next_msg_read ~ program_day + (1|pid), 

data = agile_read, family=binomial(link = "logit")) 

#   summary(mod2f_read) #AIC=6570.8; 6590.9 

 

mod2r_read <- glmmTMB(next_msg_read ~ program_day + 

(program_day|pid), data = agile_read, family=binomial(link = 

"logit")) 

  summary(mod2r_read) #AIC=6562.0; BIC=6595.6 

  ## !!!!!!!BEST UNCON MODEL 

   

  lrtest(mod2r_read, mod1_read) #p = 1.505e-07 *** 

   

  # mod2rq_read <- glmmTMB(next_msg_read ~ program_day + time2 + 

(program_day|pid), data = agile_read, family=binomial(link = 

"logit")) 

  #   summary(mod2rq_read)  

  #   ## Didn't converge and worse AIC/BIC. Dropping quadratic 

time. 

 

#~#~#~#~#~#~   

 

mod3r_read <- glmmTMB(next_msg_read ~ program_day + gd_dummy + 

(program_day|pid), data = agile_read, family=binomial(link = 

"logit")) 

  summary(mod3r_read) #AIC=6554.0; BIC=6604.2 
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  lrtest(mod3r_read, mod2r_read) #p=0.9763 

      

mod3r_read_cesd <- glmmTMB(next_msg_read ~ program_day + 

gd_dummy + cesd_mc_bl + gd_dummy*cesd_mc_bl + (program_day|pid), 

data = agile_read, family=binomial(link = "logit")) 

  summary(mod3r_read_cesd) #AIC=6553.3; BIC=6607.2 

     

  lrtest(mod3r_read_cesd, mod3r_read) #p=0.0003327 

      

mod3r_read_daq <- glmmTMB(next_msg_read ~ program_day + gd_dummy 

+ daq_mc_bl + gd_dummy*daq_mc_bl + (program_day|pid), data = 

agile_read, family=binomial(link = "logit")) 

  summary(mod3r_read_daq) #AIC=6651.4; BIC=6605.2 

 

  lrtest(mod3r_read_daq, mod3r_read) #p=0.0002288 

   

# test <- glmmTMB(next_msg_read ~ program_day + gd_dummy + 

cesd_mc_bl + daq_mc_bl + gd_dummy*daq_mc_bl + (program_day|pid), 

data = agile_read, family=binomial(link = "logit")) 

#   summary(test) 

   

## testing sociodemo covariates   

 

mod3r_read_cesdfull <- glmmTMB(next_msg_read ~ program_day + 

gd_dummy + cesd_mc_bl + gd_dummy*cesd_mc_bl +  

                             age + gender + race + 

(program_day|pid), data = agile_read, family=binomial(link = 

"logit")) 

  summary(mod3r_read_cesdfull) #AIC=6557.6; BIC=6631.6 

   

    lrtest(mod3r_read_cesdfull, mod3r_read_cesd) #p=0.6275 
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mod3r_read_daqfull <- glmmTMB(next_msg_read ~ program_day + 

gd_dummy + daq_mc_bl + gd_dummy*daq_mc_bl +  

                                age + gender + race + 

(program_day|pid), data = agile_read, family=binomial(link = 

"logit")) 

  summary(mod3r_read_daqfull) #AIC=6656.3; BIC=6630.3 

   

  lrtest(mod3r_read_daqfull, mod3r_read_daq) #p=0.775 

 

## Did not improve fit. Go with core conditional models   
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